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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study was to test the usefulness of a magnetocardiography screening (MCG) in the outpatient  service of the department of 
cardiology of a university hospital.     

METHODS: 76 consecutive patients admitted to the outpatient department for suspected (n = 37) or known   
( n=39) coronary artery disease (CAD) were examined by     means of a 4-channel magnetocardiographic system  (MaGIC, Magscan, Germany ), 

installed in an unshielded location .  Based on the magnetic field distribution approximately 20 subsequent current vector maps were reconstructed 
with equidistant time steps within the ST-T interval. Each map was categorized as class 0 to 4 (class 0 reflecting normal distribution, class 4 
reflecting most significant pathological distribution). Major criterion for the classification was the presence or absence of dipole structure and 
direction of the main vectors.  All MCG examinations were classified as pathological (positive) or normal (negative) 

All patients were followed for 12 month and the occurrence of coronary events (cardiac death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, revascularization 
procedures ) were documented for  each patient .    

RESULTS:  During follow up, 17 coronary events (2 nonfatal myocardial infarctions and 15 revascularization procedures) occurred. In 13  of 
these patients (76%)  MCG results were positive. In 51of the remaining 59 patients MCG results were negative. Hence, positive predictive value 
(PPV)  of MCG examination was  62% , negative predictive value (NPV) 93 %, which is higher then the predictive value of  resting and stress ECG 
or non stress-echocardiography . 

CONCLUSION:  MCG screening in unshielded locations is a noninvasive non time consuming and cost-effective imaging technique for cardiac 
outpatient.
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INTRODUCTION

Prediction of ischemic coronary events in patients with suspected or known CAD remains a clinical challenging. 
Various non-invasive imaging technique methods which are used for assessment in the daily clinical routine [Marwick, 2003; Chung, 2004; 

Yokoyama, 2004; Arad , 2000]. Sensitivity, specificity and predictive value of these techniques are limited.  
Recent developments include new imaging techniques like positron emission tomography, electron beam or multislice computed tomography 

nuclear imaging and stress echocardiography. They  may be associated with a certain risk , require radiation and/or are high expense, while 
magnetocardiography (MCG) is a  non-invasive, non stress and non radiatic requiering method which makes MCG more attractive for the day-to-day  
clinical practice [Hailer, 2003 ]. High sensitivity to diagnose CAD was demonstrated in some studies using relatively simple MCG systems. 

Aim of this study  was to test  the usefulness of  MCG  examination by a simple unshielded system to  predict coronary events.     

METHODS

76 patients ( 56 male , 20 female , mean age 60�2 years )  admitted to the outpatient service  with suspected (n=37) or known (n=39) coronary 
artery disease (CAD) were examined by  a 4-channel magnetocardiographic system  (MaGIC, Magscan, Germany ), installed in an unshielded 
location. All patients underwent resting ECG and either stress ECG or stress echocardiography. The majority underwent also resting
echocardiography and some of them – cardiac nuclear examinations.  . 

MCG recordings were taken at 9 cardial positions utilizing a four-channel SQUID-magnetometer in an unshielded setting within a 20 by 20 
rectangular grid with a 4 cm pitch over the pericordial area. The sensor was positioned as close to the thorax as possible, directly over the heart using 
the jugulum as reference. Duration of measurements in each position was 30 sec. All cardiac cycles were preprocessed and averaged at each position. 
For further analysis the reconstruction of current density vector (CDV) maps was applied. The CDV maps were generated every 10 ms within the ST-
T interval starting with the J-point up to the end of the T-wave. Each CDV map during the ST-T interval was analyzed visually by an independent 
experienced observer.  The visual analysis of CDV consisted of two steps:  

1: Classification of each single map. Maps were categorized as class 0 to 4 (class 0 reflecting normal distribution, class 4 reflecting most 
significant pathological distribution).This classification based mainly on the dipolar or non–dipolar structure of the single map and the direction of 
the main current density vectors [Chaikovsky, 2003 ].  The symmetry or asymmetry of the vortices served for further specification. 

2:  Reassessment of the entire set of maps of every patient based on the map results from step1. Ratio of “normal” maps (classes 0-2) to 
pathologic maps  (3-4) were taken  for this evaluation. Finally all MCG examinations were as pathological (positive) or normal (negative) MCG 
(fig.1a,b). Occurrence of coronary events (cardiac death , nonfatal myocardial infarction or revascularization procedures ) were prospectively 
documents. The follow up was 12 month of the initial MCG examination.    

RESULTS 

During follow up, 17 coronary events (2 nonfatal myocardial infarctions and 15 revascularization) occurred. In 13  of these 17   patients  MCG 
results were positive. In 51of the  remaining 59 patients MCG results were negative. Positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value 
(NPV) and of different diagnostic methods to coronary events are presented in table 1.  
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It has to be stressed also that in subgroup of patients with suspected CAD PPV   resulted in 58 % , NPV in97%, in subgroup with known CAD – 
64% and 88% respectively. 

DISCUSSION 

 The accuracy of MCG is comparable to the  accuracy of stress Echo and nuclear images and significantly higher than ECG and Echo performed 
at rest and even stress ECG.   

PPV of MCG examination was slightly higher  in the subgroup of patients with known CAD compare to patients with suspected CAD and ,in 
opposite, NPV  was higher than in patients with suspected CAD.  The prediction of progress  of  known CAD is more  arbitrary  , becouse  current 
distribution in these patients  are often constantly “abnormal”. Further systematic experience with much larger patient number are needed to increase 
accuracy in this subgroup.  

MCG was not superior to stress echocardiography, a imaging technique in routine use since many years. However in comparison to MCG stress 
echo has some disadvantage and maybe afflicted  by complications due to the physical stress or the medication (pharmacolocical stress test).  

MCG  is  completly non-invasive, non-contact technique measuring just biosignals  without any radiation and any other harm to the patient, it is  
most cost effective and thus as often repeatable as necessary. If we had to interpret the data correctly it may potentially become the ideal imaging 
technique for screening and follow-up. Further more formal studies with higher number of patients needed to confirm findings presented in this 
paper. 

                                     
            FIGURE 1A. “Negative” MCG examination                                                         FIGURE 1B “Positive” MCG examination 
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  Table 1.PPV and NPV of different diagnostic methods to coronary events 

Diagnostic methods PPV NPV 
MCG, n=76  62% 93 % 
Resting ECG, n=76 20% 77% 
Stress ECG ,n=45 25 % 80 % 
Echo , n=54 30 % 71 % 
Stress Echo , n=28 66 % 91 % 
PET, n=9 100% - 
Scintigraphy 100% - 
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Magnetocardiographic Study of Ventricular Repolarization in Hypertensive Patients 
with and without Left Ventricular Hypertrophy  
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ABSTRACT 

Previous studies in magnetically shielded rooms have shown that magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping can be useful to detect early signs of 
left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). The aim of this study was to evaluate ventricular repolarization parameters in patients with essential 
hypertension, associated or not with LVH, by means of unshielded multichannel MCG mapping. METHODS: 31 patients with pharmacologically 
treated essential hypertension (average BP systolic: 147.8±11.2, diastolic: 92.2±4.9) since at 6.5±5.6 years, 13 without and 18 with evidence of LVH 
(4 at ECG, 11 at echocardiography, and 3 at both), were studied with a 36-channel MCG system (sensitivity of 20 fT/Hz½) and with 12-lead ECG, in 
an unshielded hospital setting. To assess ventricular repolarization, HR-corrected, QTend, JTpeak, JTend, Tpeak-end intervals and QT dispersion (QTd)
were measured from both MCG and ECG waveforms. The magnetic field gradient orientation (� angle) during the ST interval and at the Tpeak was 
also computed. 20 normal age-matched volunteers were used for comparison. RESULTS: As compared to normal volunteers, MCG JTend, QTend,
Tpeak-end and QTd were significantly longer in hypertensive patients. The difference was not significant, if only patients with essential hypertension but 
no LVH were considered. The magnetic field � angle during the ST was significantly abnormal in patients with essential hypertension (p < 0.01). 
CONCLUSIONS: In patients with essential hypertension, MCG detects alterations of ventricular repolarization, not evidenced by 12-lead ECG. 

KEY WORDS 

Multichannel Magnetocardiography, Essential Hypertension, Left Ventricular Hypertrophy, Ventricular Repolarization, QT dispersion.

INTRODUCTION

The interest of clinicians for unshielded multichannel MCG mapping (MMCG) as a contactless method to study ventricular repolarization (VR) is 
rapidly growing, since recent reported evidence that MCG can detect VR abnormalities in patients with  cardiac ischemia not yet evident at the ECG 
[Brisinda, 2003]. Very recent work, carried out in magnetically shielded rooms, has shown the sensitivity of MCG parameters to detect LVH in 
patients with overt left ventricular hypertrophy [Karvonen, 2002] and in detecting electrophysiological abnormalities induced by initial LV 
remodeling in the very early stage of pharmacologically treated moderate hypertension [Comani, 2004]. The aim of this study was to evaluate 
ventricular repolarization parameters in patients with essential hypertension, associated or not with LVH, by means of unshielded multichannel MCG 
mapping [Fenici, 2003]. 

METHODS

31 patients (mean age 59.7± 9.7 years) with pharmacologically treated essential hypertension (EH) (average BP, systolic: 147.8±11.2, diastolic: 
92.2±4.9) since at 6.5±5.6 years, 13 without and 18 with evidence of LVH (4 at ECG, 11 at echocardiography, and 3 at both) and 20 age-matched 
normal volunteers (NV) (50±10.3 years) were studied. MMCG was recorded with a 36-channel MCG system (CardioMag Imaging Inc., Schenectady, 
NY) (CMI) working in an unshielded hospital catheterization laboratory, equipped for invasive cardiac diagnostic and interventional procedures, 
which features 36 LT-DC-SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) sensors coupled to second order gradiometers (baseline: 50-70 
mm) with pick-up coils diameter of 19 mm and sensor-to-sensor spacing of 40 mm. The distance between the measuring sensors, kept at liquid 
helium temperature and arranged on the same plane, and the flat bottom surface of the cryostat is 19 mm.  With the automatic electronic noise 
suppression system (ENSS), the instrumentation features a sensitivity of about 20 fT/Hz½ at 1 Hz, with balance stability of gradiometers better than 
0.01%. 12-lead ECG was simultaneously recorded, with a GE Prucka CardioLab system. All signals were digitally recorded at the sampling rate of 1 
kHz, in the bandwidth from DC to 100 Hz (MMCG), 0.05-100 Hz (ECG).  

Post processing and MCG signal analysis were carried out using two independent software packages: Windows NT-based, provided by the CMI 
with the mapping and UNIX-based, provided by the Helsinki University of Technology (NEUROMAG, FINLAND) [Hänninen, 2000].

After digital adaptive filtering for the power line 50 Hz noise, the peaks of the R waves were automatically identified from the reference ECG and 
used as time reference for signal averaging. After averaging, a baseline was defined, by automatic (or interactive) selection of two time points 
between the end of the T wave and the beginning of the P wave, and was subtracted from the averaged traces. MCG averaged data were analysed as 
waveforms and contour maps.  

Visual morphological analysis of the time evolution of the magnetic field (MF) maps was useful to better define the onset and offset of QRS and 
J-T intervals.  

For measurements of time intervals, the P wave peak, Q wave onset, the J point and the peak of the T wave were manually selected using a 
“butterfly” superposition of all MCG signals amplified at the resolution of 2 mm/pT (picoTesla) with a time scale of 200 mm/sec.

The Q-Tend, J-Tpeak, J-Tend and Tpeak-Tend intervals and QT dispersion (QTd: as the difference between maximal and minimal QTend intervals) were 
measured. In order to correct for HRV between different individuals all the intervals were corrected by dividing the measured values by the square 
root of the averaged R-R interval measured in seconds [Corrected value = Measured value (ms) / � RR (sec)]. 

The magnetic field gradient orientation (MFO) was calculated as: a) the S-Tpeak � angle: angle between the direction of the largest MF gradient 
(vector between the maximum positive and negative magnetic poles) and the patient’s right-left axis, measured at the integral of the second quarter 
from the J-point to the Tpeak; b) the Tpeak � angle: angle between the direction of the largest MF gradient (vector between the maximum positive and 
negative magnetic poles) and the patient’s right-left axis, measured at the Tpeak [Hänninen, 2000][Brisinda, 2003]. 

RESULTS 
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The average 
values of estimated 
VR intervals are 
summarized in Table 1 
and Table 2. As 
compared to QTend,
NV, JTend,, Tpeak-end
and QTd were
significantly longer in 
EH pts, when measure 
from MMCG, whereas 
such differences were 
not significant at ECG 
(Table 1).  

The MCG 
parameters of EH 
patients were 
significantly different 

from those of NV only for pts with LVH. On the contrary 
the differences were not significant for patients without 
LVH (Table 2). As concerns the MFO, S-Tpeak � angle was 
abnormal in EH (166.7±110 vs 75.4±34.8) (p < .001), 
whereas the Tpeak � angle was normal in all groups.  

DISCUSSION 

The sensitivity of MMCG to detect abnormalities in 
patients with overt LVH and to evidence LVH in the early 
stage of hypertension had been previously reported 
[Karvonen, 2002] [Comani, 2004]. This is the first MCG 
study carried out in patients with essential hypertension in 
an unshielded outpatient clinic. Our results demonstrate 
that unshielded MCG has good enough sensitivity to detect 
electrophysiological abnormalities induced by essential 
hypertension, lasting since about six years in the average. 

As compared to normal controls three major differences were found: 1) prolongation of repolarization intervals, 2) increased QT dispersion and 3) 
abnormal orientation (� angle) of the ST magnetic field.  

Interestingly, such abnormalities were evident on MCG but not at the 12-lead ECG, and reached significance only in patients with left   
ventricular hypertrophy.  

We conclude that MMCG mapping is more sensitive than ECG in detecting ventricular repolarization abnormalities related to hypertension-
induced left ventricular hypertrophy. 
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Table 1       

 MCG ECG 

HR corrected Hypertension Controls p Hypertension Controls p

JTpeak 217 ± 24.6 217.4 ± 20.8 n.s. 219.5 ± 21.3 213.7 ± 21.7 n.s. 

JTend 288 ± 15.1 277.8 ± 21.1 < 0.05 318 ± 27.3 301.1 ± 33.7 n.s. 

Tpeak-end 67.1 ± 10.3 60.3 ± 7.2 < 0.02 98.3 ± 30.1 87.4 ± 19.8 n.s. 

QTend 400.2 ± 16 386.9 ± 21.3 < 0.02 404.2 ± 27.8 400 ± 25.5 n.s. 

QT d 39.9 ± 14.5 28.5 ± 10.9 < 0.01 21.8 ± 10.3 24.8 ± 9.5 n.s. 

Table 2    

 MCG 

HR corrected EH + LVH p Controls p EH w/out LVH 

JTpeak 215.9 ± 17.1 n.s. 217.4 ± 20.8 n.s.  217.7 ± 33.2 

JTend 288 ± 15.7 n.s. 277.8 ± 21.1 n.s.  287.6 ± 14.7 

Tpeak-end 69.7 ± 11.7 < 0.01 60.3 ± 7.2 n.s.  63.4 ± 6.93 

QTend 402.2 ± 16.8 0.02 386.9 ± 21.3 n.s.  397.7 ± 15 

QT d 42.4 ± 15.9 < 0.01 28.5 ± 10.9 n.s.  36.4 ± 12.1 
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose of the work was to reveal electrophysiological changing into pathological myocardium at patients with different cardiological diseases by 
means of magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping. MCG mapping was performed by means of the 7-channel magnetocardiograph CARDIOMAG 
(Glushkov Institute for Cybernetics, Kyiv, Ukraine). MCG observations were performed at Strazhesko Institute for Cardiology without magnetic 
shielding room. 159 examined pts were divided into seven groups: 44 persons – healthy, 42 pts – coronary arthery disease (CAD), 11 pts affected 
with myocardium infarction (MI), 11 with hypertension (HT), 14 with silent ischemia (SI), 13 with heart failure (HF), 14 with fibrillation (FB), 10 
patients after stunning of coronary arteries (ST). All pts examined by standard 12-lead ECG, biochemical analyses, loading tests (bicycle-ergometry) 
and some of them studied by holter monitoring, echocardiography, electrophysiological test, and coronary angiography. Morphological and 
correlation analyses of MCG maps were performed. Moreover, a number of quantitative MCG indexes, which reflect distribution of the excitation 
into the heart, have been proposed. We obtained that some indexes demonstrate efficiency in recognition of pathologic activity for 5 diseases from 
studied such as CAD, MI, HT, HF, SI and FB.  

KEY WORDS 

Magnetocardiographic mapping, non-invasive diagnostics, cardiology diseases, coronary arthery disease, myocardium infarction (MI),
hypertension, silent ischemia, heart failure.  

INTRODUCTION

It is known, cardiovascular diseases are in the lead of the causes of mortality and disablement of population. Therefore, it is crucial to solve the 
problem of diagnosing cardiology diseases at the early stages when treatment is the most effective and disease progress is still reversible. That is why, 
developing of new noninvasive techniques for early recognizing of heart’s function in clinical conditions is very important. In industrial countries the 
magnetocardiographic (MCG) examinations are conducted, however, into expensive ($500,000 and above) magnetic shielded rooms (MSR) that is 
problem for dissemination of MCG in hospitals. Other disadvantage is the disarrayed software, i.e. no logical and comprehensive for physicians 
system of diagnostic criteria. Each team uses own criteria and, as a rule, single-level MCG analysis. Basic diagnostic idea is to make understandable 
for MD step-by-step algorithm of MCG analysis. This algorithm have to include rules of diagnostics for main diseases: coronary artery disease 
(CAD), including ”silent” ischemia (SI), fibrillation (FB), heart failure (HF), myocardial infarction (MI), hypertension (HT), and all that with 
unchanged rest ECG. The aim of report is study of the applications of MCG as a diagnostic method for above-mentioned diseases. 

METHODS

Study has been made in Biomagnetic Lab at Strazhesko Cardiology Institute. 159 verified persons were observed: volunteers without pathology 
(control group - CG): 44 persons, 42 pts with CAD, 11 pts with MI, 11 pts with HT, 14 with SI, 13 with HF, 14 with FB; 10 pts before and after 
stunning of coronary arteries (ST). All persons were examined by standard 12-lead ECG, biochemical analyses, loading tests, and separate groups 
were studied by 24-hour holter, EhoCG, electrophysiological examinations, and coronary angiography. CG has been formed from volunteers after 
using of routine clinical methods identifying no cardiac diseases [Voytovych, 2003]. MCG were conducted with 7-channel magnetocardiograph 
CARDIOMAG [Budnyk, 2004] and registered in 6x6 points of 4-cm-step standard grid. The vertical component of the magnetic field vector was 
measured with ECG. After preprocessing and averaging magnetic field maps were constructed. Solving of inverse problems determines parameters of 
equivalent magnetic dipole and current layer in frontal plane, and separate non-conjunction current areas reflecting isolated zones of excitation was 
calcutated [Budnyk&Voytovych, 2002].  

Data processing comprises of: 1) analysis of the MCG curves, 2) qualitative analysis of maps, 3) quantitative analysis of maps, 4) quantitative 
analysis of the effective dipole and current density distribution [Kozlovsky&Stadnyuk, 2002]. It was identified that qualitative analysis 1 and 2 are  
difficult for interpretation and formalization from, viewpoint of implementation into practices. Therefore, directions 3 and 4 were applied for MCG 
data analyzing and 14 indexes were analysed [Kozlovsky&Budnyk, 2003]. All indexes were determined with 32 maps within the S-T interval. So 
many indexes are necessary because 7 pathologies will be examined. To search diagnostic indexes for certain disease, statistical processing of above 
14 parameters was made with utilizing of the abnormal data rejecting by level 2�, calculation of descriptive statistics, two-population T-test with 
level p<0,05, founding of critical values, and sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), positive predictive value (PPV) and negative (NPV) one. 

To implement MCG in clinical practice, it is necessary to develop a decision rule for classifying of person to healthy or pts group with given 
disease. With this purpose the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) were utilized and dependence of discrimination power from various combinations 
of MCG indexes in LDA space were studied [Chernysheva, 2004]. Also we consider two criteria for quantitative estimation of myocardium electro-
physiology. First one is the number of maps with additional field extrema in % to total number of maps - H. This criterion has been used for 
evaluation of excitation non-homogeneity. The 2nd one is a number of maps, in which EHV differs from normal in %  to total number of maps - D. 
This criterion allows to estimate the EHV direction disturbance. Well-known that STT segment is considered for CAD study, e.g. in  [Kozlovsky& 
Stadnyuk, 2003]. That is why, we study another region-of-interest (ROI) intervals having diagnostic information [Budnyk&Berezovska, 2003].  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of analysis of pts presented at Tbl.1. All MCG indexes were divided into 3 groups: high (Mean>80%), average (70%<Mean<80%) and 
low diagnostic value (Mean<70%). Therefore, MCG can be recommended as diagnostic method for recognizing CAD, IM, HT, HF, FB, and pts 
before stunning. Average value demonstrates for SI and pts after stunning, and low value – for healthy persons. Moreover, algorithm of medical 
analysis was developed [Voytovych, 2003] and method for CAD diagnosis was proposed (UA patent application [Kozlovsky& Budnyk, 2004]). 
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CG and CAD pts were examined by LDA. 81 CAD pts and 71 healthies were 
studied and 6 numeric MCG indexes were tested. Optimal range of  

5 indexes having maximal discrimination power for CAD pts against CG 
(75%), and for healthies against CAD (82%) was founded [Chernysheva, 2004].  

Significant differences of indexes H and D in MI pts allow to propose method 
for diagnose of MI (patent UA 53455 [Stadnyuk& Budnyk, 2003]) and non-Q MI 
(patent UA 53456 [Voytovych&Stadnyuk, 2003]).  

ROI intervals are estimated with help of six “normalised distances” deter-
mined between map-templates for healthy and CAD pts. It was obtained, that 
there are 3 ROI intervals in which maximum amount of new information about 
CAD in comparison with Norma take place [Budnyk&Berezovska, 2003].  

Analysis of current distribution with 2D Fourie Transform (FT) was made. FT 
modification with 2 phases reflecting X and Y co-ordinates of excitation source at 
frontal plane was utilized. Above approach is perspective to estimate parameters 
of pathological sources into myocardium [Budnyk&Berezovska, 2002].   

Applicability of MCG for evaluation of PTCA effectiveness [Stadnyuk& 
Kozlovsky, 2002], and for atrial excitation in pts with AF [Stadnyuk&Zahrabova, 
2003] were studied. Correlation between MCG and EhoCG parameters after short 
induced paroxysm of AF was founded [Stadnyuk&Budnyk, 2002].  

MCG and coronary angiography observations after stents were placed in  
artery with the purpose estimation of stunning effectiveness and monitoring of 
recovery of electrophysical properties were made. Differences of some MCG 
indexes in MI pts against Norma due to significant failures of repolarization 
process before and just after stunning have been founded [Voytovych, 2004]. 
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Table 1. Results of statistical analysis of patients 
Index �±m Sn Sp PPV NPV Mean

CAD
MR 8,3±0,97 67 67 69 64 67 
Nst 6,4±1,9 64 70 71 62 67 
IFH 2,3±0,33 61 70 70 61 67 
IFV 5,5±0,7 58 70 69 59 64 

Heart Failure
IFH 10,4±7,4 83 90 59 97 82 
�R 14,8±3,5 67 93 62 94 79 
�st -29±15 70 93 58 95 79 
Nst 17,2±6,2 46 91 50 90 69 

Hypertension
MR 16,5±3,8 80 93 62 97 83 
�st -17±30 67 96 67 96 81 
Nst 21±7,5 70 94 64 96 81 
IFV 3,2±1 50 91 45 93 70 
Z 11,4±2,3 50 91 45 92 70 

MI
�st -51±30 70 94 64 94 81 
Nst 20,5±8,7 64 94 64 94 79 
MR 14,4±4,4 55 88 43 92 70 

Fibrillation 
MR 15,5±2,1 86 93 71 97 87 
Nst 17,6±5,4 64 91 60 93 77 
�st -39±23 54 91 54 91 72 
IFV 3,2±0,5 71 71 33 92 67 

Silent Ischemia
MR 13,4±2,2 64 88 53 92 74 
Nst 14,1±5,9 57 90 53 91 73 
�st -28±24 46 88 43 89 66 
IFH 7,5±2 43 88 43 88 65 

pts with MI before stunning
�st -43.4±11 70 92 70 93 81 
Nst 19.4±4,1 60 90 60 90 75 
MR 13,2±1,8 60 86 50 90 71 
Z 11,3±0,63 50 88 50 88 69 

pts with MI after stunning
IFH 7,6±1.15 60 91 60 91 76 
Nst 17±3,5 60 91 60 90 75 
MR 14±1,82 56 86 45 90 70 
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Atlas of typical magnetocardiographic maps for diagnosis of CAD within ST-T interval  
I.Chaikovsky , S. Auth- Eisernitz 1, B. Avolin , B. Hailer1

MagScan GmbH Essen, Germany , Catholic Hospital Philippusstift , Essen , Germany  

ABSTRACT 

Magnetocardiography (MCG) allows the recording of the magnetic fields generated by the electrical activity of the heart. Beside the analysis of 
the ECG like signal, the interpretation of the data is based on source parameters or magnetic field map analysis. The reconstruction of current density 
vector maps is a possble approach for the analysis of the magnetic field. Comparable to the standardized ECG interpretation, the user has to be 
familiar with the analysis of the acquired maps. A consistent interpretation of CDV maps should aid to allow a standardized interpretation comparable 
to 12 lead ECG. The following interpretation procedure is based on experiences of the analysis of 172 patients with proven coronary artery disease 
(CAD) and 126 healthy volunteers.. All measurements were performed in an unshielded setting. The typical structure of maps during normal 
repolarization will be primarily characterized by currents in a left- and downward dirction. Disturbances in repolarization will affect the symmetry of 
the maps with increasing deviation from the normal direction and form a dipolar pattern. This first atlas of CDV map classification should be helpful 
for a standardized interpretaion essential for the us eof MCG in daily clinical routine.  KEY WORDS 

Magnetocardiography, coronary artery disease, atlas, current density reconstruction ,atlas 

INTRODUCTION

Magnetocardiography (MCG) allows the recording of the magnetic fields generated by the electrical activity of the heart. The general application 
of this method in clinical routine requires standardized procedures in data analysis. Recent developed parameters for the characterization of magnetic 
field maps are based on the reconstruction of current density vector (CDV) maps [Hailer, 2003, 2004 ] The CDV maps reflect the complex source 
structure associated with distributed excitation wavefronts within the heart. From the magnetic field values detected at each of the 36 registration 
sites at each latency, the cardiac de- and repolarization process was projected onto a plane containing 100 points. At each point, the lead fields were 
shown as vector magnitudes indicating the strength and direction of the field. The present study aimed to select the most typical CDV maps of 
patients with proven CAD and healthy volunteers within ST-T interval.  

METHODS

172 patients with CAD (stenosis > 50% in � one coronary vessel) without ischeamic changes in 12-lead ECG and 126 healthy volunteers were 
examined using a 4-channel magnetocardiographic system (MaGIC, Magscan, Germany ), installed in an unshielded location.  

MCG recordings were taken at 9 precordial sites within a 20 by 20 rectangular grid with a 4 cm pitch over the pericordial area.The sensor was 
positioned as close to the thorax as possible, directly over the heart using the jugulum as reference. Data were recorded at each registration point for 
30 seconds. The single beats at each recording site were identified and averaged. For further analysis the reconstruction of current density vector 
(CDV) maps was applied. The CDV maps were generated every 10 ms within the ST-T interval starting with the J-point up to the end of the T-wave. 
Each CDV map during the ST-T interval was analyzed visually by two independent observers. Typical and recurrent CDV maps were selected in 
healthy subjects as well as in the patient group. 

RESULTS 

As a result 4 types of CDV maps in ischeamic patients and 2 types of maps in healthy volunteers were selected as typical patterns of current 
density distribution in these groups (Fig.1-6)  

DISCUSSION 

On the basis of 172 CAD patients and 126 healthy subjects recurrent patterns of current density distribution could be identified as typical for the 
respective group. There is a certain (but not very close) correlation between the type of map pattern and the affected coronary vessel. Type 1 was 
found more often in patients with proximal LAD stenoses, type 2 in patients with stenoses of the right or the left circumflex coronary artery, type 3 in 
patients with middle and distal LAD stenoses and lastly type 4 was often present in patients with RCA stenoses. The identification of these patterns 
should be helpful in a fast and easy interpretation of CDV maps in patients with symptoms thus allowing the diagnosis of CAD on the basis of MCG. 
This would help to establish the method in clinical routine.  

.                                                                                                          
                     Fig.1 Typical CDV map of                                                                                                         Fig. 2  Typical CDV map of 
                     healthy volunteer. Type 1                                                                                                           healthy volunteer.  Type 2      
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                  Fig.3 Typical CDV map of                                                                                                                Fig.4 Typical CDV map of 
                  patients with CAD. Type 1                                                                                                                patients with CAD. Type 2    

                                                                                                  

                Fig.5 Typical CDV map of                                                                                                                    Fig.6 Typical CDV map of 
                patients with CAD. Type 3                                                                                                                    patients with CAD. Type 4    

Characteristics of the map types 

Healthy volunteers: Type 1 - Dipolar structure. Two equal vortexes. Orientation of the main currents left-downwards;  Type  2 - Two non-equal 
vortexes. Orientation of the main currents left-downwards.  

CAD patient: Type 1 - Non-dipolar structure. Additional current areas in the left and right upper parts of the map resembling a  „crown“; 
 Type  2 - Non-dipolar structure. Additional current areas in the  left-middle parts of the map, resembling a „circle” in the left 

side of the map; 
 Type 3 - Non-dipolar structure. Additional current areas in the central- lower part of the map; 

Type 4 - Non-dipolar structure. Pathological current areas in the right-middle part of the map. 
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Application of the magnetocardiographic mapping  in patients with ”uncomplicated”  
transplanted hearts in comparison to those with coronary artery disease and to healthy 

volunteers
M. El-Arousy, I Chaikovsky 1, H. Koertke, G. Tenderich , K. Minami , L. Fainzilberg2, M. Morshuis , R. Korfer 

Heart and Diabetes Center of North Rhein-Westfalia , Bad-Oeynhausen , Germany 
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ABSTRACT 

BACKGROUND: Cardiac transplantation has established its place in the field of cardiology. Magnetocardiographic (MCG) imaging could be a 
helpful, non-invasive investigatory method for early detection of graft rejection. Aim of this study was  to define the average pattern of MCG maps of 
non-complicated transplanted patients  in order to be able in the future to detect early pathology of transplanted hearts.  

METHODS: MCG was performed in 253 individuals. Group 1 consisted of 124 healthy volunteers, group 2 included 102 patients with 
transplanted hearts and group 3 consisted of 27 patients with proven coronary heart disease. MCG was registered  by means of the 7-channel 
magnetocardiographic system  (MaGIC, Magscan CmbH, Germany ), installed in an unshielded location . Based on the magnetic field distribution 20 
subsequent  current vector maps were reconstructed with equidistant time steps within the ST-T interval. They were categorized automatically  as 
classes 0 to 4  (Class 0 reflecting normal distribution, class 4 reflecting worst pathological distribution). Criterion for the  classification was mainly 
presence or absence of dipole structure.  

RESULTS: Patients in Group 1 had class mean values of 1.16±0.61, while group2 and 3 had mean values of 1.93±0.8 and 3.24± 0.64 respectively  
(p<0.01 between Group1 and 2 and between Group 2 and 3).  

CONCLUSIONS: The classification of MCG maps makes it possible to determine a score value for transplanted patients. These were found to lie 
between those of normal volunteers and those with CAD.  

KEY WORDS: Heart transplantation, magnetocardiography, coronary artery disease, graft rejection , mapping 

INTRODUCTION

Cardiac transplantation has become a well-established tool for treatment of end-stage heart failure. Many complications as graft rejection may 
affect long term outcome. A few methods allow the clinician to detect and to predict graft rejection, all of which are complex and not always reliable. 
These could be summarised under the items of histological examination (endomyocardial biopsy), echocardiography including recent aspects as 
tissue Doppler imaging, immunological diagnostics and electrophysiological procedures as surface 12-lead ECG, intramyocardial 
electrocardiography, transmyocardial measurement of impedance, analysis of myocardial motility and dynamic change of myocardial thickness, 
scintigraphy, MRI and positron emission tomography. 

The Magnetocardiogram (MCG) is a relatively new and completely non-invasive method for the analysis of the cardiac electrical activity. It has a 
high sensitivity to local myocardial currents. This method has proven to detect ischemic heart disease even in cases with no change in the (stress-) 
ECG or Echo [Hailer, 2003 ].  

In the past only few trials aimed at investigating by MCG healthy HTX hearts and graft rejection episodes [Schmitz,1992, Achenbach ,1995] . For 
the current study, a recently developed MCG system ( MAGSCAN Medizintechnik GmbH) was installed in the HTX department of the HDZ Bad 
Oeynhausen. In this first set of data recordings, focus was given to investigate the MCG of “healthy”, non complicated, transplanted hearts in an 
effort to build a reference group for a later comparision to MCG recordings of transplanted hearts with adverse reactions. First graft rejection cases 
were detected already. 

METHODS

102 patients  (94 male, 8 female, mean age  62 years) with heart transplantation were available for inclusion in the study. They had received their 
transplant 1 month to 14 years earlier. All patients underwent a complete history taking and physical examination, a 12-lead surface ECG, chest X-ray 
and colour-coded Doppler-echocardiography. Depending on the timing of examination and the clinical condition, endomyocardial biopsies were 
taken. Right heart catheterisation data, stress echocardiography and/or coronary angiography were obtained. 

For comparison, two other groups were examined : a) A normal group consisting of 124 healthy subjects with no history of cardiovascular 
disease. They all had normal ECG at rest and during effort as well as a normal echocardiogram at rest. b) 27  patients with stable or unstable angina 
with angiographically documented coronary artery disease (CAD) showing a stenosis of  � 50% in at least one coronary vessel.    

MCG recordings were taken at 9 pre-thoracic sites within a 20 by 20 rectangular grid with a 4 cm pitch over the pericardial area using a four-
channel SQUID-magnetometer in an unshielded examination room. The sensor was positioned as close to the thorax as possible, directly over the 
heart with a starting point at the jugulum. All steps of data acquisition and analysis were performed by the software system MagWin available within 
the MCG®7 system. All raw data were  pre-processed and averaged at each position.As a result current density vector (CDV) maps were derived. In 
all groups, CDV maps were generated every 10 ms within the ST-T interval starting with the J-point.  Approximately 20 maps have been generated 
for every individual person. Each CDV map in the course of the ST-T interval was classified automatically (part of the software package) with a scale 
from 0 (normal) to 4 (very abnormal). This automatic classification algorithm is based on the ratio of the summarised length of vectors directed left 
downwards (which is the normal direction for ventricular repolarization) to  the length of vectors directed to other directions.  Additional areas 
(clusters) of larger current vectors, which are not directed left-downwards, were taken into consideration. As a result, the final classification number 
depends on the number of large vectors that are directed left-downward and the presence of additional clusters. Thus, an average “class” is calculated 
for each recording sequence. In addition, each examination was classified visually by a MCG expert in accordance with principles described by 
Chaikovsky at al. [Chaikovsky,2003] Based on this classification, each set of maps was grouped to one of these 3 categories: 
Category 1 –  The majority  of  maps have a dipole structure and main vectors directed left –downwards (class 0 and 1 in accordance with the visual 

classification) 
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Category 2 – The majority of maps are still dipolar but main vectors directed to other directions (class 2 and 4b) 
Category 3 – The majority of maps are non-dipolar (class 3 and 4a). 

RESULTS 

In 50 out of the 102 HTX patients (49%) no diagnostically acceptable signal-to-noise ratio was obtained due to excessive external low-frequent 
magnetic interference, mainly coming from the metallic closures in the frontal chest. In  4 of the remaining 52 patients graft rejection was considered 
to have occurred in course of up to 4 weeks before the MCG examination was obtained. In all other patients results of routine examinations did not 
show any sign of rejection. 

The results of the MCG –examination of these 52 patients were compared with the data from healthy volunteers and the CAD patient group 
(Tables 1 and 2). 

In 3 of the 4 patients with graft rejection Category 3 was assigned. The 4th had a normal MCG. Among the remaining four patients with 
pathological MCG (Category 3),  two have had complications, one of them had pericarditis and the other high blood pressure in the lung circulation).  

Groups examined  Averaged map classes (Mean � SD) 

1.Patients with HTX (n=52) 1,93�0,84

2.Patients with CAD (n=27) 3,25�0,64

3.Control group (n=124) 1,16�0,71

DISCUSSION 

A dipole structure in the maps was seen in the majority (86%) of non-complicated HTX patients with good quality MCGs just as it was observed 
in the majority of healthy volunteers (96%). In accordance with the our MCG interpretation concepts this means that in these cases the myocardium 
is homogeneous from the electrical point of view, i.e. there are no apparent zones with different electrical properties. In contrast, 82%  of patients 
with myocardial ischemia due to CAD have a non-dipole map structure ( fig. 6) which is also reflected in a high abnormal range (average 3.25) 
obtained via the computerised classification system. There is, however,  a significant difference between HTX patients and healthy volunteers. This 
difference is caused by an abnormal direction of the main vectors in 42 % of the HTX patients group . The explanation of this phenomenon could be 
that a small donor heart is introduced into a larger pericardial sac of the recipient. The heart therefore will take a more dependent, vertical position. 

This suggests that in HTX patients, a non left-downwards direction of the main vectors cannot be regarded as a definite sign of pathology. The 
matter that 3 of 4 patients with graft rejection were correctly classified by MCG as being  grossly abnormal suggests that the absence of a dipole 
structure might become an important predictor of graft rejection. Further investigation of this hypothesis will be the subject of our ongoing study.   

We can conclude that our classification scheme of MCG maps presents a “normal range” for HTX patients with no known cardiac complications. 
Their averaged classification values both by visual inspection and computerized analysis were found to be in between those of normal healthy 
volunteers and those with proven CAD. The structure of the maps of the healthy HTX patients strongly resembles that of the normal healthy control 
group, except for the direction of the main vectors. This sets the basis for the utilization of the MCG as a totally non-invasive predictor of adverse 
reactions, the ultimate goal of our research. Further studies are now planned to expand the MCG methodology to HTX patients with graft rejections 
to find out to what extent MCG maps are changed by these effects and whether these signs could become a reliable predictor of proven adverse 
reactions. 

However there is a limitation for MCG examination of HTX patients. In our study 50 out of 102 MCG’s could not be interpreted. We assume that 
excessive magnetic noise from the metal clips in the thorax from surgery is the cause. One approach to overcome this might be to obtain the MCG 
with the patient in a prone position. This will significantly increase the distance from the source of the noise to the sensor. This route will be 
developed further and used in for the cases in which the measurement in supine position is impossible.  
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Groups examined  Categ. 1  Categ. 2  Categ. 3 

1.Patients with HTX (n=52)  23 (44%) 22 (42%) 7 (14%) 

2.Patients with CAD (n=27) 2 (7%) 3 (11%) 22 (82%) 

3.Control group (n=124) 110 (89%) 9 (7%) 5 (4%) 

Table 2.  Categories of  set of maps within ST-T interval based 
on visual expection in groups examined 

Table 1. Mean value of the computerised analysis in the groups 
examined. Note: p(1-2)< 0.01,  p(1-3)< 0.01 
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Effects of Filtering on Computer-Aided Analysis for Detection of Chronic Ischemic Heart 
Disease with Unshielded Rest Magnetocardiographic Mapping 

Fenici R., Brisinda D., Meloni A.M.

Clinical Physiology –Biomagnetism Center, Catholic University, Rome - Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Recent studies have reported better sensitivity of magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping, as compared to ECG, in detecting ventricular 
repolarization (VR) abnormalities due to myocardial ischemia in patients (pts) with Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD). For quick data reduction, 
automatic analysis of MCG mapping is mostly used. The aim of our study was to evaluate if filtering modality could alter automatic analysis of 
MCG. METHOD: 39 subjects were studied: 20 normals and 19 IHD pts, with angiography-documented  >70% coronary stenosis, positive
stress/SPECT and ischemic 12-lead ECG in 12/19 (63%). Rest MCG was recorded with a 36-channel system (at 1 kHz; bandwidth DC-100 Hz). To 
assess VR, Hänninen’s ST� angle and three magnetic field dynamics parameters, [i.e. +/- poles: angle (A), distance (D) and ratio (R)] during the T-
wave interval, were computed from the same MCG maps: 1) after digital 20 Hz low-pass filtering (LPF) and 2) after digital 50 Hz adaptive filtering 
(AF). The baseline was unchanged. Three quantitative MCG scores of the T-wave (EXT, ML, Q) were automatically calculated (with 20 Hz LPF 
only). RESULTS: Whereas the filtering modality didn’t affect the predictivity of the ST� angle, the predictive values of A, D, and R were different 
and partially contradicting. Automatic MCG scores had a predictive values ranging between 73% and 92%. CONCLUSIONS: The diagnostic power 
of unshielded MCG for detection of chronic IHD, with T-wave parameters (A, D and R) might be affected by LPF. The ST� angle is not affected by 
LPF. Automatic EXT, ML and Q scores have better predictivity than ECG. 

KEY WORDS 

Multichannel Magnetocardiography, Ischemic Heart Disease, Ventricular Repolarization, Machine Learning, Digital Filtering.  

INTRODUCTION

Since the first human magnetocardiogram [Baule, 1963], research and clinical work have been for a long time confined in magnetically shielded 
rooms, thus away from clinical practice. On the contrary, after the introduction of new “user-friendly” multichannel systems, operating in any 
unshielded hospital set-up, even in catheterisation and emergency rooms [Brisinda, 2003] [Steinberg, 2004] [Tolstrup, 2004], the number of 
investigated patients has rapidly grown up. The present approach tends to use MCG mapping has a yes-or-not diagnostic tool for quick screening of 
chest pain patients and early detection of signs of cardiac ischemia, not yet evident at ECG or enzyme examination.  For this purpose, the 
development of easy, fast and automatic analysis of MCG parameters was necessary.  Present available software for automatic analysis and detection 
of ventricular repolarization (VR) abnormalities relay on pre-processing of MCG signals with heavy low pass filtering (at 20 Hz) to improve the S/N 
ratio, with the assumption that during the ST interval the electrogenetic phenomena of interest should provide signals not exceed that frequency. 
Indeed recent studies have reported better sensitivity of MCG automatic analysis as compared to ECG, in detecting VR abnormalities due to 
myocardial ischemia in patients with Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD) [Embrechts, 2003] [Tolstrup, 2004]. However, since mechanisms underlying 
abnormal patterns in IHD and in other cardiomyopathy are not fully understood yet [Tsukada, 2000] [Shiono, 2003] [Agrawal, 2001], we aimed to 
evaluate if filtering modality could affect the diagnostic power of the algorithms used for quantitative assessment of VR from MCG of patients with 
chronic IHD. 

METHODS

We studied 39 subjects, 20 normal subjects (true negative) and 19 (true positive) IHD pts, with angiography-documented >70% coronary stenosis 
[# vessels: 12(1), 3(2), 4 (3)] and positive stress/SPECT. Rest 12-lead ECG was ischemic in 12/19 (63%).  

MMCG was recorded with a 36-channel MCG system (CardioMag Imaging Inc., Schenectady, NY) (CMI) in an unshielded hospital laboratory, 
equipped for invasive cardiac diagnostic and interventional procedures, which features 36 LT-DC-SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference 
Device) sensors coupled to second order gradiometers (baseline: 50-70 mm) with pick-up coils diameter of 19 mm and sensor-to-sensor spacing of 40 
mm. The distance between the measuring sensors, kept at liquid helium temperature and arranged on the same plane, and the flat bottom surface of 
the cryostat is 19 mm.  With the automatic electronic noise suppression system (ENSS), the instrumentation features a sensitivity of about 20 fT/Hz½ 
at 1 Hz, with balance stability of gradiometers better than 0.01%. One ECG lead was simultaneously recorded. All signals were digitally recorded at 
the sampling rate of 1 kHz, in the bandwidth from DC to 100 Hz.  

To assess VR, three magnetic field (MF) dynamic  parameters, [i.e. +/- poles: angle (A), distance (D) and ratio (R)] during the T-wave interval, 
were computed from the same averaged MCG maps: 1) after preprocessing the MCG signals with digital low-pass filtering (LPF) at 20 Hz, and 2) 
after digital adaptive filtering (AF) of the 50 Hz power line noise 
only. Thus in the former case the MCG signals were analyzed in a 
narrow bandwidth (DC-20 Hz) whereas in the latter the band width 
was kept (DC-100 Hz). The baseline was unchanged.  

Inverse solution with the effective magnetic dipole model (EMD) 
and three quantitative scores of the T-wave, i.e. the so called extrema 
(EXT), Machine learning (ML) and the quantitative dipole (Q),  were 
automatically calculated with the software package provided by the 
CMI system. Finally the Hänninen’s ST� angle was computed with 
the software developed at the Helsinki University of Technology 
(Neuromag).

Sensitivity  (S), specificity (SP), positive predictive value (PPV),  
negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated for each variable.

Table 1. Effect of filtering modality on MCG diagnostic accuracy

20 Hz Low Pass filtering 50 Hz Adaptive filtering 
Angle
Dyn 

Distance 
Dyn 

Ratio 
Dyn 

ST�
angle

Angle
Dyn 

Distance 
Dyn 

Ratio 
Dyn 

ST�
angle

S 32% 42% 42% 79% 47% 74% 63% 79% 

SP 100% 90% 80% 70% 100% 65% 50% 75% 

PPV 100% 80% 66,6% 71,4% 100% 66,6% 54,5% 75% 

NPV 60% 62% 59% 78,9% 66% 72% 58,8% 78,9%
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 RESULTS 
The sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of the MCG parameters are 

summarized in Table 1.The sensitivity of the magnetic field dynamics parameters 
A, D and R in detecting IHD was 32%, 42% and 42% with 20 Hz LPF, and 47%, 
74% and 63% with 50 Hz AF respectively. When comparing the numerical values 
of such parameters, the difference was statistically significant for parameter D only  
(p<0.01). The SP of these variables presented also significant differences between 
the two filtering modalities. SP was lower at 50 Hz AF than at 20 Hz LPF, probably 
because of less favourable S/N ratio. Thus as expected the more open bandwidth 
(DC-100 Hz, with subtraction of 50 Hz only) might increase the number of false 
positives. ST� angle sensitivity was 79% with both 20 Hz LP and 50 Hz AF. Thus 

in spite of the unfavorable S/N ratio in the middle of the ST interval, this parameter seems ruther robust and unaffected by filtering.  The three 
automatic scores were calculated with the CMI software with 20 Hz LP only, because the “Machine Learning” had been instructed for that filter 
setting only. The S was 63%, 74% and 79% (Table 2). In Figure 1 a typical example of the effect of filtering modality on automatic selection of the 
baseline and of the T-wave interval which must be analyzed is shown, in a patient with IHD. The MF distribution of the first map (corresponding to 
the T-wave onset) is different with the two filter settings. This determines a significantly different quantitative assessment of the MF dynamics and of 
the EMD calculation.

 DISCUSSION 

Nowadays, the number of installations of multichannel system for MCG 
mapping in unshielded clinical environments is rapidly growing. 
Multicentric trials are ongoing to define the predictive accuracy of MCG 
mapping as clinical tool to study different kind of pathological conditions. 
More clinicians are approaching this new method, attracted by its peculiar 
capability to be fast, contactless, user-friendly and possibly run by a nurse 
or a paramedic technician. Moreover quick automatic analysis and 
classification based on innovative approaches, such as  “Machine Learning” 
[Embrechts, 2003], seems to provide a predictive accuracy definitely better 
than of rest ECG for the detection of VR abnormalities connected with 
cardiac ischemia. In this study, which was only aimed to test the possible 
interference of signal filtering with the analysis of MCG parameters 
presently used for VR assessment, the predictivity of automatic scores was 
consistent with that recently reported by other authors [Embrechts, 2003] 
[Steinberg, 2004] [Tolstrup, 2004]. However it was also found that, as 
concerns the quantitative evaluation of dynamic changes of several VR 
parameters (Table 1) the filter modality can induce significant differences, 
with consequent misleading classification. This effect is probably due to 
different automatic selection of the baseline and of the T-wave interval to be 
analysed (T onset - T peak). 
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Table 2. Diagnostic accuracy of automatic MCG scores

20 Hz  EXT ML Q score 

S 63% 74% 79% 

SP 95% 85% 80% 

PPV 92,3% 82% 79% 

NPV 73% 77% 80% 

Figure 1. Example of the effect of filtering on MCG waveforms 
and on automatic analysis of the same patient’s file. The first 
map was calculated at the T-wave begin (arrow). The difference 
of the MF distribution is evident. It determines a different source 
localization with the EMD model (circled) , which parameters 
are used for the dipole dynamics and the Q score analysis.
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Non-invasive Electrophysiologic Study with Amagnetic Transesophageal Pacing  
during Unshielded Multichannel Magnetocardiographic Mapping 

Fenici R., Brisinda D., Meloni A.M.

Clinical Physiology –Biomagnetism Center, Catholic University, Rome - Italy 

ABSTRACT 

Multichannel magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping is a non-invasive method, which can provide reproducible three-dimensional (3D)
localization of accessory pathways (AP) and ventricular arrhythmias, before ablation procedures. More recently MCG imaging of intra-atrial reentry 
circuits has been also reported. So far reported cases of MCG localization and imaging of arrhythmias were investigated during spontaneous rhythm 
only, although more relevant information can be obtained during dynamic electrophysiologic study (EPS). For cardiac pacing one could use an 
amagnetic intracardiac catheter that however would add invasivity to a non-invasive method. The aim of this study was to validate a novel approach 
for dynamic non-invasive EPS based on MCG in combination with amagnetic transesophageal pacing (TEP). METHOD: A tetrapolar 7 French 
amagnetic catheter was developed, which provide effective TEP with an average stimulation threshold of 10-15 mA and simultaneous recording of 
two esophageal atrial electrograms. MCG data were acquired at rest, with a 36-channel MCG system (sensitivity of 20 fT/Hz½), for 90 to 300 
seconds (sampling rate of 1 KHz; bandwidth of DC Hz to 100 Hz), as a function of the type of pacing procedure. 10 patients were investigated, 
during both continuous and programmed TEP. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: MCG during TEP was feasible and reproducible. It provided: 1) 
more accurate localization of AP during pacing-induced maximal preexcitation; 2) inducibility of supraventricular AR and imaging of atrial reentry 
circuits, not spontaneously present; 3) stabilization of the heart rate to improve the accuracy of quantitative estimate of ventricular repolarization 
parameters. 

KEY WORDS 

Multichannel magnetocardiographic mapping, Transesophageal atrial pacing, Electrophysiologic study, Three-dimensional localization, 
Accessory Pathways, Reentry. 

INTRODUCTION

In previous preliminary studies we had demonstrated that single channel magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping in combination with 
transesophageal atrial pacing (TEP) allowed non-invasive localization of retrograde atrial activation during TEP-induced supraventricular reentry 
tachycardia (SVT). This was useful for differential diagnosis among different electrophysiological mechanisms of SVT, such as those due to dual A-
V nodal pathways, to concealed Kent-type accessory pathways, or "Mahaim" fibers [Fenici, 1991] [Fenici, 1994]. The aim of this study was to 
evaluate the reliability of this approach for a real-time non-invasive electrophysiologic study (EPS) based on multichannel MCG mapping in 
combination with simultaneous TEP and electrogram recording, with an esophageal amagnetic catheter. 

METHODS

10 patients (6 with WPW syndrome, 4 with other kinds of SVT), all undergoing TEP for clinical reasons, volunteered for the additional protocol 
of this study.  

MCG mapping was performed, during both continuous and programmed atrial pacing, with a 36-channel MCG system (CardioMag Imaging Inc., 
Schenectady, NY) in our unshielded hospital catheterization laboratory, equipped for invasive cardiac diagnostic and interventional procedures

[Fenici, 2003]. The baseline of second order gradiometers is 50-70 mm, 
the pick-up coils diameter is 19 mm and sensor-to-sensor spacing of 40 
mm. The distance between the measuring sensors and the flat bottom 
surface of the cryostat is 19 mm.  With the automatic electronic noise 
suppression system (ENSS), the instrumentation features a sensitivity of 
about 20 fT/Hz½ at 1 Hz, with balance stability of gradiometers better 
than 0.01%. 12-lead ECG and two esophageal cardiac electrograms were 
simultaneously recorded, with a GE Prucka CardioLab system.  

All signals were digitally recorded at the sampling rate of 1 kHz, in 
the bandwidth from DC to 100 Hz (MMCG), 0.05-100 Hz (ECG) and 
30-300 Hz (ECE).  Cardiac pacing was performed with a programmable 
cardiac stimulator (MEDICO TECS II, Padua, IT), a pulse duration of 15 
ms and the minimum current required to achieve a stable atrial capture 
(average stimulation threshold of 10-15 mA).  

The MCG software provides high-resolution analysis of MCG 
waveforms, quantitative estimate of magnetic field parameters and three-
dimensional (3D) source localization for functional imaging of cardiac 
electrophysiological activity, with inverse solution based on the Effective 
Magnetic Dipole (EMD), the Equivalent Current Dipole (ECD), Current 
reconstruction (CR) models.  

For electroanatomical integration, a 3D reconstruction of the patient 
heart was created from 2D fluoroscopic images and ultrasound 
measurements taken on the same operating table prior to taking MCG 
without moving the patient in between [Veisterä, this conference], or 
from MRI images. 

Figure 1. Real-time unfiltered MCG recordings during programmed 
TEP (upper strip). The first sequence of pacing is enlarged in the 
flower strip, after adaptive filtering of the 50 Hz noise.
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RESULTS 

An example of multichannel MCG mapping during 
programmed TEP is given in Figure 1, where the upper strip 
shows real-time MCG recordings with one reference ECG, in 
the bandwidth DC-100 Hz, without any filtering. The lower 
strip is the enlargement of one of the pacing sequences after 
subtraction of the 50 Hz noise with adaptive filtering. The 
quality of the signals was good enough for both waveform 
analysis and source localization on a beat-to beat basis. 

In patients with WPW syndrome TEP was used to induce 
maximal ventricular preexcitation during MCG mapping, in 
order to improve the accuracy of non-invasive 3D localization 
of the accessory pathway (Figure 2).  

The reproducibility of source localization during the delta 
wave was good both during sinus rhythm and during TEP. 
However in three cases, with minimal or unstable 
preexcitation in sinus rhythm, the stability of source 
localization improved during TEP and a 3D shift of the 
localization center site was observed, which could be even in 
the order of 10 mm, as compared to the localization obtained 
in sinus rhythm.   

DISCUSSION 

Nowadays invasive electrophysiologic study is more 
finalized to catheter ablation of arrhythmogenic substrates.  
As such procedures may be long, the time devoted to pure 
electrophysiological diagnosis is usually kept at the minimum 
necessary to perform and validate the positive outcome of the 
intervention. This trend is associated with the need to find out 
non-invasive alternatives to reach the best possible 
understanding of the electrophysiological mechanisms 
underlying the arrhythmic problem of individual patients, to 
improve diagnostic accuracy and to decide the most appropriate approach before invasive interventions. Both TEP and MCG recording have been 
separately used for the study of arrhythmias, with good results [Fenici, 1996] [Tavarozzi, 2002]. However only few attempts had been reported about 
ten years ago, where the two methods were combined [Fenici, 1992] [Fenici 1994]. Although the preliminary results were promising, the 
unavailability of multichannel MCG systems reliable in an unshielded laboratory for clinical electrophysiology impeded further application of this 
method.  This study demonstrates that, with presently available technology, TEP can be performed during MCG mapping, with a signal resolution 
adequate for beat-to-beat evaluation of pacing induced modification of several electrophysiologic parameters.  
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Figure 2. MCG mapping and localization of a right postero-septal Kent-type 
accessory pathway (AP), during atrial pacing at the cycle length of 400 ms 
(150 beats/min). MCG localization of the AP is indicated by the arrows on the 
frontal (a), right lateral (b), and right anterior oblique (c) views, of the 3D 
heart model. (d) Fluoroscopy images used to adapt the elastic heart model. 
Real-time MCG recording during TEP are shown in the strip on the top right 
corner.
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ABSTRACT

In assessing patients with definite or suspected cardiac disease, noninvasive strategies are of increasing clinical improtance to avoid serious side
effects and expanding costs that are often associated with invasive methods. The present study aimed to analyze the diagnostic value of an unshielded
four channel MCG for the detection of coronary artery disease (CAD) in patients with chest pain. The study included 417 subjects: 177 patients with
angiographically documented CAD (stenoses ≥ 50 %), 123 symptomatic patients without hemodynamically relevant stenosis (nCAD) and 117
healthy subjects. 12 lead ECG was obtained in all subjects. MCG recordings were obtained at 9 pre-thoracic sites using a four-channel SQUID-
magnetometer (SQUID AG, Essen). From these current density vector maps were generated during the ST-T interval. Each of these maps was
analysed automatically by means of a classification system with a scale from 0 (normal) to 4 (grossly abnormal). While the ECG was normal in all
subjects the MCG revealed typical differences. Most of the maps in the normals were category 0,1 or 2 (64%) whereby the patients in the nCAD
group had appreciably fewer (48%) and the maps in the CAD group were primarily category 3 and 4 (65%). Using a cut of value of 39.2 % for the
discrimination between normals and CAD patients sensitivity was 73.3 %, specificity 70.1 %. Contrary to ECG unshielded MCG reveals significant
differences between normals and symptomatic patients with and without relevant stenoses using current density reconstruction during the ST segment
at rest. This method might be a suitable noninvasive tool for the management of patients with chest pain.

KEY WORDS

coronary artery disease, electrocardiography, magnetocardiography, unshielded setting, current density reconstruction

INTRODUCTION

The noninvasive diagnosis of ischemia related to CAD remains a clinical challenge. The 12 lead electrocardiogram (ECG) at rest is frequently
normal in such patients and the predictive value of other methods like exercise-ECG, stress echocardiography or nuclear imaging is often limited and
may be associated with a certain risk. The superiority of body surface potential mapping (BSPM) over 12-lead ECG in the detection of ischemic
heart disease at rest could be demonstrated in several studies [Kittnar, 1993]. However the technique itself has not been applied extensively in the
clinical setting, most likely because of the time consuming procedure of lead placement and registration. Analogous to BSPM, MCG can register
cardiac activity at multiple sites over the heart and permits spatially and temporally accurate measurements of the magnetic field. Previous small scale
studies have shown that patients with CAD and normal ECG at rest could be identified on the basis of MCG [Hailer, 1999] [Van Leeuwen, 2003].
However major limitations for widespread clinical use of MCG are the cost of the equipment including the need of electromagnetic shielding. In a
preliminary study with a device not requiring shielding we could show significant differences between healthy subjects and CAD patients at rest
[Hailer, 2003]. The aim of the present study was to confirm these data in a relatively large population using a four channel unshielded system.

METHODS

The study included 417 subjects: 177 patients with stable angina and CAD (stenoses ≥
50 % in ≥ 1 vessel) documented by coronary angiography without prior myocardial
infarction (CAD, 62 ± 10 years old, 131 male; 32 with 1-, 71 with 2-, 74 with 3- vessel
disease), 123 patients with typical chest pain without hemodynamic relevant stenosis of
the coronary arteries (< 50 %) (nCAD, 60 ± 10 years old, 66 male) and 117 healthy
subjects (N, 51 ± 10 years old, 97 male). 5 patients of the CAD and 4 patients of the
nCAD group had to be excluded because of atrial arrhythimas or as a result of a poor
quality of the MCG signal. 12 lead ECG and MCG were performed in all subjects. MCG
recordings were obtained at 9 pre-thoracic sites using a four-channel SQUID-
magnetometer (SQUID AG, Essen) in an unshielded setting within a 20 by 20 rectangular
grid with a 4 cm pitch over the precordial area. Data were recorded at each registration
point for 30 seconds at a sampling rate of 1 kHz and a lowpass filter of 0.1Hz.
Simultaneously, lead II of the surface ECG was registered. Coronary angiography and
left heart catheterization were acquired according to standard clinical practice (Siemens
Cathcor, Erlangen, Germany). Two experienced observers assessed the degree of stenosis visually in the major branches. With respect to each
subject's MCG data, the single beats at each recording site were identified and averaged. For further analysis, current density vector (CDV) maps
were reconstructed at selected latencies [Oppelt, 1992]. The calculation of these maps is based on an inverse solution as implemented in the software
package MAGwin [Nenonen, 1994]. From the magnetic field values detected at each of the 36 registration sites at each latency, the cardiac de- and
repolarization process was projected onto a plane containing 100 points. At each point, the lead fields were shown as vector magnitudes indicating
the strength and direction of the field. For each subject, CDV maps were generated every 10 ms within the ST-T interval starting with the J-point
(lead II of the surface ECG served as reference channel). Each CDV map in course of the ST-T interval was analyzed automatically by means of a
classification system with a scale from 0 (normal) to the classes 1-4 indicating an increasing deviation from the normal direction and from a dipolar
pattern (Figure1) [Hailer, 2003]. For each subject, the relative number of maps per category was determined. The percentage of maps per category
are shown for each subject group in boxplots. The percentages were compared between the groups descriptively on the basis of the Mann-Whitney-U
test and p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. As the greatest differences, with respect to the relative number of maps, between the

Figure 1: One example of each CDV map category.
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healthy subject and the CAD patients were seen in category 3 and
4, the sum of the percentages of these two categories was used to
examine sensitivity and specificity in the prediction of CAD. This
was done on the basis of the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC).

RESULTS

In all subjects 12 lead surface ECG was normal or revealed slight
changes in repolarization. In MCG the distribution of the CDV map
categories differed between the subject groups: most of the maps in
the normals were category 0,1 or 2 (64%) whereby the nCAD
patients had appreciably fewer (48%) and the maps in the CAD
group were primarily category 3 and 4 (65%). In order to quantify
the differences between all groups we compared their relative
numbers of maps in each category. Between normals and the nCAD
patients, the differences were statistically significant for the classes
2 and 4, between normals and the CAD patients for all classes and between CAD and nCAD patients for the classes 1 and 4 (Figure 2). These
findings were reflected in the estimation of sensitivity and specificity: the ROC curves showed a discriminatory power for the sum of the percentages
of the classes 3 and 4. Using a cut of value of 39.2 % for the discrimination between normals and CAD patients the sensitivity was 73.3 %,
specificity 70.1 %. The discrimination between normals and nCAD patients as well as between the two patient groups was less satisfactory. A cut of
value of 24.4 % for the separation of normals from nCAD patients led to a sensitivity of 73.9 % and a specificity of 49.6 %. For the comparison
between the two patient groups the cut off value had to be higher – 54.8 % - giving a sensitivity of
62.8 % and a sensitivity of 61.3 % (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

The present study analyzed cardiac repolarization during the ST-T segment using a four channel
unshielded MCG system in healthy subjects, patients with CAD and in those with typical chest pain
but no stenoses ≥ 50 %. While 12 lead ECG was normal or unspecifically changed in all subjects,
MCG revealed obvious differences between the three groups on the basis of current density
reconstruction. Most maps of healthy subjects were classified as 0, 1 or 2. In nCAD patients but more
so in CAD patients the maps were mainly classified as 3 and 4. As indicated by the ROC curves for
the sum of the percentages of the classes 3 and 4, there was a good discriminatory power for the
separation of healthy subjects from CAD patients whereas the separation between the two patient
groups as well as the discrimination between normals and the nCAD groups was less satisfactory.

The results of the present study are in agreement with our previous study [Hailer 2003] as with
the results of other investigations.Van Leeuwen et al. could show changes in current dipole
parameters as well as in spatial and temporal aspects of the QT interval in patients with CAD at rest [Van Leeuwen, 1997, 2003]. Sato et al. could
also identify CAD patients with normal resting ECG on the basis of vector arrow and iso-integral maps [Sato, 2001]. Under stress induction
Haenninen et al. were able to show optimal sites for the detection of regional ischemic areas [Haenninen, 2002]. Concerning the nCAD patients one
could assume two kinds of subjects: those in whom the clinical symptoms could not be explained by cardiac causes and those in whom stenoses < 50
% led to electrophysiological changes comparable to CAD patients. These results suggest that categorizing patients as having CAD solely on the
basis of a relative narrowing of the coronary vessels may be somewhat arbitrary. Under this aspect one might suppose that the degree of stenosis was
underestimated in some of the nCAD patients. Further comparison between MCG and other noninvasive approaches may confirm the use of MCG as
a fast, simple and completely noninvasive approach for the presence of relevant stenoses of the coronary arteries and would help close the existing
gap in noninvasive methods for the detection of CAD.
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Figure 3: ROC curves for all subject groups.

Figure 2: Relative number of CDV maps found in each of the classification
categories for all groups using boxplots.
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ABSTRACT 

We have analyzed the possibility and characteristics of MCG parameters for diagnosis of ischemic heart disease. A technique for automatic 
analysis of MCG signals in time domain was developed. The methods for detecting the position, the interval, the amplitude ratio, and the direction of 
single current dipole were examined in the MCG wave. The position and interval parameters were obtained by calculating the gradients of a envelope 
curve which could be formed by the difference between the maximum and minimum envelope of multi-channel MCG signals, . The amplitude ratio 
parameters for measuring ST deviation consisted of RJ AA / , RT AA / , and other ratios. The direction of single current dipole can be defined by rotating 
the magnetic field according to Biot-Savart’s law at each point of MCG signals. In this study, we have examined the direction of single current dipole 
from searching for the centroids of positive and negative magnetic fields. The significant differences were founded between normal subjects and 
ischemic patients in some parameters. 

KEY WORDS 

MCG parameter, Ischemic heart disease, amplitude ratio, envelope, single current dipole 

INTRODUCTION

The ECG and MCG signals are caused by electric activation of cardiac cells. The former is an electrical recording of the human heart and is used 
in the investigation of heart diseases. And the latter is the measurement of magnetic fields emitted by the human heart from small currents by 
electrically active cells of the heart muscle [Okajima, 1993]. The study of MCG was reported by Baule and McFee in 1963, they used a pair of coils 
each with 2 million turns of copper wire wound on a ferrite core. The main aim of biomagnetic measurement is to estimate the sources of electrical 
activity in the heart. On the other hand, for advancement of the MCG, it is necessary to investigate the relationship between diseases and induced 
biomagnetic field. Today, MCG measurements can be performed with highly sensitive SQUID sensors in specially constructed magnetically shielded 
rooms. In MCG, the P, QRS, T waves can be discerned, although their amplitude relationships and morphological details often differ somewhat from 
those of ECG [Link, 1998][Sato, 2000][Chen, 2002]. 

In this article, a method for automatic parameter extraction in multi-channel MCG signals at a given time interval of cardiac cycle was developed. 
The method enabled extraction of the similar parameters such as the ECG parameters. Also, we proposed amplitude ratio parameter to evaluate the 
ST segment deviation. Lastly, the method for the estimation of single dipole direction was presented.  

METHODS

Position and interval parameter 

All channel signals are very correlated with each other in multi-channel MCG signals. But, it is difficult to extract the MCG parameter such as 
ECG parameter from single channel signal, independently. The block diagram proposed for detecting the position and interval in multi-channel MCG 
is shown in Figure 1 [Jeon, 2004]. The most important point of this method is that the both minimum and maximum envelope are extracted. Figure 2 
shows the position and interval parameters defined in MCG signals. 

Amplitude ratio parameter 

The ischemic patients have some deviation such as elevation or depression during the ST segment. In order to evaluate the deviation rate, we 
selected five slices that is composed of the apex of R wave, J-point, the apex of T wave, and equally spaced two slices between J-point and the apex 
of T wave. And then, the amplitude of each slice, which is the difference between maximum and minimum value, was calculated: the amplitude of R 
wave RA , that of J-point JA , that of the first slice 1STA , that of the second slice 2STA , and that of the T wave TA . The amplitude ratio parameters was 
composed of RJ AA / , RST AA /1 , RST AA /2 , and RT AA /

Single dipole analysis 

Generally, equivalent current dipole (ECD) analysis is useful to estimate the direction of single dipole. And there is a simple method to determine 
the angle of the single current dipole, which can be calculated from both a coordinate of the maximum field and that of the minimum field. But this 
method has some errors due to the limited number of SQUID sensor. The angle of the single current dipole was calculated from both a coordinate of 
the center of positives fields and that of negative fields in this study. Although error is bigger than ECD analysis, the proposed method is simpler than 
that. We examined the eight directions parameter of dipole (the direction at the P wave )( PB �� , that at the R wave )( RB �� , that at the T wave )( TB �� , that 
of integrated field between P wave onset and Q wave onset )( PQB �� , that of integrated field between Q wave onset and R wave )( QRB �� , that of integrated 
field between R wave and S wave offset )( RSB �� , that of integrated field between Q wave onset and S wave offset )( QSB �� , and that of integrated field 
between S wave offset and T wave offset )( STB �� ).
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Measurements 

The measurements were carried out on the 61-channel MCG system in Samsung Medical Center, Korea. The MCG system is operating inside a 
magnetic shielded room. The MCG signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz by computer after passing through an analog bandpass filter 
(1-100 Hz) and an analog notch filter (60 Hz). Two different groups were enrolled for this study: a group of 8 patients affected by ischmia (age range 
50 – 76), and control group composed by 8 normal subjects (age range 29 – 41). 

RESULTS 

Table 1 presents the results from experiments applying the MCG parameter. In the interval parameter, QTc of the ischemic patients is bigger than 
that of the normal subjects. And the standard deviation (SD) of the ischemic patients in current direction parameter is higher than that of the normal 
subjects. We could discriminate the difference between two groups in amplitude ratio parameter. 

DISCUSSION 

In this article, we have developed the method of automatic parameter extraction. The effectiveness of clinical MCG parameters in normal subjects 
and ischemic patients was evaluated. QTc, current direction, and amplitude ratio parameter are useful in diagnosing ischemic patient. A further 
direction of this study will be to provide more evidence for this result. 
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Normal subjects Ischemic 
patients Parameters Unit 

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
RR interval msec 1078.27 (192.66) 992.34 (111.39)
Heart Rate beats/min 56.88 (9.73) 60.63 (6.30) 
PR interval msec 146.29 (13.28) 142.51 (18.14) 
PR segment msec 79.68 (17.58) 73.69 (18.94) 
QRS interval msec 92.31(9.44) 90.03 (8.30) 
QT interval msec 373.42 (42.95) 372.35 (22.33) 

QTc - 360.3 (13.49) 373.75 (17.84) 

( )PB �� degree 42.06 (9.38) 44.24 (41.74) 

( )TB �� degree 37.78 (6.04) 26.07 (78.00) 

( )STB �� degree 37.71 (10.70) 39.37 (104.31) 

/J RA A percent 8.74 (2.20) 12.93 (2.98) 

1 /ST RA A percent 7.38 (2.72) 9.56 (4.92) 

2 /ST RA A percent 14.1 (5.41) 6.60 (4.87) 

/T RA A percent 36.73 (11.73) 15 (7.82) 

Figure 2. MCG parameters 
defined after performing the 
proposed method. 

Figure 1. Block diagram of signal processing procedure for 
extracting the parameters in the MCG signals.

Table 1. A comparison of the normal subjects and the ischemic 
patients on MCG parameters. 
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Figure 1. (a) MCG of a patient suffering from WPW 
syndrome. The delta waves are shown in the circle. (b) 15 
independent components from the 40 channel data, the 
thick line indicates the separated delta wave component. 
The three arrow-indicated components, which contain the 
P-wave and early QRS-complex, were used to construct 
the current distribution between the SA node and the AV 
node.

Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry with Independent Component Analysis for the 
Magnetocardiogram of WPW Syndrome 

Kim, K., Lee, Y. H., Kwon, H., Kim, J. M., Kim, I. S., Park, Y. K., and Bae, J. H.  

Biomagnetism Research Center, Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science, Daejeon, Korea  
** Heart Center, Konyang University Hospital, Daejeon, Korea 

ABSTRACT 

We propose a three-dimensional imaging method to obtain the myocardial current distribution through magnetocardiogram (MCG) 
measurements. Our method employs a beam-former technique, which is widely used in the field of radar technology. In biomagnetism, we call the 
technique synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM). As an analysis approach to MCGs, minimum norm estimation (MNE) at a temporal time instant 
is widely used to estimate myocardial current sources in a pre-defined source space. SAM is spatio-temporal analysis while MNE estimates sources 
only at a time instant. The temporal information of MCGs separates current sources more correctly. We analyzed the clinical MCG of a subject who 
is suffering from WPW syndrome by SAM. In order to localize the accessory pathway in the 3-D space by using SAM, we also preprocessed the 
MCG field data. That is to separate the specific delta wave from the WPW MCG by independent component analysis (ICA). This preprocessing not 
only retrieves the isolated delta wave but also enhances the spatio-temporal separation in SAM. With this proposed method, the aggregations of 
current densities, which come from distinct sources, were visualized separately. Visualizing both the normal components and the delta wave gave 
information on the relative location of the accessory pathway to well-known myocardial currents, and the representation was helpful to perform the 
successful operation of catheter ablation. 

KEY WORDS 

Magnetocardiogram, synthetic aperture magnetometry, independent component 
analysis, Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. 

INTRODUCTION

As an approach to MCG analysis, minimum norm estimation (MNE) is widely 
used to estimate myocardial current sources in an assumed source space at a 
temporal time instant. In the field of MEG, a new three-dimensional imaging 
method named synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) was reported [Robinson, 
1998]. SAM is feasible for the visualization of the current density distribution of 
bioelectric activities. SAM is used for spatio-temporal analysis while MNE is 
generally used for the consideration of current sources at an instant. The temporal 
information of biomagnetic fields facilitates the separation of the current sources. 
However, linearly constrained minimum variance beamformers, such as SAM, use 
the second-order decorrelation in the covariance matrix of measured data to separate 
each current source. Sometimes, the separation is insufficient for correlated sources 
at different positions and the failure in dissociating the sources has been reported 
[Veen, 1997]. In order to distinguish the sources from each other more strictly, we 
propose independent component analysis (ICA) that utilizes the higher-order 
independency, kurtosis, in the statistical distribution of measured data—non-
gaussianity [Cardoso, 1999] [Lee, 1998]. 

Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome is a heart disease inducing early 
depolarization of the ventricles, which results from an additional electrical 
connection between the atria and the ventricles. In WPW syndrome, current flows 
through two pathways: A normal path (NP) from the AV node to the bundle of HIS, 
and an accesory pathway (AP). Therefore, we can observe two abnormalities in the 
MCG of WPW, a short PR interval and a delta wave, as well as the normal P-QRS 
complex. when we apply SAM to the superposed fields of the normal P-QRS 
complex and delta wave, it may result in the highest current density in the middle 
area between the NP and the AP. In this study, the problem was circumvented by 
separating the delta wave from the MCG of WPW by using ICA before applying 
SAM. Here, we explain the method briefly and show the localization result of a 
WPW MCG data measured by our 40-channel SQUID gradiometer system.   

METHODS

Our 40-channel gradiometer system was applied to measure the MCG of WPW 
syndrome. The system has 20 x-direction sensors and 20 y-direction sensors with 25 
mm interval. The sensor system measures magnetic field gradient of dzdBx /  and 

dzdBy / , which is tangential to the surface of body. The measurement was 
performed in a magnetically shielded room without averaging. We applied the ICA-
SAM to the measured fields of 500-Hz sampling rate for 4 seconds, which had been 
filtered through a digital 0.3-Hz high-pass, a 100-Hz low-pass, and an analog 60-Hz 
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Figure 2. The SAM result. The small dark ellipsoid is the 
AP estimated from the separated delta wave component. 
The light structure is the source distribution by the current 
flow between the SA node and the AV node. One side of 
grid corresponds to 15 cm.

line notch. The subject was a 20-years-old male suffering from the WPW syndrome and he was of normal blood pressure, no diabetes, 63 % ejection 
fraction, and nonsmoking.  

The m independent current sources and n magnetic field observations have the following linear relation. x= As+n, nR�nx, , mR�s , mnR ��A
(m<n), where each component of source s has zero-mean and n is channel noise, which can be assumed as gaussian white noise. Whitening signals is 
done by decorrelating the components of the observation vector by solving the eigenvalue problem for the covariance matrix of the observation. In 
order to make a full-rank separating matrix B for the whitened vectors z, we choose only m eigenvectors having large eigenvalues out of the n
vectors. The mean of the rest, (n-m) small eigenvalues, is regarded as the power of the channel noise. With such a whitening matrix Q, the whitened 
vector is given by z=Qx. The rest of process is to find the separating matrix B. Here, we have adopted the JADE algorithm using the 4-th order 
cumulants of the signal distribution [Cardoso, 1999]. Consequently, the statistically independent sources y are expressed by 
y=Bz=BQx=BQ(As+n)=W(As+n), where W� BQ. We can find the projection of each independent component to the original channel by yWx 1�� .

Tomographic imaging is obtainable by applying the beamformer to an array of coordinates of a specific region of interest and by indicating the 
source power with gray levels or color levels. To reject the error variance from the sensor noise in deep sources, the source power is normalized to 

the noise variance at the position. Therefore, the source power index Z is expressed by 11T

11T

G(q)]�(q)[G
G(q)]C(q)[G

Z(q) ��

��

� , where q is the parameter vector 

for the source position and direction, G is the lead field vector, C is the covariance matrix of data, �  is the diagonal noise variance matrix, and the 
superscript T means transpose [Robinson, 1998]. Here, the covariance matrix, C, is computed from the resultant components of the previous ICA 
process. We use a horizontally layered plane conductor model to calculate G.

RESULTS 

The measured MCG of WPW and the ICA result are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a 
is all the traces of the measured MCG. Note that, inside the circle, there is a delta 
wave caused from pre-excitation of ventricles. Fig. 1b is the 15 independent 
components from the 40 channel data; the thick line indicates the separated delta 
wave component. To know the relative location of the AP to the NP from the SA 
node to the AV node, we also estimate the current distribution from the three 
arrow-indicated components of Fig. 1b, which contain the P-wave and early QRS-
complex. The 3-D SAM result indicating the myocardial current distribution is 
shown in Fig. 2. The small dark ellipsoid is the current through an AP, which is 
estimated from the separated delta wave component. The light structure is the 
source distribution by the NP current flow between the SA node and the AV node. 
Note that the SA-AV current flows from the upper right position to the lower left 
position and spreads over the ventricles. Generally, the location of SA-AV is well 
known and we can find the exact location by an invasive catheter electrode during 
operation. Therefore, the relative position of the AP to the SA-AV is very useful 
information for the catheter rf ablation.  

DISCUSSION 

We have proposed a method to decompose MCG observations by ICA for 3-D 
SAM imaging. By applying this method to the MCG of a patient suffering from 
WPW syndrome, we estimated the relative position of the AP to the SA-AV 
current. In the ablation operation that had been performed one week after the 
measurement, the AP position was readily found by the help of our result. After 
ablating the estimated position, the delta wave disappeared in the MCG and the 
EEG of the patient, which demonstrated that the treatment was successful. 
However, we used a simple conductor model and tried the method to just one 
patient. As a future work, we have to verify this method for a sufficient number of 
patients with a realistic heart model to make prediction that is more exact. We 
anticipate that this method will be very helpful for the studies or diagnoses of 
many kinds of heart diseases.  
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Diversity in Activation of Healthy Atria by Magnetocardiographic Gradient Analysis 
J. Kuusisto1,2, R. Koskinen1,2 , V. Mäntynen2,3, J. Nenonen5, M. Mäkijärvi1, J. Montonen2, L. Toivonen1

1Division of Cardiology and  2BioMag Laboratory, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland; 3Laboratory of Biomedical 
Engineering, Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo, Finland; 5Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland 

ABSTRACT 

     Magnetocardiographic mapping (MCG) was applied to study propagation of atrial depolarization wave in 22 healthy subjects. Ten had 
duplicate measurements. Data were averaged using atrial wave template and cross correlation over entire wave. Sinus beats with correlation less than 
90% were considered different in morphology and averaged separately. Onset and offset of depolarization were determined automatically after 40 Hz 
high-pass filtering. Maximal gradients of isofield integral maps over the first and last 30 ms of the atrial wave were determined to obtain orientations 
of pseudocurrents. RESULTS: The main direction of activation during the first 30 ms was from right shoulder down and leftwards. The angle showed 
only slight variation, SD 22º. During the last portion the direction of the activation was significantly more variable (p < 0.001) with two clusters: 
commonest pointing horizontally leftwards and the other upwards to right. CONCLUSION: Magnetocardiographic gradient analysis reveals 
differences in propagation of atrial depolarization, with more variation at the end portion. The findings suggest that differences in the onset site of 
right atrial depolarization and in conduction to the left atrium are common physiologic phenomena. 

KEY WORDS 

    Atrial depolarization, Atrial wave morphology, Magnetocardiography, Surface gradient, Atrium  

INTRODUCTION

     Conduction disturbances in the human atria have a role in the pathogenesis of atrial fibrillation (AF). The assessments of atrial depolarization 
in invasive measurements and animal models have shown that the propagation of atrial impulse can vary. Some electrocardiographic features, such as 
P wave prolongation and morphological changes in the end of the wave, have been proposed to represent intra-atrial conduction block [Michelucci, 
2002]. This phenomenon – however – is not very well characterized and needs additional research to establish a basis for distinguishing the 
patophysiological features of diseases affecting atrial depolarization and diseases being facilitated by some kind of features of conduction also 
occurring in healthy atria. 

     Magnetocardiography has been successfully applied to evaluate ventricular depolarization and repolarization [Korhonen, 2000; Mäkijärvi, 
2002] and lately these methods have been adapted to atrial research [Koskinen, 2004].  

METHODS

     Magnetocardiographic (MCG) recordings were made in a magnetically shielded room using a 99-channel cardiomagnetometer (Neuromag 
Ltd, Helsinki, Finland) in Biomag Laboratory of the Helsinki University Central Hospital. The cardiomagnetometer sensor array was placed over 
anterior chest the center positioned at 15 cm below the jugular notch and 5 cm left from the midsternal line and the data were acquired over a 5 
minute period in sinus rhythm. Orthogonal three lead ECG was recorded simultaneously. Subjects were at rest and in a supine position during the 
recordings. 

     The data were signal-averaged by using an atrial wave template. The P-waves with cross-correlation coefficient over 90 % in MCG were 
averaged. Waves with smaller correlation were considered as different in morphology and were averaged separately when the low cross-correlation
was not caused by excessive noise or an ectopic beat. 

     Onset and offset times of the 40 Hz high-pass filtered, signal-averaged atrial waves were determined for every channel. The median values 
were considered as the onset and offset times for the atrial depolarization and the P wave duration was determined as the remainder of these median 
values.

     Integral maps were formed over the first and the last 30 ms of the atrial waves. Gradient analyses were made from these magnetic isofield 
integral maps: the orientation of the maximum gradient of the magnetic field over the sensor array provided a method to estimate the orientation of 
the activation sequence during these time frames [Nenonen, 2003]. The formed isogradient maps provided a way to visualize the distribution of the 
gradient (Figures 2 and 3). Gradient amplitudes were obtained from these time frames for each wave. 

     Study population consisted of 22 healthy subjects, 3 female and 19 male, aging 22-56 years (average 35 years).  

RESULTS 

     Altogether 30 different atrial waveforms were obtained: 14 subjects had one morphology, 5 subjects had 2 morphologies in a single recording 
and 3 subjects had 2 morphologies in separate recordings. 

     The main orientations of the atrial activations during the first 30 ms were from the right shoulder to down and left (Figures 1a and 2). During 
the last 30 ms of the activation, the orientations were significantly more variable (Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance, p < 0.001) and were 
clearly clustered into two orientations (Figure 1b): the more common pointing horizontally leftwards (Figure 3a) and the other pointing up and 
slightly to the right (Figure 3b). 
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Figure 4. P-wave duration dependence 
on orientation of the last 30 ms of atrial 
wave. Also note the clustering of the 
orientations.

     The waves that orientated upwards (angle < -45°) during the last 30 ms were 
associated with longer P waves than the waves orientating leftwards (angle > -45°), 
presented in Figure 4. The maximum amplitudes of the gradients in the integral waves 
orientating below -45° were also accentuated (table), representing differences in the 
activation front progression. 

No clear connection between the orientations during the first and last time frames was found. 
The waves heading to the main direction in the first portion, for example, could end up in either 
cluster in the last portion (Figure 5).  

Different morphologies from the same individuals were also found in both clusters 
during the end portions.  

DISCUSSION 

     Magnetocardiographic analyses are now available for atrial research. Signal 
processing methods have been evolved to evaluate the duration, form and spatial 
distribution of the atrial wave [Koskinen, 2004]. 

     In the present study MCG gradient analyses showed considerable diversity in the 
depolarization wave propagation in healthy human atria, especially in the end portion. The 
slight variation in the beginning of the waves could reflect differences in the onset site of 
the activation in the right atrium.  

     Clear clustering of the orientations in the end of the waves and the independence of 
the last portion from the first portion suggests discrete routes of interatrial conduction. 
The association with the variation in the P duration could reflect conduction block in the 
upper regions of the atria.  
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 < -45° > -45°  
P duration (ms) 112.5 ± 10.1 99.2 ± 7.4 p < 0.001 
Max grad. amp (fT/cm) 215 ± 51 178 ± 51 p = 0.058 

Table 1. P duration = duration of the atrial wave, Grad. amp = maximum amplitude of the 
gradient, fT = 10-15 Tesla 

Figure 5. All waves plotted according 
to their initial and last orientations. 
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ABSTRACT 

We developed a 64-channel magnetocardiography (MCG) system for displaying the three-dimensional (3D) electric current density map (ECDM) 
superimposed on a heart outline generated by a magnetic field. In the present study, the method for noninvasive imaging of 3D ECDM was verified 
in patients with atrial flutter (AFL) and atrial fibrillation (AFIB). Patients consisted of 20 healthy volunteers and 12 individuals with various 
arrhythmias (2 AFL, 5 AFIB, 5 others). A 64-channel MCG was recorded after digitization at 500 Hz, and 3D data were reconstructed using a spatial 
filter. The space filter was generated using the minimum normalization method of Tikhonov. The ECDM was superimposed on a heart outline 
generated by a magnetic field. The spatial resolution of this image was evaluated by the shadow of magnetic resonance (MR) images. The 
characteristic frequency of the AFL and AFIB waves was determined by FFT. The 3D heart outline generated by the magnetic field corresponded to 
the silhouette of MR images. The ECDM superimposed on a heart outline demonstrated counter-clockwise rotation in patients with AFL. MCG in 
patients with AFIB demonstrated a random micro-reentry around the right and left atrium. After surgical PV isolation, two patients with AFIB of 
5.7~6.7 Hz had restored sinus rhythm, and 3 patients with AFIB of 8~10 Hz still had AFIB. In conclusion, ECDM and frequency analysis by 64-
channel MCG could evaluate non-invasively the cardiac 3D signal source characteristic in patients with AFL and AFIB. 

INTRODUCTION

A non-invasive method is needed to estimate these electrophysiological mechanisms of WPW syndrome, atrial flutter (AFL) and atrial fibrillation 
(AFIB)1,2  prior to or after interventional procedures. We have developed a 64-channel MCG system to display the 3D electric current density map 
(ECDM) superimposed on a heart outline generated by a magnetic field.5 In the present study, the method for noninvasive imaging of 3D ECDM was 
verified in patients with WPW syndrome, AFL and AFIB. 

METHODS

We carried out 64-channel MCG on 20 healthy volunteers (controls) and 12 patients with consecutive arrhythmias (3 AFL, 5 AFIB, 2 WPW 
syndrome and others). The MCG recordings were made with a 64-channel MCG (prototype). Current signals from precordial magnetic coils were 
initially recorded over 16-msec, followed by 10 min in each subject at the same position. The recordings were digitized at 500 Hz and filtered with a 
band-pass frequency from DC to 200 Hz.  

Space filter and ECDM: A new space filter has been developed for visualizing the 3D electric current density from Bz magnetic fields3, 4. In brief, 
the electric current and the magnetic field have a linear relationship (B = LJ), in which a magnetic field B in the z direction is described by B = –
�0/4� (jxy-jyx)/r3 [B; magnetic field, (jxy-jyx)/r3; current J (jx and jy) of the coordinate r (x, y)]. The minimum normalization method of Tikhonov was 
applied to determine the value of B from the data of J4. The ECDM was displayed by emphasizing the electric current density after applying the 
space filter.  

Three-dimensional heart outline map generated by the magnetic field and MR images: The space filter was applied separately at the P and QRS 
segments. The 3D EDCM for the atrium and ventricle were calculated by the magnetic field distribution. MR images were obtained by standard 
techniques using a Signa Horizon LX (GE Yokokawa, Tokyo, Japan) after placing Nifedipine at the position of the precordial leads.  

Frequency determination for AFL and AFIB: After deleting the QRS segment on 64-channel MCG, atrial signals for AFL and AFIB were 
acquired. After performing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) at 4096 sample points, we determined the frequency at maximal power. 

RESULTS 

1. The 3D heart outline map generated by the magnetic field corresponded 
exactly to the heart silhouette of the MR image in a normal MCG pattern, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The ECDM of the QRS segment superimposed on the 3D heart 
outline map demonstrated the conduction pattern generated within the heart.  

FIG. 1 
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2. MCG in patients with AFL demonstrated a macro-reentry with counter-clockwise rotation around the atrium. (Fig.2). 

3. MCG in patients with AFIB exhibited a random micro-reentry around the right and left atrium. After surgical PV isolation, two patients with 
5.7~6.7 Hz of AFIB waves had restored sinus rhythm, and 3 patients with 9~10 Hz of AFIB waves still exhibited AFIB. The MCG for a 
representative case of AFIB is shown in Fig. 3.  

DISCUSSION 

We developed a 64-channel MCG system. This system can visualize the 3D ECDM superimposed on a 3D heart outline map generated by a 
magnetic field. The 3D heart outline map corresponded to the shadow in MR images. This ECDM superimposed on the 3D heart outline map 
demonstrated a counter-clockwise rotation around the atrium in patients with AF, corresponding to an electro-anatomical study. Furthermore, MCG in 
patients with AFIB demonstrated a random micro-reentry around the right and left atrium. After surgical PV isolation, two patients with 6.0 ~ 6.7 Hz 
of AFIB waves had a restored sinus rhythm. ECDM by the 64-channel MCG system could evaluate the intra-cardiac 3D signal source non-invasively 
in patients with AFL and AFIB.   

Clinical Implications: ECDM and frequency analysis by 64-channel MCG could evaluate non-invasively the cardiac 3D signal source and 
characteristic in patients with AFL and AFIB.
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FIG. 3 MCG in a patient with AFIB. 
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ABSTRACT 

Diagnosing of predisposition to paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) in children without signs of preexcitation on ECG involves 
relatively dangerous pharmacological tests or electrophysiological investigation. The objective of this work was to check the ability of fully non-
invasive magnetocardiographic examination (MCG), to detect children with recurrent SVT without electrocardiographic signs of preexcitation.

METHODS: 35 children were examined. Group I: Twelve of them were children suffering from SVT without signs on preexcitation on ECG 
during sinus rhythm. Group II: Eight were children with clear electrocardiographic signs of WPW-syndrome. Group III - fifteen healthy children. 
Group I was further subdivided to two subgroups: atrioventricular reciprocating tachycardia (AVRT) and atrioventricular node re-entrant tachycardia 
(AVNRT). Six children from Group I underwent an ablation of slow pathway (AVNRT) or concealed accessory pathway (AVRT). MCG was
registered by means of the 7-channel system (MaGIC, Magscan GmbH), installed in an unshielded location. All measurements were done during 
sinus rhythm. Based on the magnetic field distribution, 64 subsequent current vector maps were reconstructed with equidistant time within PQ-
interval. Visual analysis and a fully computerized one based on multivariate statistics were applied. As a result automatic classification rules were 
constructed.

RESULTS: The accuracy of results between Group I (both subgroups) and Group III was 87% (sensitivity 83%, specificity 93%), between Group 
I and Group II – 100%, %, between Group II and Group III – 100%. Obvious positive changes were found in five out of six patients after ablation. 

CONCLUSION: MCG is a useful tool for detection of predisposition to SVT in children without signs of preexcitation on ECG, and allows 
specifying the pathogenesis of tachycardia. 

KEY WORDS 

Magnetocardiography, supraventricular tachycardia, atrioventricular node reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT), atrioventricular reciprocating 
tachycardia (AVRT), WPW, children. 

INTRODUCTION

Magnetocardiography (MCG) is a new completely non-invasive method to measure magnetic cardiac activity. Recent development made it 
possible to operate in unshielded locations [Hailer, 2003]. 

Currently MCG is relatively established in adult cardiology, and is effective for detection of coronary artery disease and pre-operative localization 
of accessory pathways [van Leeuwen, 2003; Moshage, 1996; Fenici 2003]. Fetal MCG is also in use for diagnosis of fetal arrhythmia [Wakai, 2003]. 
In contrast we know just a few papers dealing with MCG in pediatric cardiology [Shiono, 2002; Horigome, 1999; Nenonen, 1995].  

Diagnosing of predisposition to paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (SVT), which requires invasive treatment in children without signs of 
preexcitation, on ECG is complicated and involves relatively dangerous pharmacological tests [Toal, 2002] or electrophysiological investigation. The 
objective of this work was to check the ability of fully non-invasive magnetocardiographic examination, performed in an unshielded location, to 
detect children with recurrent SVT, but without electrocardiographic signs of preexcitation during sinus rhythm. 

METHODS

Thirty-five children (from 5 to 16 years old, 24 male, 11 female) were examined. They were subdivided into three groups. 
Group I: Twelve children suffering from SVT without signs of preexcitation on ECG during sinus rhythm. All of these patients have had at least 

one episode of SVT, documented by 12-leads ECG. Based on ECG during tachycardia [Jaeggi, 2003] this group was further subdivided into two 
subgroups: atrioventricular reciprocating tachycardia mediated by concealed accessory pathway (AVRT) – four patients and atrioventricular node re-
entrant tachycardia (AVRNT) - eight patients. Six children from this Group I underwent electrophysiological investigation, confirmed morphology of 
tachycardia and then radio frequency ablation of slow AV-pathway (five patients with AVNRT) or concealed accessory pathway (one patient with 
AVRT). 

Group II: Eight children with clear electrocardiographic signs of WPW-syndrome during sinus rhythm and documented episodes of SVT. 
Group III: Fifteen healthy children made up this control group. 
MCG recordings were taken at nine pre-thoracic sites using a four-channel SQUID-magnetometer in an unshielded setting within a 20 by 20 

rectangular grid with a four cm pitch over the pericardial area. The sensor was positioned as close to the thorax as possible, directly over the heart 
initially at the jugulum. Duration of measurements in each position was 30 sec. All beats were pre-processed and averaged at each position. Based on 
the magnetic field distribution, 64 subsequent current density vector (CDV) maps were reconstructed with equidistant time steps starting from the P-
wave top up to the middle of the ascending part of the QRS-complex. Visual analysis and a fully computerized analysis based on multivariate 
statistics (forward stepwise) were applied. As a result automatic classification rules consisting of three variables were constructed. All measurements 
were done during sinus rhythm. The patients who underwent EFI were measured twice: once prior to, and again three days after ablation. 

RESULTS 

Multivariate statistics (forward stepwise) are applied and an automatic classification rule was constructed. 
This rule represents Fisher’s linear discriminate function (general view is D = b1·x1 + b2·x2 +...+bnxn + a, where x1, x2, xn - are variables; b1,

b2, bn,, a –  coefficients.) 
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The classification rule, in our case, consisted of three variables. The Accuracy of discrimination between Group I (both subgroups) and Group III 
was 87% (sensitivity 83%, specificity 93%), between Group I and Group II – 100%, between Group II and Group III – 100%. A visual analysis 
showed a more homogeneous CDV distribution in subgroup of patients with AVNRT, to compare to patients with AVRT however that difference was 
not statistically significant. Obvious positive changes were found in five out of six patients after ablation or AV-node modulation (fig. 1a,b, c)  

Fig. 1a Integral CDV maps of PQ interval Fig. 1b Integral CDV maps of PQ interval Fig. 1c Integral CDV maps of PQ interval of
healthy volunteer   of patient with AVNRT before EFI  the same patient with AVNRT 3 days 
after modulation of AV-node 

DISCUSSION 

Results achieved confirmed much higher sensitivity of MCG compared to 12-leads ECG to inhomogeneity of excitation spreading within PQ 
interval, caused by concealed accessory pathways. Especially interesting was, that we have also found that it is possible to classify correctly patients 
with AVRNT, which have a slow AV-channel. It has to be stressed, that visual analysis showed certain differences between patients with AVRT and 
AVNRT, but these differences were not statistically significant. By supposition, in both cases (AVRT, AVNRT) exists an anterograde spreading of 
excitation in the concealed accessory pathway or the slow AV-channel during sinus rhythm. This partial anterograde spreading is too weak to be 
detected by ECG but is “visible” for the MCG examination.  

Results show that MCG examination might be useful in pediatric arrhythmology. The non-invasive specification of the pathogenesis of 
tachycardia will allow defining correct indication for further more complicated electrophysiological investigation and therapy. This instrument might 
be especially useful in a large cohort of patients with the complaints of episodes of tachycardia but without objective documentation of it’s signs on 
ECG. Thus MCG allows us to define the morphologic substrate of tachycardia. 

This study is limited by several facts. First of all population size is small, that might be the reason for the absence of a statistically significant 
difference between patients with AVRT and AVNRT. The study is also limited due to the registration technique itself. The measurement system was 
not optimized for pediatric investigations, which would adjust for small children in the groups examined. 

CONCLUSION 

MCG seems to be a useful tool for detection of predisposition to paroxysmal SVT in children without signs of preexcitation on ECG, and allows 
specifying the pathogenesis of tachycardia. The control of accessory pathways ablation and AV-node modulation efficiency, might be done by MCG 
as well. Further study with a larger number of patients is needed to confirm these findings. 
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ABSTRACT 

Within the context of coronary artery disease (CAD), studies have implemented various magnetocardiography (MCG) parameters to identify 
patients with ischemia. Endpoint in these studies was usually relevant stenosis of the coronary arteries. We examined the relationship between MCG 
and clinical parameters in patients who were admitted to hospital with suspected CAD. Standard clinical examinations (e.g. ECG, echocardiography 
and coronary angiography) and resting MCG were performed in 40 subjects presenting with signs and symptoms of CAD. For each subject, a signal 
averaged beat was analyzed with respect to i) QT dispersion (QTd), ii) spatial distribution of QT (Smoothness Index: SIn) and iii) % divergence from 
normal magnetic field map (MFM) orientation during QT. 27 healthy subjects served as control. The patients' MCG parameters diverged from those 
of the healthy subjects, more so in patients with pathological clinical findings. Furthermore, values differed significantly between subjects with and 
without pathological findings for rest ECG (QTd, SIn) and echocardiography (SIn). SIn values also correlated significantly to ejection fraction. 
Overall, patients with pathological clinical findings tended to demonstrate more changes in both temporal and spatial aspects of their MFM. MCG is 
sensitive to clinical factors within the context of CAD. 

KEY WORDS 

coronary artery disease, magnetocardiography, electrocardiography, echocardiography, angiography, QT interval, QT dispersion, magnetic field 
map orientation. 

INTRODUCTION

The clinical utility of magnetocardiography (MCG) has been investigated over the last decade with respect to various cardiac diseases. Within the 
context of coronary artery disease (CAD), studies have implemented different parameters based on MCG data to identify patients with ischemia. 
These include, among others, QT interval [van Leeuwen 2003a], ST-T signal amplitudes [Hänninen, 2002], magnetic field map (MFM) orientation 
[van Leeuwen, 1999] [Hänninen, 2002], dipole parameters [van Leeuwen, 1999] and current density mapping [Kandori, 2001] [Hailer, 2003]. The 
endpoint in these studies was usually the presence of ischemia as observed in noninvasive tests, hemodynamically relevant stenosis of one or more 
coronary arteries or evidence of prior myocardial infarction (MI). Apart from evaluating CAD patients with and without MI, the patient subject 
groups were generally compared with groups of healthy subjects without any evidence of cardiac disease. 

There has been very little work examining subjects with a higher risk for CAD and chest pain who, on the basis of accepted standard criteria, may 
or may not be classified as having the disease. In this work we studied a group of patients who were admitted to hospital because of reported 
symptoms suggesting the possible presence of CAD. We investigated the relationship between specific MCG parameters and a number of standard 
clinical parameters obtained during routine clinical examination and compared the results to those determined in a group of healthy volunteers. The 
aim was a better understanding of the clinical significance of MCG parameters. 

METHODS

We recruited 40 subjects (57±12 years old (mean±SD), 13 female) who had been referred to the clinical cardiology unit on the basis of signs and 
symptoms of CAD in whom clarification was sought. Patients with ST elevation infarction were not included. These subjects had on average 2.0±1.2 
risk factors for CAD (Table 1) and 83% were on some cardiac medication (ACE blocker: 22; nitrates: 4; Ca-antagonist: 7; diuretics: 5; beta-blocker: 
23; anticoagulants: 28). In these subjects, standard rest and stress ECG, echocardiography as well as coronary angiography were performed. The 
result of each examination in each subject was classified as normal or pathological according to accepted clinical criteria. The control group consisted 
of 27 age-matched subjects (49±9 years old, 19 female) without a history or symptoms of cardiac or circulatory disease. They had 0.8±0.8 risk factors 
for CAD, none were on cardiac medication and pathological findings in rest ECG or echocardiography were not present. 

In all subjects multichannel MCG (4D Neuroimaging Magnes 1300C) was registered under resting conditions, in patients, prior to coronary 
angiography. For each registration the subject was in a supine position and the circular sensor (diameter 32.4 cm) was placed symmetrically over the 
upper thorax with the cranial rim just below the subject's chin. Data were collected for 100 s (sampling rate: 1 kHz; bandpass: 0.1-200 Hz). In each 
data set, all individual beats were identified and at least 30 heart beats within a narrow range of RR intervals (<10 ms) were selectively averaged. In 
each subject's signal averaged beat, the onsets and end of the QRS complex and T wave were automatically determined [Van Leeuwen, 2003b]. The 
QT interval was analyzed with respect to its duration and the MFM orientation using a precordial subset of 46 channels [Van Leeuwen, 2003c]. 

QT interval duration was calculated for each channel and QT dispersion (QTd) was determined as QTmax -QTmin. Furthermore, the QT spatial 
distribution pattern was quantified on the basis of the normalized Smoothness Index (SIn) which summarizes the local and global homogeneity of QT 
interval duration [Van Leeuwen, 2003a]. MFM were constructed over the QT interval as follows. For each sampling time, the orientation alpha was 
calculated as the angle between a) the line joining the centers of gravity of the positive and negative magnetic field values and b) a left-right line 
across the thorax. The course of alpha was time normalized in order to permit interindividual comparisons. The 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the 
courses of the healthy subjects were determined and each subject's percent divergence from the 95% CI was calculated (see [van Leeuwen, 1999]). 

Table 1: number of subjects with specific risk factors for CAD and taking cardiac medication. 
 n hypertension nicotine abuse hypercholesterolemia diabetes mellitus family history cardiac medication 
patients 40 26 (65%) 22 (55%) 19 (48%) 4 (10%) 10 (25%) 33 (83%) 
healthy 27 1 (4%) 7 (26%) 2 (7%) - 12 (44%) - 
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RESULTS 

The results showed that, for all three MCG 
parameters (QTd, SIn and alpha), the values in the 
group of healthy controls were generally lower than 
those of the patients' (statistically significant: QTd, 
alpha; see Figure). When the patient group was 
subdivided into normal or pathological with respect 
to the findings of the individual clinical examina-
tions, the results demonstrated consistently higher 
values for the MCG parameters in the group with 
pathological findings (Table 2). Within the patient 
group, values differed significantly between 
subjects with and without pathological findings for 
rest ECG (SIn) and echocardiography (QTd, SIn). 
SIn values also correlated significantly to ejection 
fraction (Pearson r=-0.42, p<0.05). The QTd values based on standard 12-lead ECG (which was registered simultaneously with the MCG) showed no 
significant differences in any of the comparisons (Figure). 

Table 2: Values of the MCG parameters QTd, SIn and Orientation for the healthy controls and the subgroups of CAD patients (normal or 
pathological (=path) findings with respect to different clinical examinations). 
 healthy patients  
 subjects rest ECG  stress ECG  echocardiogram  relevant stenosis  
  normal  path  normal  path  normal  path  no  yes  
n 27 30  10  20  7  24  15  25  13  
QTd (ms) 59±14 68±20 ° 81±29 * 74±24 * 77±22 * 63±20  83±22 # ‡ 71±25 ° 70±20 ° 
SIn 2.2±0.6 2.4±0.7  3.3±1.3 # † 2.8±0.9 # 3.0±1.3 ° 2.3±0.8  3.2±1.0 # ‡ 2.6±0.9  2.7±1.2  
Orientation (%) 7±8 18±17 # 33±31 ° 20±22 * 34±31 * 16±17 * 32±26 # + 20±21 * 28±24 # 
° = p<.10, *= p<.05, # = p<.01 compared to healthy subjects; + = p<.10, † = p<.05, ‡ = p<.01 compared to patients without pathological findings 

DISCUSSION 

The MCG parameters applied in this work were sensitive to subjects with signs and symptoms of CAD, indicating that patients who present with 
suspect CAD will tend to display non-normal MCG values. Also, in these patients, the MCG values of those with pathological findings in standard 
clinical tests will tend deviate more noticeably from those of healthy subjects. This was particularly clear for echocardiography: values based on QT 
interval duration were not only significantly different from those of the healthy subjects but also between the patient groups. Thus these MCG QT 
parameters, which quantify local spatial inhomogeneity in repolarization times, may reflect the functional and morphological changes associated with 
wall motion disturbances or hypertrophy confined to specific cardiac sites. On the other hand, compared to previous observations [van Leeuwen, 
2003], QT parameters did not clearly identify patients with hemodynamically relevant stenosis of the coronary arteries with respect to healthy 
subjects. This may be due to the size of the subject groups. Of greater importance is that the values of the patients with and without stenosis were 
virtually identical, indicating that the clinical usefulness of these parameters may be limited with respect to the identification of luminal narrowing of 
the coronary arteries. In contrast to the QT parameters, the MFM orientation displayed improved differentiation in the context of angiography 
findings: the patients' values deviated clearly from normal and particularly so for those with stenosis, indicating that changes in field orientation may 
reflect impaired electrogenesis due to ischemia. These results suggest that the MCG parameters based QT duration and MFM characteristics 
complement each other with respect to their ability to reflect pathological findings in common clinical tests. Overall we conclude 1) that MCG is 
sensitive to clinical factors within the context of CAD and 2) that in order to evaluate the clinical usefulness of MCG, various approaches must be 
studied more extensively in patients in order to develop reliable procedures for the identification of those patients requiring invasive therapy. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have developed an online system for creating patient specific heart models for Magnetocardiographic (MCG) measurements. The heart model 
is created from fluoroscopy images and ultrasound measurements.  Because the images are taken on the same operating table as MCG, the patient is 
not moved between the measurements.  The objective is to create a 3D heart model corresponding to the patient’s geometry during the MCG session. 
The epicardium is segmented manually from two orthogonal digital fluoroscopy images.  Then an a priori 3D model is deformed to these outlines.  
The model is a mean generated from segmented magnetic resonance (MR) datasets taken from 16 subjects.  The model includes the epicardium, the 
ventricles and the atria.  Thereafter, several measurements are defined from ultrasound images and the model is further refined to match these 
measurements by deforming it locally.  Finally, the model is attached to the MCG coordinate system with a grid of markers that are visible in the 
fluoroscopy images.  The system is capable of producing relatively accurate heart models in a matter of minutes on a common PC.  In our approach, 
expensive and time-consuming MR imaging is not required.  In an ongoing clinical validation the best 3D accuracy achievable by a skilled 
cardiologist using our online model is compared against using MR images.  

KEY WORDS 

Image Reconstruction; Magnetocardiography; Echocardiography; Multimodal Cardiac Imaging 

INTRODUCTION

Multichannel Magnetocardiographic (MCG) measurements are nowadays moving quickly from shielded research laboratories into unshielded
clinical practice [Tavarozzi, 2002] [Fenici, 2003]. This stresses the need for quick multimodal integration of functional information, provided by 
MCG, with those gathered with other imaging methods. In particular, as MCG is able to localize electrophysiological phenomena [Fenici, 1998] it is 
important to transfer that information into the real 3D anatomy model of the patient. MR imaging has established its position as a standard method 
for retrieving anatomical information for bioelectromagnetic studies.  However, the use of MR imaging implies two major problems: 1) it is an 
offline procedure, which is carried out in a separate imaging session.  The patient is repositioned on a bed different from the one used for MCG, 
which necessitates matching several reference markers. 2) It is expensive and requires complex hospital infrastructure for the managing and sharing 
of the imaging data. Thus the need to find a simple, on-site and cheap solution exists. 

The objective of this work is to create an online 3D heart model from fluoroscopy images and ultrasound measurements that corresponds to the 
patient’s anatomy during the MCG session without moving the patient in between [Figure 1]. The accuracy of this reconstruction method compared 
with MR-based techniques is discussed in [Lötjönen, 1999a]. 

METHODS

Two orthogonal views are acquired from the patient’s heart with a digital 
fluoroscopy machine.  A 20 by 20 cm measurement grid with markers visible in the 
fluoroscopy images is located on top of the patient’s chest.  The epicardium and the 
markers on the grid are segmented manually from the two images.  The shape of 
the epicardium is used to deform the a priori model of the heart.  

The heart model used represents the average human heart and includes the 
epicardium, ventricles and atria.  The statistical mean model has been generated 
from both short- and long-axis MR images of 16 healthy subjects as described in 
[Lötjönen, 2003]. 

Simulated fluoroscopy images of the model are generated from the same 
imaging angles as the original fluoroscopy images.  The two matching views of the 
epicardium are segmented automatically from these images.  The epicardium 
outlines are used to create 2D vector sets that represent how the model should be 
deformed to match the outlines of the patient’s heart in both orthogonal views.  
These 2D vectors are attached to the 3D heart model surface via back projection. A 
3D vector field covering the whole epicardium is created with interpolation.  The 
deformation of the epicardium is propagated to the heart chambers with a vector 
field that goes to zero at the center of the model [Veisterä, 2001].  

A number of ultrasound measurements are made and the model is further 
refined to match these measurements by deforming it locally.  These measurements 
include the dimensions of the atria and ventricles and the thickness of the walls.  

 Sets of landmark pairs are predefined on the model.  The distance between the 
set pairs corresponds to a physical heart dimension measured with ultrasound.  The 
model is deformed with a 3D grid so that the landmark distances match with the 
measurements and the model shape and topology is preserved as well as possible 
[Figure 2].  The number of grid points used, and the allowed rigidity of the model 

Figure 1. The information from an a priori heart model, 
two fluoroscopy images and a set of ultrasound 
measurements is combined to create a new patient 
specific heart model. 

RESULTS 

The results showed that, for all three MCG 
parameters (QTd, SIn and alpha), the values in the 
group of healthy controls were generally lower than 
those of the patients' (statistically significant: QTd, 
alpha; see Figure). When the patient group was 
subdivided into normal or pathological with respect 
to the findings of the individual clinical examina-
tions, the results demonstrated consistently higher 
values for the MCG parameters in the group with 
pathological findings (Table 2). Within the patient 
group, values differed significantly between 
subjects with and without pathological findings for 
rest ECG (SIn) and echocardiography (QTd, SIn). 
SIn values also correlated significantly to ejection 
fraction (Pearson r=-0.42, p<0.05). The QTd values based on standard 12-lead ECG (which was registered simultaneously with the MCG) showed no 
significant differences in any of the comparisons (Figure). 

Table 2: Values of the MCG parameters QTd, SIn and Orientation for the healthy controls and the subgroups of CAD patients (normal or 
pathological (=path) findings with respect to different clinical examinations). 
 healthy patients  
 subjects rest ECG  stress ECG  echocardiogram  relevant stenosis  
  normal  path  normal  path  normal  path  no  yes  
n 27 30  10  20  7  24  15  25  13  
QTd (ms) 59±14 68±20 ° 81±29 * 74±24 * 77±22 * 63±20  83±22 # ‡ 71±25 ° 70±20 ° 
SIn 2.2±0.6 2.4±0.7  3.3±1.3 # † 2.8±0.9 # 3.0±1.3 ° 2.3±0.8  3.2±1.0 # ‡ 2.6±0.9  2.7±1.2  
Orientation (%) 7±8 18±17 # 33±31 ° 20±22 * 34±31 * 16±17 * 32±26 # + 20±21 * 28±24 # 
° = p<.10, *= p<.05, # = p<.01 compared to healthy subjects; + = p<.10, † = p<.05, ‡ = p<.01 compared to patients without pathological findings 

DISCUSSION 

The MCG parameters applied in this work were sensitive to subjects with signs and symptoms of CAD, indicating that patients who present with 
suspect CAD will tend to display non-normal MCG values. Also, in these patients, the MCG values of those with pathological findings in standard 
clinical tests will tend deviate more noticeably from those of healthy subjects. This was particularly clear for echocardiography: values based on QT 
interval duration were not only significantly different from those of the healthy subjects but also between the patient groups. Thus these MCG QT 
parameters, which quantify local spatial inhomogeneity in repolarization times, may reflect the functional and morphological changes associated with 
wall motion disturbances or hypertrophy confined to specific cardiac sites. On the other hand, compared to previous observations [van Leeuwen, 
2003], QT parameters did not clearly identify patients with hemodynamically relevant stenosis of the coronary arteries with respect to healthy 
subjects. This may be due to the size of the subject groups. Of greater importance is that the values of the patients with and without stenosis were 
virtually identical, indicating that the clinical usefulness of these parameters may be limited with respect to the identification of luminal narrowing of 
the coronary arteries. In contrast to the QT parameters, the MFM orientation displayed improved differentiation in the context of angiography 
findings: the patients' values deviated clearly from normal and particularly so for those with stenosis, indicating that changes in field orientation may 
reflect impaired electrogenesis due to ischemia. These results suggest that the MCG parameters based QT duration and MFM characteristics 
complement each other with respect to their ability to reflect pathological findings in common clinical tests. Overall we conclude 1) that MCG is 
sensitive to clinical factors within the context of CAD and 2) that in order to evaluate the clinical usefulness of MCG, various approaches must be 
studied more extensively in patients in order to develop reliable procedures for the identification of those patients requiring invasive therapy. 
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Figure 2. The mean heart model that is deformed, the 
deformation grid and a set of landmarks (spheres 
connected with lines) are shown. 

determine how local and smooth the deformation is [Lötjönen, 1999b]. 
Using a 3D pen the grid of markers, also visible in the fluoroscopy images, on top of 

the patient’s chest is digitized.  The marker locations are recorded during the MCG 
measurement.  This information is used the register the heart model to the MGC 
coordinate system.  The model construction steps provide a correspondence between the 
2D fluoroscopy images and the 3D model coordinates.  This means that any results from 
the MCG measurements that can be visualized with the 3D heart model can also be 
overlaid on the original fluoroscopy images. In addition, any points of interest in the 
fluoroscopy images can be visualized on the 3D model. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using the developed system relatively accurate heart models can be created in only 
minutes on a desktop PC. 

The proposed solution overcomes the need for a set of MR images allowing low-cost 
and faster 3D modeling of the patient’s heart. The model includes up-to-date functional 
information of the patient and is created at the time and in the position in which the MCG 
is taken. Clinical validation is ongoing by comparing best 3D fit achievable by a skilled 
cardiologist, using this model versus MR images.  The software is also being improved to 
enhance the interface to minimize the time spent on the model construction and to 
improve computational efficiency.  

The final step will be the development of an automatic procedure for the inclusion of 
the patient-tailored 3D heart model inside software packages designed for clinical 
application of MCG source localization and imaging.  This novel approach might be useful for quick integration of MCG information with 
anatomical and other electrophysiological information. This could be used to non-invasively: 1) localize the site of origin of focal arrhythmias in 3D, 
2) image re-entry circuits in 3D, 3) localize and image injury currents in 3D, 4) correlate between ischemic and arrhythmogenic mechanisms and 5) 
correlate in 3D between MCG imaging and intracardiac electrophysiological recordings carried out with the amagnetic catheter technique [Fenici, 
CNR 2003] 
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Status Of MCG Systems Operating In Unshielded Hospital Rooms 
A.A. Bakharev, B.J. Hegstad, R.S. Sokolowski, K. Sternickel, N. Tralshawala, C.H. Rosner 

CardioMag Imaging, Inc., Schenectady, NY, USA 

Clinical research into the efficacy of magnetocardiography (MCG) has been conducted over many decades with systems inside shielded rooms.  
CardioMag Imaging’s 9-channel Magnetocardiography systems have been installed and/or located in unshielded hospital rooms for the past three 
years to confirm the reliability of meaningful clinical data acquisition from such systems and their operations.   
To date, well over one thousand individuals and voluntary patients have been tested with these MCG systems and the results compared to diagnostic 
data obtained on the same patients from other modalities, such as ECG, Echo, SPECT, Stress, Troponin and catheterization, etc.  The display of 
dynamic magnetic field maps in real-time and their analysis of corresponding cardiac activity have engendered particular interest by cardiologists in 
such applications as differentiation of chest pain originating from CVD or other non-ischemic sources. 
The systems have operated extremely well in most locations, while providing data that resulted in high specificity and sensitivity levels for detection 
of cardiovascular disease (CVD).  Highlights of both prior work and new data will be presented from a jointly agreed upon protocol at installations 
that include Cedars Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, CA., Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, MD., the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn. and 
the Hoyerswerda Hospital in Germany.  Relevant experience and clinical data from CardioMag MCG systems installed in Tianjin, China and Rome, 
Italy will also be addressed. 

Changes in Magnetocardiogram Patterns of Infarcted-Reperfused Myocardium after Injection of 
Superparamagnetic Contrast Media 

A. Brazdeikis1,2, C.W. Chu1, P. Cherukuri2, S. Litovsky2, M. Naghavi2.
1Texas Center for Superconductivity and Advanced Materials, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77204; 2Texas Heart Institute, 

Houston, TX 77030 

Superparamagnetic iron-oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles have been used as MRI contrast agents for noninvasive imaging of inflammation and tissue 
injury. The purpose of this study was to investigate changes in spatio-temporal patterns of magnetocardiograms (MCG) in a dog model with 
ischemia/reperfusion following injection of SPIO. A ligature was placed around the left anterior descending coronary (LAD) between second and 
third major diagonal branch to produce acute myocardial ischemia in two anesthetized dogs. Following 60 min coronary occlusion and 10 min 
reperfusion, dogs were subjected to injection of SPIO directly into the left atrium. Injections were repeated hourly for 4 hours and the animals 
sacrificed 1 hour after the last injection. MCG were registered at 36 sites above the torso in an unshielded operating room before coronary occlusion, 
5 min after reperfusion and immediately after administration of the SPIO. MCG of early reperfused myocardium showed spatio-temporal field 
distributions consistent with anterior myocardial infarction (AMI) as confirmed by triphenyltetrazolium chloride staining (TTC). Cardiac magnetic 
fields acquired after injection of dextran-coated SPIO revealed additional spatio-temporal features most prominent during ventricular repolarization 
due to augmentation/fragmentation of the ST-segment detected at several sensor locations, consistent with AMI. No significant differences in MCG 
patterns were noted following contrast agent injections in a dog without coronary occlusion. In conclusion, preliminary experimental evidence 
appears to support the notion that superparamagnetic contrast agents increase the sensitivity of standard MCG and may have an important implication 
for magnetocardiography in the assessment of regional myocardial perfusion, ischemia and infarction.  

This paper is presented also in the workshop W4, for full paper please see page ??? 
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 Clinical Magnetocardiographic Mapping at the Catholic University of Rome 
D. Brisinda, A.M. Meloni, R. Fenici  

Clinical Physiology –Biomagnetism Center, Catholic University, Rome - Italy 

From November 5th, 2001 to March 15th, 2004, 495 patients (164 with arrhythmias, 64 with WPW syndrome, 58 with Ischemic Heart Disease (IHD), 
110 with different kinds of cardiomyopathy, 95 normals, 4 FMCG) have been consecutively investigated at the Catholic University of Rome, with 
unshielded Magnetocardiographic Mapping (MCG): 20 with the 9-channel system only and 475 with the 36-channel system (184 of them with both 
systems). 86 patients were investigated also after physical stress, carried out with a standard bicycle ergometer. In all patients MCG was recorded at 
least three times, to check for reproducibility and/o for clinical follow-up, for a total of more than 1600 MCG recordings.  Method: MCG was 
performed in the supine position with a 36-channel system (CardioMag Imaging, CMI, Schenectady, NY), at a sampling rate of 1 KHz in the 
bandwidth DC-100 Hz, with at least one simultaneous ECG lead.  In the last 200 pts, 12-lead ECG was simultaneously recorded with amagnetic 
electrodes.  On each patient file, post-processing and signal analysis for the quantitative assessment of ventricular repolarization and for 3D 
localization and electroanatomical imaging of cardiac arrhythmias, were carried out independently with two different approaches and software 
programs developed by CMI and at the by Neuromag (Finland). The results with the two methods have been compared. For 3D electroanatomical 
integration of MCG localization results, 3D cardiac models have been used, constructed from patient MRI, and/or from orthogonal fluoroscopic 
images taken at the moment of MCG recording (see Veisterä, this conference). Conclusions: qualitative reproducibility of MCG was satisfactory. 
However the estimate of quantitative parameters has shown a certain degree of variability, which deserves further evaluation. 

Usefulness of magnetocardiography in CAD patients with complete left or right bundle brunch block 
I .Chaikovsky, M. Primin, S. Auth-Eisernitz1, G. Schafer1,  B. Hailer1

Magscan  GmbH, Essen , 1Cath. Hospital Philippusstift ,Germany 

Background: The noninvasive detection of coronary artery disease (CAD) remains a clinical challenge.  Magngnetocardiography (MCG) is supposed 
to be a sensitive method for coronary artery disease detection . This method is especially useful   in the diagnostically unclear cases, when 
electrocardiographic diagnosis is difficult.  Aim of this study was to investigate the ability of MCG to detect myocardial ishemia in patients with 
complete bundle brunch block. Method: 71 patients with left or right bundle brunch block (BBB) on surface ECG suffering from the chest pain 
underwent elective invasive coronary angiography and MCG – examination. MCG was performed with a 4-channels system (MaGic, Magscan 
GmbH, Germany) in an unshielded setting. Single MCG recordings were taken from 36 positions on the basis of a 20 by 20 rectangular grid over the 
precordial area. After averaging the beats at each of the 36 measurement points, 64 equiinductional maps of magnetic field distribution were plotted 
in the course of an ST-T interval. Next, the method of inverse problem solution was applied. As a result current density vectors (CDV) maps and 3-D 
distribution of magnetic dipoles within ST-T interval was reconstructed.  Results: In 41 patients CAD (stenosis more then 50% of at least one 
coronary vessel) was found. In 30 patients significant coronary vascular obstruction was excluded. Based on MCG data every map was described by 
52 quantitative parameters reflecting different aspects of current distribution. Then multivariate statistics were applied and an automatic classification 
rule was constructed. This rule represents Fisher’s linear discriminate function consisted of 5 variables, describing 3-d localization of areas of 
magnetic dipoles maximal density .The sensitivity of this rule to CAD was 80% , specificity 78 % , positive predictive value 89 % , negative 
predictive value 68 %. Conclusion: Magnetocardiography seems to be a useful tool for differential diagnosis of patients with complete right and left 
bundle brunch block. 
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Analysis of normal volunteer and stable angina patients using 61-Channel Magnetocardiography 
1S. Y. Choi , 1S. H. Choi ,4H. S. Khang , 2S. H. Lee , 3H. S. Byun 

1Clinical Research Institute, Samsung Medical Center. 2Division of Cardiology, Smasung Medical Center 
3Division of Radiology, Smasung Medical Center. 4 SIEMENS Ltd, Seoul 

Magnetocardiography (MCG) is a new method to evaluate the magnetic function of the heart. In this study, we measured the MCG signals as a 
condition change using the 61 channels MCG system. The aim of this study is to show the association of MCG signals of three groups, and to 
identify the characteristics of MCG signals of normal volunteer, patients with only chest pain and patients diagnosed as stable angina. Patients groups 
(n=27) were selected among patients who have the result of coronary angiography. Normal volunteer (N=12)was examined by 
ECG(electrocardiography) and chest X-ray. They checked by MCG from May 2003 to August 2003. Database acquired from three groups was 
analyzed with Kruskal-wallis test, a nonparametic method of SPSS 10.0 program. The results was showed that only t-wave widening among every 
waves was efficient statistically. (P=0.005) So we knowed that t-wave was a significant signal diagnosed as ischemia by MCG. Addly, the results of 
between ECG and MCG of each group were different. This point explains the difference and sensitivility between ECG and MCG. 

Comparison of magnetocardiographic images with the quantitative analysis of the coronary arteriogram  
S. Ebmeyer , I. Chaikovsky , B.Hailer , R. Erbel , H.Wojczik , R. Simon.B.  

CorTrial GmbH ,Berlin , Magscan  GmbH, Essen , Cath. Hospital Philippusstift , Essen ,  University Clinic of  Cardiology Essen ,
University Clinic of  Cardiology , Kiel , Germany  

The objective of this   study was to detect the exact relationship between the magnetocardiography (MCG ) and the actual existence of abnormalities 
in the quantitevely assessed coronary arteriogram . Method: Eighty eight patients scheduled for a diagnostic coronary arteriogram and/or 
percutaneous coronary intervention had a magnetocardiogramm (MCG) just prior to their intervention. All coronary were recorded in left and right 
anterior oblique projections. They were then forwarded as a DICOM CD to an independent Core Laboratory in Berlin (Germany) for a „blinded „ 
quantitative coronary artery analysis. In 73 of the 88 consecutive patients, both the the angiogram and MCG were suitable for the planned analysis.  
MCG was performed with a 4-channels system (MagIC, Magscan GmbH, Germany) in an unshielded setting. Single MCG recordings were taken
from 36 positions on the basis of a 20 by 20 rectangular grid over the precordial area. After averaging the beats at each of the 36 measurement points, 
equiinductional maps of magnetic field distribution were plotted in the course of an ST-T interval with 12 ms steps. Next, the method of inverse 
problem solution was applied. As a result, current density vector (CDV) maps were plotted. In the absence of an generally accepted set of criteria we 
considered four scores to compare the MCG maps with the QCA. These scores reflect increasing amounts of information as derived from the 
arteriograms such as number of lesions, the extent of stenoses, presence of collaterals.  Results: In all 4 scores we could show that the results of the 
MCG matches in most of the cases with the results of QCA in location and severity of the stenosis.  The matching rate is highest for the proximal 
RCA (78%) and proximal LAD (71%). For RCA (mid and distal) and LCX (distal) the matching results were about 70%. In LAD (mid and distal) 
and LCX (mid) the lowest percentage of matches were found. Conclusion: Results do support the hypothesis that the MCG, in a relatively simple 
procedure, can provide information usable for effective screening in order to exclude undergoing, potentially dangerous, expensive testing.  
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Stability of Selected Magnetocardiographic Parameters - an Intrasubject Analysis 
L. Elad, S. Achenbach, K. Pohle, W.G. Daniel, L. Klinghammer 

Division of Cardiology and Angiology, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany 

Special properties of magnetocardiographic parameters (MCGPs) still need to be closely examined. In the realm of clinical MCG analysis however, it 
is imperative to know the exact physiologic range of expectable intraindividual parametric fluctuation. We studied 16 parameters in 19 healthy 
volunteers (13 males, mean age 24.7 ± 3.4 years) using a multi channel biomagnetic measuring system (Magnes II®)). All test subjects were examined 
in supine position on two intermittent occasions (31.4 ± 15.5 days apart) inside a magnetically shielded room. All MCG measurements were 
accompanied by simultaneous recordings of 4 ECG leads (II, III, V1 & V6). The MCGPs were stratified into three classes viz amplitude parameters 
(n=6), time specific parameters (n=5) and secondary time parameters (min, max, mean, range and SD). Data analysis performed using commercially 
available software included automated temporal and spatial data averaging, as well as smoothing and baseline correction. All acquired data including 
digitalized ECGs were displayed as PQRST waveforms. Using mathematical formulae based on modular values, specially derived for this purpose 
from first principle, the mean intraindividual variability of all 16 parameters was calculated at 10.8 ± 9.0%. Further analysis revealed, time 
measurements, with an intrasubject variability of 3.8 ± 1.7%, to be the most stable and reproducible. The intraindividual variability of amplitude 
parameters (17.3 ± 5.6%), observed to be the least reproducible of the three classes investigated, was also significantly higher (p<0.05) than the 
intrasubject variability (6.9 % ± 8.5%) of all time parameters put together. Especially the amplitude of the R wave with a mean intraindividual 
variability of 27% may not be sufficiently reproducible for clinical studies. The reproducibility of MCGPs in healthy individuals is variable, of which 
time parameters are most reproducible. This has practical implications for precision studies using MCGP like in QT dispersion and is in agreement 
with independent results of other groups working with correlation coefficients. 

Automated parameter estimation in magnetocardiographic measurements 
R. Kürsten1, U. Steinhoff2, H. Koch2, M. Zabel1, U. Kühl1, H.-P. Schultheiss1

1Department of Cardiology, Charité Campus Benjamin Franklin, Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany 
2Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Berlin, Germany  

To establish the clinical application of magnetocardiography (MCG) a reproducible estimation of parameters is required. This contribution presents a 
method to determine a broad range of parameters without an interacting operator. In a pre-processing step, the baseline is corrected by a high-pass 
FIR-filter, followed by an adaptive polynomial spline algorithm to account for transient baseline wander. The QRS complexes are found 
automatically and classified by a clustering algorithm based on their mutual correlation. Signals in the largest cluster are averaged to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio in subsequent analysis. 
We calculate about 40 parameters, that quantify different aspects of the electric activation of the heart, i.e. intervals and homogeneity of 
depolarization and repolarization phase, some other parameters assess the beat-to-beat variability. In detail, we analyze the PQRST intervals and 
amplitudes, QRS fragmentation, QRST and ST integrals, non-dipolar content of the repolarization phase, and a number of parameters, that were 
transferred from standard ECG analysis to the MCG. Beat-to-beat variability is characterized by a spatio-temporal turbulence analysis. All parameters 
are summarized in a file that can be imported to a spreadsheet program. We demonstrate the method on MCGs taken from normal subjects and 
patients using 49 first order gradiometers of the PTB multi-SQUID system.  
Conclusion: We developed a method for automated and reproducible parameter estimation in MCG signals. Different aspects of the electric heart 
activity are assessed by parameters that have been established in the literature. The method enables a comprehensive data analysis in clinical MCG 
studies with large patient numbers or follow-up studies of patients.  
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Assessing ischemic heart disease with multi-current-vector diagram and integral value of JT interval in 
magnetocardiography before and after coronary revascularization 

Shigeyuki Watanabe, 1 Kei On, 1 Satsuki Yamada, 1 Keisuge Kuga, 1 Noriyuki Takeyasu, 1 Tsuyoshi Miyashita, 2 Kuniomi Ogata, 2
Akihiko Kandori, 2Iwao Yamaguchi 1

Institute of Clinical Medicine, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 1 
Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd., Kokubunji, Japan; 2 

We introduced an analyzing method of magnetocardiogram(MCG), T wave multi-current-vector diagram(mCVD), to detect abnormal directions and 
inhomogeneous distributions of cardiac current vectors. We compared this method to the integral value of JT interval (JTi) to examine whether 
difference exists between these methods in diagnosing patients with coronary stenosis. The response after coronary revascularization was also 
studied. Fifteen patients with coronary stenosis >75% confirmed by coronary angiography(IHD group), and 30 volunteers (control group) underwent 
MCG at rest using 64-channel superconducting quantum interference device system. (i) The mCVD method plots the current-vector directions in the 
time-direction plane during repolarization phase in each 64-channel, and the magnitude of the vector is indicated as a colored-scale of a traced line. 
(ii) In the JTi method, MCG was recorded using the same system. The sum of 64-channel integral value of QRS and JT interval were calculated 
(QRSi and JTi, respectively). In IHD group, these measurements of mCVD and JTi method were repeated within 2 weeks after successful coronary 
revascularization. (i) In control group, mCVD exhibited a single, constant bundle, indicating homogeneous heart activities. On the contrary, in 11 of 
15 cases of IHD group, obvious differences were observed; they showed two-separated bundle, widely disseminated bundles, or deviated vector 
directions. In all cases, these abnormal findings of the mCVD persisted even after successful coronary revascularization. (ii) The baseline value of JTi 
/ QRSi in IHD group was significantly less than that in control group(0.95±0.33 vs. 1.35±0.3, p=0.0007). However, it significantly increased (to 
1.1±0.48, p=0.022) after successful revascularization, and it no longer differed significantly from the control group (p=0.88). From these 
observations, we concluded that (i) mCVD is sensitive to detect coronary stenosis, and abnormalities persist for a certain period of time after 
coronary revascularization, indicating that mCVD is useful to detect past damage of myocardium even after treatment. (ii) JTi/QRSi is also sensitive 
to coronary stenosis, and it improves early after successful revascularization and thus is useful to follow the outcome after treatment. 

Magnetocardiogram is a useful noninvasive diagnostic tool to determine intra atrial and His Purkinje 
conduction time 

Satsuki Yamada, 1, 2 Keisuke Kuga, 1 Kei On, 1 Arshad Jahangir, 2 Keiji Tsukada, 3 Tsuyoshi Miyashita, 4     Iwao Yamaguchi 1
University of Tsukuba, Japan; 1 Mayo Clinic, USA; 2 Okayama University, Japan; 3 Hitachi Ltd., Japan 4 

Conduction delay predisposes the heart to cardiac arrhythmias but no reliable noninvasive means to assess conduction time in the atria and the His 
Purkinje system is available. We hypothesized that magneto-cardiogram (MCG) with high sensitivity for detection of small electrophysiological 
phenomena may be a useful tool to assess for conduction delay in the atria and the His Purkinje system.  In 36 consecutive patients (47 ± 6 years old, 
64 % male) refund for invasive electrophysiologic study (EPS), we determined the atrial conduction time (ACT, between the right lateral atria or P 
wave on electrocardio-gram and the left lateral atria) by intracardiac catheter and compared to P wave duration determined by MCG. MCG 
determined P wave duration had a linear correlation with EPS determined ACT (R = 0.86. P < 0.01). In another group of consecutive 14 pts (40 ± 20 
years old, 50 % male) refund for invasive EPS, the His-Purkinje to ventricular (HV) conduction determined by signal average MCG had a linear 

correlation with HV interval determined by EPS (R = 0.81, P < 0.01).  In conclusion, MCG can noninvasively 
detect intra atrial and the HV conduction times with a good correlation with EPS and could be used as a 
noninvasive tool for assessing conduction abnormalities in the atria and the His Purkinje system.  
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Magnetocardiogram is a useful noninvasive tool to identify patients at high risk of atrial fibrillation and 
heart failure hospitalization 

Satsuki Yamada, 1, 2 Keiji Tsukada, 3 Tsuyoshi Miyashita, 4 Arshad Jahangir, 2 Tomoko Ishizu, 1 Kei On, 1 Keisuke Kuga, 1 Shigeyuki 
Watanabe, 1 Takashi Miyauchi, 1 Iwao Yamaguchi 1

University of Tsukuba, Japan; 1 Mayo Clinic, USA; 2 Okayama University, Japan; 3 Hitachi Ltd., Japan 4

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common sustained arrhythmia, is commonly due to reentrant mechanism. Conduction slowing in the atria 
predisposes to atrial reentry and AF. We hypothesized that magnetocardio-gram (MCG) which detects small difference in electrophysiological 
phenomena may be a sensitive tool to identify atrial conduction slowing and patients (pts) at risk of AF.  1) We compared P wave duration during 
sinus rhythm as determined by MCG and electrocardiogram (ECG) in 36 consecutive pts (18 with and 18 without prior history of AF).  MCG P wave 
was significantly longer in pts with prior history of AF (99 ± 9 ms) than those without AF (80 ± 12 ms, P < 0.01) but there was no difference in ECG 
P wave between the pts with and without AF. 2) 22 pts with ischemic heart disease and no prior history of AF were divided into 2 groups: group 1, P 
wave on MCG < 115 ms (11 pts, 107 � 5 ms) and group 2, P wave on MCG > 115 ms (11pts, 131 � 13 ms) and were prospectively followed. There 
was no significant difference in ECG parameters between the 2 groups. Prolonged P wave duration by MCG identified those with low ejection 
fraction and ventricular dilatation. During the follow up (2.1 � 0.7 years), group 2 pts had a higher incidence of AF (18 %) and heart failure (HF) 
hospitalization (45 %). Group 1 pts had no AF and a lower incidence of HF hospitalization (9 %). In conclusion, MCG is a useful tool in identifying 
pts with abnormal cardiac hemodynamics and risk of adverse cardiac events, which can not be identified by ECG. 
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Analysis of Phase-Sorted Single Trials at Peak Alpha Frequency 
Y. Naruse1), A. Matani1, 2), Y. Miyawaki3), T. Hayakawa2, 4), and N. Fujimaki2, 5) 

1) University of Tokyo, Japan 2) National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Japan  
3) RIKEN, Japan 4) Teikyo University, Japan, and 5) Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The cause of averaged MEG and EEG has been long discussed whether from stimulus-evoked brain events or from stimulus-induced changes in 
ongoing brain dynamics. Makeig et al. recently indicated that the stimulus-induced changes raise the feature of averaged visual evoked potential in a 
visual selective attention task [Makeig 2002]. The cause of averaged event-related field in a visual word task was not clarified, and we performed 
MEG recordings during the task. Two averaged event related field data sets, that one had higher alpha rhythm amplitude and the other lower, were 
similar each other in amplitude. Since little is known about the alpha power change in a single trial, the result could not show whether the feature of 
averaged visual evoked field in the visual word task arise from stimulus-evoked brain events or from stimulus-induced changes in ongoing brain 
dynamics. 

KEY WORDS 

Event-Related Field, Alpha Rhythm, Visual Evoked Field 

INTRODUCTION

Many researchers using magnetoencephalogram (MEG) and/or electroencephalogram (EEG) think that averaged event-related field (ERF) and/or 
potential (ERP) reflect stimulus-evoked brain activities (evoked-hypothesis). In the evoked-hypothesis, averaging removes background MEG and/or 
EEG activities which are considered as noise and are independent of experimental events. On the other hand, several studies pointed out that the 
averaged ERF and/or ERP features arise from stimulus-induced changes in ongoing brain dynamics (synchronized-hypothesis)[Sayers 1974, Basar 
1980, Makeig 2002]. Makeig focused on the visual evoked potential in a visual selective attention task. In his study, averaging trials having strong 
poststimulus alpha rhythm derived more negative peak (N1) around 150-200ms in latency than those having poststimulus weak alpha rhythm. This 
result suggested that N1 feature arise primarily from stimulus-induced changes of ongoing EEG processes and thereby the synchronized-hypothesis 
was supported in the task. The question of whether hypothesis is supported in other tasks remains unsettled, and so the purpose of this study is to 
examine whether hypothesis is supported in a visual word task. For this purpose we performed MEG recordings in the task. 

METHODS

The visual word presentation was performed in a semantic 
priming experiment. The words were Japanese words. The 
subject was asked to evaluate semantic relation between a paired 
prime and target words with yes/no buttons. The number of pair 
of the prime and the target words was 400. Figure 1 shows the 
schematic diagram of the priming experiment. The prime words 
and the target words presented for 100 ms. The stimulus onset 
asynchrony between the prime words and the target words were 
700 ms. The neural processing for the target words was different 
each other depending on the relation to the paired prime words. 
By contrast, the neural processing for the prime words was 
similar with respect to each other since the subject always only 
thought what the prime word meant. Since we wanted to 
measure the similar neural activities, we recorded MEG before 
the target word appeared. We performed 
MEG recordings with the BTi 148-
channel whole-head system, and the 
parameters of that recordings were 500 
ms in pretrigger and 700 ms in posttrigger 
with respect to the prime word 
appearance, and 678 Hz in sampling 
frequency.  

RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the time course stack 
(left) and the iso-contour map at 170 ms 
of latency (indicated by the arrow in the 
left). The selected MEG channel for the 
further analysis is the channel that is the 
extreme in the iso-contour map, and one 
can find in the right temporal area. The 
central frequency of alpha rhythm of the 

Figure 2   The time course stack and the iso-contour map at first peak latency. The left figure shows 
the time course stack, and the right figure shows the iso-contour map at 170 ms of latency indicated 
by the arrow in the left. The black and grey lines in the right figure indicate positive and negative 
magnetic field iso-contour, respectively.

Figure 1   The schematic diagram of the priming experiment. 
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Figure 3  The phase-sorted single trials of the higher alpha 
subset, those of the lower alpha subset, the averaged 
ERFs, and ITCs. The first two rows indicate the phase-
sorted single trials of the higher alpha subset and those of 
the lower alpha subset. The third row indicates the 
averaged ERFs of the higher alpha subset and the lower 
alpha subset (the dashed black line: the higher alpha 
subset, the solid grey line: the lower alpha subset). The 
bottom figure indicates the ITCs of the subsets (the black 
broken line: the higher alpha subset, the solid grey line: 
the lower alpha subset). ITC = 1 means complete phase 
locking. 

channel was 10.6Hz.  
The way similar to Makeig’s for analyzing the MEG was performed to 

examine whether alpha power influences the averaged ERF in the visual 
word task. First, the 400 trials of the channel were sorted in order of the 
poststimulus (0 to 283 ms) power and then were separated higher 50 percent 
(higher alpha subset) and lower 50 percent (lower alpha subset). Second, we 
sorted the trials in each subset in order of their initial phase. Figure 3 shows 
these results, the averaged ERF and the intertrial coherence (ITC) of each 
subset. Although the two subsets are divided with the alpha power, the peak 
values of their averaged ERFs are quite similar with respect to each other. 
On the other hand, the lower alpha subset shows the higher ITC than the 
higher subset at the peak. The higher alpha subset has strong alpha power 
and low ITC. By contrast, the lower alpha subset has weak alpha power and 
high ITC. The counterbalance of the alpha power and the ITCs causes the 
similarity of the averaged ERFs. 

DISCUSSION 

This result can not reject either the evoked-hypothesis or the 
synchronized-hypothesis. Suppose the evoked-hypothesis is correct. The 
similarity of the averaged ERFs can be explained by the stimulus-evoked 
brain activities. On the other hand, suppose the synchronized-hypothesis is 
correct. The similarity can be explained by the stimulus-induced changes in 
ongoing brain dynamics, assuming that the alpha power change in a single 
trial is derived from the change of the phase coherence of the neurons 
oscillating at the alpha rhythm. Little is known that whether the alpha power 
change is caused by the change of the number of neurons oscillating at the 
alpha rhythm or by the change of the phase coherence of them. To examine 
whether phenomenon of changing the alpha power occurs is needed before 
confirming whether hypothesis is supported in the visual word task. 

In the Makeig’s visual selective attention task, the averaged ERP of 
higher alpha subset was larger than that of lower. This result indicates that 
the averaged ERP is influenced by the alpha power and supports the 
synchronized-hypothesis. The single trials of our study is separated the 
higher 10 percent (highest alpha subset) and lower 10 percent (lowest alpha 
subset) to compare our result with Makeig’s in the same ratio of separating 
the single trials. Figure 4 shows the waveforms of the averaged ERFs of the 
highest alpha subset and the lowest. Their averaged ERFs are still quite 
similar with respect to each other. The difference between our result and 
Makeig’s perhaps indicates that the way of the neural processing in the 
visual word task is different from that in the visual word selective attention 
task. The number of the trials and subjects which we have are less than those 
which Makeig had. From now on, to increase the number of the trials and 
subjects will be needed to get more confidence in this result. 
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Generating mechanisms of MEG and EEG signals at the single cell level in hippocampus and neocortex 
revealed by computational models 

S. Murakami, Y.C. Okada 
Biomedical Research and Integrative NeuroImaging (BRaIN Imaging) Center and Department of Neurology, Univ. of New Mexico, 

Albuquerque, NM 87131 USA email: murakami@unm.edu, okada@unm.edu. 

The genesis of MEG and EEG signals was re-examined using the modern concepts of the mammalian CNS physiology uncovered in the past 20 
years in order to provide new insights at the single cell level regarding physiological origins of these signals in the hippocampus and neocortex. We 
developed mathematical models of the hippccampus based on the 1991 CA3 model of Roger Traub and models of the neocortex based on Mainen’s 
neocortex model. Our revised CA3 model [1,2], taking differences in dendritic diameters and dendritic branching into account, explained the 
waveforms and magnitudes of measured MEG signals and field potentials. It furthermore provided a qualitative account of relative contributions of 
the various synaptic and intrinsic conductances to the overall measurable MEG and EEG signals. In neocortex, we found that the current dipole 
moment Q in Layer V pyramidal cell is largest and the Q in Layer III pyramidal cell is next. The Q of Layer IV stellate cell and Layer III aspiny cell 
were much smaller than the others.  
[1] Murakami, S., Zhang, T., Hirose, A., and Okada, Y.C. 2002. Physiological origins of evoked magnetic fields and extracellular field potentials 
produced by guinea-pig CA3. J. Phyiol. (London), 544, 237-251. 
[2] Murakami, S., Hirose, A., and Okada, Y.C. 2003. Contribution of ionic currents to MEG and EEG signals generated by the mammalian CA3. J. 
Physiol. (London), 553, 975-985.  

Characteristics of the Fast Oscillations in Evoked MEG from Hippocampal CA3 and CA1 Slices 
Tongsheng Zhang and Yoshio Okada 

Biomedical Research and Integrative NeuroImaging (BRaIN Imaging) Center, Department of Neurology, University of New Mexico 
School of Medicine, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA 

High frequncy oscillation (HFO) signals, termed ripples (80-250 Hz) and fast ripples (250-500 Hz), can be observed in the hippocampus of the 
epileptic rats in vivo and in human epilepsy patients [1]. We measured the MEG signals of these HFO’s from in vitro hippocampal slice preparations 
in order to determine their characteristics in the CA1 and CA3 longitudinal slices and to evaluate the possibility of non-invasively detecting these 
signals with MEG or EEG.  After blocking GABAergic synaptic transmission with picrotoxin (1 to 100 µM), the magnetic field of the HFOs, 
represented by spikes, were recorded with our 4-channel high-resolution MEG system called µSQUID. Electric and magnetic signals were measured 
simultaneously to verify the detection of ripples and fast ripples.  The two observed frequency components with peaks at 150 Hz and 500 Hz 
corresponded to the ripples and fast ripples, respectively. Analysis of the simultaneously recorded evoked field potentials confirmed our MEG 
findings.  A time frequency spectrogram of the intracellular potentials, recorded from both CA3 and CA1 slices under the same conditions, revealed a 
similar frequency distribution.  The largest spike was about 12 pT in CA3 and 3 pT in CA1. These results underscore the clinical potential of non-
invasively detecting the ripples and fast ripples. 
[1] Bragin et al. Hippocampal and entorhinal cortex high-frequency oscillations (100-500 Hz) in human epileptic brain and in kainic acid-treated rats 
with chronic seizures. Epilepsia 40: 127-137, 1999 
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Enhanced neural responses correlated with perceptual binding of color and motion 
Amano, K., Nishida, S., Takeda, T.

University of Tokyo, Japan; NTT Communication Science Laboratories, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

When both color and motion direction of visual stimuli are alternated in physical synchrony at a relatively higher frequency (~2 Hz), the changes 
in motion direction are perceived to be delayed. On the other hand, color and motion direction changes are perceived to be in phase when the motion 
direction changes precede the color changes by about 100 ms [Moutoussis, 1997]. In the present study, we utilized this phenomenon to investigate the 
neural mechanisms underling the binding of color and motion based on temporal synchrony. Magnetoencephalogram (MEG) was recorded for ten 
human subjects under the following four conditions: color change (color), motion direction change (motion), and simultaneous color and motion 
direction changes (color+motion) in perceptual synchrony (physical asynchrony) or in perceptual asynchrony (physical synchrony). The wavelet 
analysis was applied on these MEGs to study the neural responses in time-frequency domain. The interactions of color and motion responses, defined 
by [color+motion]-([color]+[motion]), were calculated in time-frequency domain for both perceptually synchronous and asynchronous conditions. 
The results showed significantly larger interactions in gamma band (30-35 Hz) under the condition of perceptual synchrony than under the condition 
of perceptual asynchrony, suggesting that synchronized neural responses at gamma band are related to the synchrony-based binding of visual 
attributes. This result is consistent with previous studies reporting the correlation of gamma band responses with perceptual grouping [Castelo-
Branco, 2000] [Tallon-Baudry, 1996]. 

KEY WORDS 

Binding problems, wavelet, frequency, gamma band, MEG, color, motion, synchrony, temporal 

INTRODUCTION

We naturally bind events occurring at separate locations or in different attributes when they occur nearly at the same time. The present study 
aimed to investigate the neural activity related to the binding of visual attributes based on the temporal synchrony. The stimulus we used was a visual 
illusion, color motion asynchrony, in which alternations of color and motion direction at a rate of about 2 Hz are perceived to be out of phase when 
they are physically in synchrony [Moutoussis, 1997]. Instead, the two attributes are perceived to be in synchrony when the motion direction changes 
precede the color changes by about 100 ms. Color motion asynchrony is a useful phenomenon to study neural mechanisms underling the synchrony-
based binding, since the responses to perceptual synchrony can be measured separately from the responses to physical synchrony. As far as we know, 
non-invasive human brain measurements on this phenomenon have not been reported. In the present study, we used magnetoencephalogram (MEG) 
to reveal rapid dynamics of the neural response evoked by this temporal illusion. An issue of our interest was whether there was a change in the MEG 
responses correlated with perceptual synchrony especially in the neural synchrony at gamma band frequency, which has been suggested to be related 
to perceptual grouping [Tallon-Baudry, 1996]. 

In Exp. 1, MEG responses were compared between the condition of perceptual synchrony (physical asynchrony) and that of perceptual 
asynchrony (physical synchrony) of color and motion direction changes. To distinguish the responses to perceptual synchrony from those to physical 
asynchrony, MEG responses evoked by the stimuli whose physical asynchrony yields perceptual asynchrony (see METHODS for detail) were also 
recorded in Exp. 2. 

METHODS

All visual stimuli were generated by a stimulus generator VSG2/3 (Cambridge Research Systems, Cambridge, UK) and projected onto a screen 
(40 deg x 30 deg) at a distance of 1.4 m from subjects by a DLP projector (PLUS, Japan). The visual stimuli consisted of concentric left half rings 
with a diameter of 10 deg, whose color alternated between red and green, and/or whose motion direction alternated between expansion and 
contraction. The spatial frequency of the stimuli was 1.1 c/deg, and the half rings were centered at the fixation point (0.5 deg). 

 In Exp. 1, MEGs to color changes (color), motion direction changes (motion), and simultaneous color and motion direction changes
(color+motion) in perceptual synchrony or in asynchrony were recorded. Each stimulus was presented at an alternation rate of 2 Hz for 4 s (8 cycles) 
after the presentation of stationary green 
concentric half rings for 1s. Under the “color” 
condition, the color of the stationary concentric 
half rings was changed between red and green. 
Under the “motion” condition, motion direction 
of green concentric half rings was changed 
between expanding and contracting directions. 
Under the “color+motion” condition, both the 
color and motion direction changed, and the 
relative color delay (SOA) was 0 ms (perceptual 
asynchrony) or 100 ms (perceptual synchrony). 
Ten subjects (all male, aged 22-30, normal or 
corrected-to-normal visual acuity) participated in 
the experiment. 

In Exp. 2, the same procedure as in Exp. 1 
was used, except for the color stimulus. Under 
the “color” and “color+motion” conditions, the 
color of the ring was gradually changed from red 
to green or green to red, and the direction of the 

Fig. 1: (a) Overlaid waveforms and (b) time-frequency representations of a representative 
subject. Peaked responses corresponding to each stimulus change (every 250 ms) were found 
except the “motion” condition. Time-frequency analysis showed that “color+motion” 
responses at the frequency of 30-40 Hz were larger under the condition of perceptual 
synchrony (SOA=100 ms) than under the condition of perceptual asynchrony (SOA=0 ms).
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color change was alternated at 2 Hz. It is known that illusory asynchrony does not occur when subjects are asked to bind color direction and motion 
direction [Nishida, 2002]. Therefore, in Exp. 2, perceptual synchrony occurred under the condition of physical synchrony (SOA=0ms), and 
perceptual asynchrony occurred under the condition of physical asynchrony (SOA=100ms). Six subjects participated in the experiment.

Brain magnetic fields were recorded by a whole head MEG system (Yokogawa, PQ244OR) with 230 axial-z sensors and 70 x 3 vector sensors. 
Data were sampled at 625 Hz for 5s including the 1 s period before the stimulus with a 0.3-200 Hz filter. In order to calculate energies in time-
frequency domain, the squared norm of the convolution of a complex Morlet-wavelet with a single trial data was averaged across trials for each 
stimulus condition [Tallon-Baudry, 1996]. The energies were corrected with respect to 500 ms pre-stimulus interval. The center frequency of the 
wavelet varied from 20 Hz to 60 Hz in 1 Hz steps. Interactions of color and motion responses were calculated by subtracting the sum of “color” 
response and “motion” response from “color+motion” response in time-frequency domain [Bhattacharya, 2002]. 

RESULTS 

In preliminary psychophysical tests, it was confirmed that the “color+motion” stimulus appeared more synchronous, and more easily bound, for 
SOA=100 ms than for 0 ms in Exp. 1, and for SOA=0 ms than for 100 ms in Exp. 2 [Moutoussis, 1997] [Nishida, 2002]. 

Fig.1a shows typical MEG waveforms of 68 axial sensors in the occipital area for the four stimuli in Exp. 1. MEG responses to “color” and 
“color+motion” (SOA=0 and 100ms) showed peaked responses at the rate of stimulus alternations (every 250 ms). For “motion”, on the other hand, 
while there was a peaked response about 200ms from the motion onset (from stationary to expansion), the responses evoked by the following motion 
direction reversals were not clearly visible. Fig. 1b shows typical time-frequency representations of the energy for each stimulus condition averaged 
across trials and over 34 axial sensors in the left occipital area. Neural responses at 30-40 Hz were clearly enhanced under the condition of perceptual 
synchrony (SOA=100 ms) than under the condition of perceptual asynchrony (SOA=0 ms). Although time-frequency representations averaged over 
the right 34 channels also showed enhanced gamma band responses under the condition of perceptual synchrony, the effect was less pronounced. 

Fig. 2a shows the interactions, as computed by [color+motion] - ([color] + [motion]), for both SOA conditions. The energies within each narrow 
frequency band were summed from 1000 ms to 3500 ms, and were averaged across subjects and over the left 34 channels. The interactions at 20-40 
Hz were larger under the condition of perceptual synchrony, and the effect at 30-35 Hz was statistically significant (p=0.039). The interactions 
averaged over the right occipital channels were not significantly different between the two SOA conditions at any frequency bands.

In Exp. 2, wavelet analysis was also applied on the data for each stimulus condition, and the interactions in time-frequency domain were 
calculated under the conditions of perceptual synchrony (SOA=0ms) and perceptual asynchrony (SOA=100ms). Fig. 2b shows the interactions 
averaged across subjects and over the right occipital 34 channels. The interactions in both left and right channels showed that neural responses at 20-
30 Hz were larger under the condition of perceptual synchrony than under the condition of perceptual asynchrony, and the effect was significant at 
20-25 Hz in the left channels (p=0.049) and at 20-25 or 25-30 Hz in the right channels (p=0.032, 0.0065). 

DISCUSSION 

Larger interactions of color and motion responses correlated with perceptual synchrony were found at 20-40 Hz in physically asynchronous
condition of Exp. 1 (SOA=100ms) and at 20-30 Hz in physically synchronous condition of Exp. 2 (SOA=0ms). There have been many studies 
reporting the important role of the synchronized neural activities in gamma band (30 Hz -) for the binding of visual attributes. For example, an 
electrophysiological study on cat visual cortex has shown that when two superimposed gratings that differ in orientation and drift in different 
directions are perceived as a single pattern (pattern motion), synchronization between neurons sensitive to each motion direction was increased 
[Castelo-Branco, 2000]. An EEG study on human subjects has 
reported that the perception of illusory (Kaniza) triangle 
enhanced gamma band responses [Tallon-Baudry, 1996]. The 
present results suggest that gamma band activity may also be 
related to the feature binding based on temporal synchrony, 
though the enhanced frequency range in Exp. 2 was slightly 
lower than gamma band. 
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Fig. 2: Interactions of color and motion responses, defined by [color+motion] 
- ([color] + [motion]) at each frequency band, for the stimuli whose (a) 
physical asynchrony or (b) physical synchrony yields perceptual synchrony. 
Larger interactions for the perceptual synchrony were found at 20-40 Hz 
under the physically asynchronous condition of the former stimulus 
(SOA=100ms) and at 20-30 Hz under the physically synchronous condition 
of the later stimulus (SOA=0ms). 
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Pre-Surgical Mapping of Visual Hemifield Response by MEG Prior to Tumor Resection: 
Outcome Study 

Grover K.M.1, Bowyer S.M.1,2,3, Thomas A.J.1, Rock J.1, Rosenblum M.L.1, Skarf B.1 , Mason K.M.1, Moran J.E.1, Barkley G.L.1,3

1Henry Ford Health System, USA; 2Oakland University, USA; 3Wayne State University, USA. 
ABSTRACT 

Visual evoked cortical magnetic field (VEF) waveforms were recorded from both hemifields in 20 patients with visual symptoms arising from 
parieto-occipital mass lesions, to identify preserved visual pathways. MEG VEF mapping was successful in 15/20 patients. Functional, though 
displaced or abnormal, responses were seen in 11/20 patients with disruption of pathway in 1/20. In summary, 3/20 patients (15%) had improved 
outcome either secondary to change in the surgical approach or the planned procedure, based on the MEG findings. 

KEY WORDS: Visual Evoked Response, Visual Evoked Field (VEF), MEG, MR-FOCUSS. 

INTRODUCTION
The planning of treatment for structural lesions of the brain is facilitated by knowledge of the function of surrounding brain tissue. Mapping of 

function preoperatively helps to choose a surgical route to minimize neurologic deficits and define the limits of lesion resectability [Rezia 1997; 
Roberts 1995]. It also helps in preoperative counseling of the patient regarding the inherent risks. Direct cortical stimulation has been the gold 
standard for many years [Ganslandt, 1999], but increasingly noninvasive preoperative mapping has been used. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) has 
emerged as a powerful tool for noninvasive identification of eloquent cortex prior to planned neurosurgical operations [Gallen 1995]. MEG has been 
validated by several groups for preoperative localizations of sensorimotor cortex [Ganslandt, 1999], visual cortex [Harding, 1992], and language 
cortex [Papanicalaou, 1999].  

 We report an outcome study of 20 patients with parieto-occipital mass lesions causing visual symptoms and deficits in 14/20. All patients had 
visual evoked field response hemifield mapping by MEG to identify preserved visual pathways.  Any alteration in the surgical approach/procedure 
based on the MEG findings in these patients was noted. All the patients were also followed postoperatively for any change in their visual deficits.

METHODS
Hemifield visual-evoked fields [Butler,1987] were recorded with 148 channel whole head MEG (4D Neuroimaging Magnes WH2500). Twenty 

patients (14 male, 6 female), (age range, 22- 84 yrs), with history of progressive visual impairment produced by a mass lesion seen by MRI were 
studied as part of their clinical care to document any residual functional visual cortex.  The visual stimulus consisted of a 0.4-Hz black and white 
checkerboard pattern reversal image projected into the MSR via a system of mirrors. The size of the projected checkerboard was 1 o (~2.5 cm) on a 
side with a visual angle of 11o. The patients were told to fixate on a target at the edge of the image.  Each hemisphere was stimulated individually.  
Each run was performed twice. 

Two hundred pattern reversal epochs were recorded with a 100-Hz high-pass filter and a sampling rate of 290.64 HZ. Data was filtered forward 
and backward using a 3-100 Hz bandpass with a 60-Hz notch filter. By visual inspection, peak latencies corresponding to the n75m, p100m, and 
n145m were identified and the single equivalent dipoles were calculated. The dipole selection criteria used were 1) correlation coefficient (R) of 0.98 
or better, 2) root mean square (RMS) field values of at least twice the signal strength of the dipole moment (Q), and 3) confidence region (CR) of less 
than 1.0 cm3[Bowyer, 2003].  Results were overlaid on the patient’s MRI scan 

RESULTS 
VEF waveforms were recorded from both hemi fields in all 20 patients.  Fourteen out of 20 patients had preoperative visual field deficits, which 

was documented by perimetry in 9 of 14. Visual field deficits in 5 of 14 were recorded on clinical examination. Of the remaining 6 patients with no 
visual deficits on examination, VEFs were successfully recorded in 5 patients. In one patient, no reliable data could be obtained as the major peak 
latencies corresponding to the p100m and the n145m were obscured by artifact. Two of 5 patients showed superior displacement of the responses 
with  normal latency and preservation of visual responses to left and right hemifield stimulation. The remaining 3 of 5 patients had normal VEFs. In 
the patients with clinically evident visual deficit (14/20), MEG data could not be interpreted in 4 patients because of presence of large signal artifact 
or noise.  In total, technical problems prevented data interpretation in 5/20 patients. There was displacement of the ECD location in 8/14 patients and 
no response in 1/14 suggesting the disruption of the visual pathway in this patient. One patient had prolonged p100m latency without displacement of 
the response. The table below shows the outcomes for all 20 patients.   

The mass lesions as identified by the MRI scan were resected or biopsied in all 20 patients. The surgical approach was altered based on the MEG 
report in 2 of the 15 patients analyzed. In another patient, the planned procedure was changed from a complete occipital pole resection to cyst 
drainage and biopsy which resulted in near total resolution of his hemianopia. Three patients showed postoperative improvement in the visual field 
deficits, confirmed by perimetry. These included 2 patients whose surgeries had been affected by the MEG results. None of the patients were noticed 
to have had any worsening in the visual deficits postoperatively.  

DISCUSSION 
This outcome study demonstrates that MEG can be used to elucidate the visual pathway integrity in patients with visual field deficits including 

many patients with substantial or even complete homonymous visual field loss. Displaced ECD responses or VEFs with prolonged latencies can be 
used as a guide to preserve vision in patients with visual field deficits when planning the surgical approach. This information may be the key factor in 
deciding whether to perform a large resection or merely a biopsy. This was illustrated by one patient in this series who had a complete homonymous 
hemianopia due to a cystic neoplasm. His visual field deficit nearly resolved with drainage of the cyst. Thus the abnormal responses signify the 
presence of an intact, though affected, visual field pathway. The presence of functional visual cortex in MEG should prompt consideration of a 
surgical approach which would retain the functionally important cortex. It should be borne in mind that the prolonged latencies may represent 
peritumoral edema causing the visual changes rather than direct invasion of the neoplasm. 

 In our study, MEG VEF mapping was successful in 15 of 20 patients. In 5 of the 20 patients, technical problems such as artifacts from metallic 
implants prevented successful recordings. Preoperative MEG recording of visual hemifield stimulation successfully identified preserved visual 
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pathways in 11 of 20 patients with visual field deficits. This provided necessary information to plan surgery in 3 patients which resulted in visual 
improvement in these patients. 

Patient  MRI findings MEG – Ipsilateral findings Surgery Outcome Pathology 

59 F Left Parieto-occipital area mass Superomedial displacement – Localise to 
Calcerine cortex 

Tumor Resection  No visual deficits- pre or post op  Giant cell Glioblastoma 
Multiforme 

42 M Left parietal and occipital lobe 
mass 

Prolonged p100m latency without 
displacement 

Tumor Resection  R homonymous hemianopia, 
unchanged postop  

Glioblastoma with necrosis 

55 M Left parietal and posterior frontal 
cortex lesion 

Normal response. Biopsy  No visual deficits – pre or post op Cerebral cortical necrosis 
with vasculopathy 

75 M Large Right parietal and  
cerebellar mass 

Posteroinferior displacement of responses 
- Localise to R occip tip. 

Tumor resection  L homonynous hemianopia, 
improved - L inf. Quadrantopia 
postoperatively 

Metastatic carcinoma 
(Lung) 

49 F 2 cm left parasagittal necrotic 
mass lesion  

No significant displacement of the 
response. Localizes inferior to the cystic 
mass lesion. 

Tumor resection No visual deficits –pre or post op Carcinoma, Non-small cell, 
metastasis 

54 M Right parieto-occipital 
lobe and posterior right temporal 
lobe mass 

Area activated by left visual hemifield 
stimulation is 
considerable smaller than right – 
uncertain significance 

Tumor resection and 
right  occipital 
lobectomy 

L homonymous hemianopia 
unchanged postop 

Glioblastoma multiforme 

72 F Left temporal and parietal mass 
lesion and surrounding edema. 

Superior displacement Tumor resection No visual deficits – pre or post op Metastatic Papillary 
Adenocarcinoma, 

84 M Left  parietal hemorrhagic mass 
lesion 

Obscured by artifact Tumor resection R inferior quadrantopia, lost to 
follow up 

Glioblastoma multiforme 

64 M Right occipital cystic mass lesion. Mesial displacement of hemifield VER 
and SSER - preserved with prolonged 
latencies  

 Tumor resection with 
clot evacuation 

L homonynous hemianopia, 
unchanged postop 

 Metastatic renal cell CA 
with hemorrhagic necrosis 

66 M Right 
temporo-occipital mass. 

Superior displacement Tumor resection L homonymous hemianopia 
unchanged postop 

Glioblastoma multiforme 

47 M Left parieto-occipital cystic lesion. Normal response Tumor resection No visual deficits – pre or post op Glioblastoma multiforme 

71 M R posterior temporoparietal and 
occipital mass 

Obscured by artifact  Tumor resection L homonymous hemianopia, 
unchanged  post op 

Glioblastoma multiforme 

71 M Right occipital, temporal and 
splenial mass 

Anterolateral displacement  Tumor resection L homonymous hemianopia, 
unchanged post op 

Malignant Non-Hodgkins 
Lymphoma 

55 F Right parieto-occipital mass. Obscured by artifact  Tumor resection L homonymous hemianopia, 
unchanged postop 

Metastatic adenocarcinoma 

51 M Right occipital cystic mass with an 
enhancing mural nodule  

 Superior displacement of responses, 
along calcarine cortex  

 Tumor resection L homonymous hemianopia, 
improved immediately post op to 
near resolution  

Malignant astrocytoma 

22 M Mass  lesion in the posterior region 
of the brain involving atrium 

No measurable evoked response, 
contralateral findings normal 

Tumor resection L homonynous hemianopia, 
unchanged post op 

Pilocytic astrocytoma 

67 M  Left parietal lobe mass lesion  Preserved but 
delayed response, displaced downward  

Subtotal tumor 
resection  

R homonymous hemianopia, 
unchanged postop 

Glioblastoma 

61 M  2 cm left occipital ring enhancing 
tumor with a necrotic center 

1.5 cm anterior and 1 cm superior 
displacement  

Abscess drainage R homonymous hemianopia 
improved post op to inf. 
quadrantopia 

Abscess, bacterial 

48 F R temporo-parieto-occipital mass 
with edema and meningeal spread 

Weak response, No source identified  Tumor resection No visual deficits – pre or post op Papillary adenocarcinoma 

58 F Intraxial mass in the left 
occipital lobe 

Displaced downward, lies along the 
inferior and medial rim of the cystic mass 
lesion. 

Tumor resection Incomplete R homonymous 
hemianopia, unchanged postop,  

Metastatic squamous cell 
CA (lung) 
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ABSTRACT 

There are many higher-order cognitive processes whose neural mechanisms are hard to study by using nonhuman primates. The mental rotation 
task is one of the best studied of these. We investigated the spatio-temporal brain activity underlying mental rotation of different kinds of stimuli by 
measuring the magnetoencephalograms of subjects performing two kinds of mental rotation tasks. Visual stimulations in one task consisted of hand 
shapes presented at various orientations, and those in the other consisted of a set of alphabetic characters and their mirror images presented at various 
orientations. All stimuli were presented in the left visual field. Activity associated with visual stimulus processing was estimated in the visual cortex, 
basal occipitotemporal area, and inferior temporal gyrus but differed between the two kinds of stimuli we used. When we used hand shapes, we 
estimated activity in the right inferior parietal lobule activities were shown at 200–300 ms after stimulus presentation. When we used alphabetic 
characters, we estimated activity in the left superior parietal region after about 300 ms. Furthermore, we estimated related to mental stimulation in the 
inferior parietal lobule and premotor area with both kinds of stimuli. In the experiments with alphabetic characters, however, the laterality of 
premotor activity depends on the strategies the subjects used to mentally rotate the stimuli.  
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INTRODUCTION  

When subjects decide whether two shapes presented at various orientations are the same or mirror images, their reaction time increases with the 
angle of rotation between the shapes [Shepard 1971]. This suggests that the subjects make their decision by mentally rotating one (or both) of the 
shapes until they are aligned. PET and fMRI studies of brain activity during mental rotation [Parsons 1995], [Tagaris 1997] have found activity in 
premotor and posterior parietal cortical areas known to participate in the planning and execution of bodily movements. Furthermore, other studies 
[Jordan 2001], [Vingerhoets 2002] shows difference between brain activities, especially premotor area, originated from the difference of stimulations. 

There remain questions, however, as to whether the higher visual processing required for the mental rotation of images actually does depend on 
the kind of mage and whether premotor activities are influenced by mental rotation strategy. We therefore measured the magnetoenchephalograms 
(MEGs) of subjects mentally rotating hands and characters. 

METHODS 

Mental rotation of line-drawn images of hand shapes [Kawamichi 1998] 
Subjects: four normal right-handed male volunteers, 22 or 23 years old (means: 22.5 years) with no neurological disorders, participated in this 
experiment. All gave their informed consent to participate. 
Visual stimuli: Ten pairs of left and right hand images, were mirror images of each another, were selected from 72 pairs of images comprising six 
postures and 12 orientations: 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210°, 240°, 270°, 300°, and 330° degrees from the upright position [Parsons 1995]. 
In this experiment, 80% of the stimuli were right–hand images and 20% were left–hand images. All were presented in the left visual field. 
MEG measurements: We used a 64-channel whole-cortex type SQUID system (CTF Inc., Canada) in a magnetically shielded room. A liquid-crystal 
projector (SHARP, XV-E400) outside the room projected the stimulus images onto a screen. MEGs were digitized every 1.6 ms with 12-bit accuracy 
while the subjects judged, without making body movements, the handedness of the presented images. 
MEG data analysis: For each MEG we first used third-order spatial-gradient environmental noise cancellation and off-line digital bandpass filtering
in a frequency range of 0.5–30 Hz. After then using off-set processing and averaging more than 48 responses, we carried out multi-dipole estimation 
to localize the areas activated during mental rotation. 

Mental rotation of alphabetic characters
Subjects: Six normal right-handed volunteers (five male and one female) with ages ranging from 22 to 35 years (means: 25.2 years) and no
neurological disorders, participated in this experiment. All gave their informed consent to participate. One subject participated twice, and three 
subjects had participated in preliminary experiments. 
Visual stimuli: Five asymmetrical capital alphabetical characters (R, P, F, L, and J) were used. The stimuli were 30 pairs of normal and mirror-image 
characters (six orientations: 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300°) presented in the left visual field. 
MEG measurements: We used a 64-channel whole-cortex type SQUID system (CTF Inc., Canada) in a magnetically shielded room. A liquid-crystal 
projector (SHARP, XV-E400) outside the room projected stimulus images onto screen. MEGs were digitized every 1.6 ms with 12-bit accuracy. 
While the subjects judged, without making body movements, whether the images were of normal or mirror-image characters. MEGs were also 
measured while normal characters were presented upright (i.e., at 180°). 
MEG data analysis: Same as in the experiment in which images of hands were presented. 

RESULTS 

Mental rotation of line-drawn images of hand shapes 
In all four subjects equivalent current dipoles (ECDs) in the visual cortex (VC) and inferior parietal lobe (IPL) of the right hemisphere (contralateral 
to the LVF) were found 120–180 ms after the stimulus was presented, and in three subjects they were found 200–400 ms after the stimulus was 
presented. In one subject ECDs were found in the left IPL at 300– 400 ms. ECDs at 200-300 ms were found in the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) or 
basal temporooccipital region in three of eight cases (two right, one left). In three subjects ECDs at 270–390 ms were found the premotor area of the 
left hemisphere in three subjects, and no activity was found in the right premotor area. 
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mental rotation of alphabetic characters 
In six of seven measurements early ECDs (100–200 ms) were found in the right VC contralateral to the left visual stimulus field was found. Late 
ECDs (200-400 ms) were found in the right VC in five of seven measurements. ECDs at 200-400 ms were found in the ITG or basal temporooccipital 
region in four of 14 cases (two right, two left). In the superior temporal region (STR), ECDs starting at about 300 ms were found in the right 
hemisphere in two out of seven measurements and were found in the left hemisphere in the other five measurements. ECDs at 300 ms and later were 
found in the premotor region in all seven measurements (four right, four left). IPL ECDs at about 300 ms and later were found in five of seven 
subjects, and superior parietal region (SPR) ECDs at 300 ms and later were found in six out of seven measurements. 

DISCUSSION 

In all but one subject in the experiment with alphabetical characters, the activities in the visual cortex of all subjects in both experiments showed 
contralateral dominance of the anatomical connection. In some subjects, ECDs were observed in temporal regions after they were observed in the 
visual cortex. We think this is related to object cognitive processes in the ventral route [Mishkin 1983]. 

IPL activity at 200–300 ms was seen only in the experiment with hand shapes and was seen in the right hemisphere in three of four subjects. We 
think this is related to spatial cognitive process in the dorsal route [Mishkin 1983]. STR activity, on the other hand, showed a left-hemispheric 
dominance in the experiment with alphabetic characters. In a PET study, left inferior parietal lobule activation was observed during a word-reading 
task without semantic processes [Vandenberghe 1996]. Left superior/middle temporal activation in overt and non-word reading tasks in a PET study 
has also been reported [Herbster 1997]. The subjects in our experiment with alphabetic characters were not required to process the visual stimuli 
semantically, but translation from graphemes to phonemes might nonetheless occur in the processes of perception. This kind of higher visual 
processing might depend on the visual stimuli used in the mental rotation task. 

In our experiment with hand shapes, IPL and left premotor activities were found in three of four subjects. In the experiment with alphabetic 
characters, though, IPL and premotor activities were found in five of seven measurements. According to comments made by the subjects, they 
imagined rotating their hands to correspond to the hand images presented as stimuli and also imagined rotating the characters presented as stimuli. 
The PET study of Parsons et al. found IPL and premotor activities during mental rotation of hand [Parsons 1995], and the fMRI study of Tagaris et al. 
using the Shepard-Metzler figures found activation of premotor and inferior parietal regions [Tagaris 1997]. In addition, it is known that activity of 
neurons in the premotor area (F5) and around the IPL of a monkey’s brain represents the size, shape, and orientation of objects and specific types of 
grips necessary to grasp them. Furthermore, in two of the subjects in our experiment with hand shapes, premotor activities were found in the left 
superior premotor area. This result is in agreement with the results of the PET study of Parsons et al. Moreover, an fMRI study [Roth 1996] has 
shown that the left premotor area is dominant in right-handed subjects during mental execution of a finger-to-thumb opposition task. This result 
seems to be related to mental simulation of the subject’s hand into congruence with the visual stimulus. On the other hand, in our experiment with 
alphanumeric characters, premotor activity did not show left-hemispheric dominance. In the experiment with subjects whod didn’t experience 
preliminary experiment, activities in premotor areas were estimated as one both side and two right side. In the experiment with the other subjects, 
activities in premotor areas were estimated as three left side and one right side. Mental rotation of tools parts requires left premotor activities 
[Vingerhoets 2002], probably because tools might be operated by the right hands of right-handed 
subjects. On the other hand, even right-handed subjects do not need to rotate characters with their 
right hands. Therefore, rotation strategies might influence the laterality of the premotor activities. 
In addition, there is a possibility that mental rotation strategy has some relation to the subject’s 
familiarity with rotation of stimuli. This would be consistent with the absence of left-hemispheric 
dominance of activity in the premotor during the mental rotation of abstract symbols [Jordan 2001]. 
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ABSTRACT 

We studied magnetoencephalographic responses in humans to centrally and peripherally presented faces.  V1/V2 activated earlier for images shown 
peripherally (65 ms) than centrally (70 ms) and stronger in the lower than upper visual field.  Fast responses in fusiform gyri were found at 60-80 ms, 
well before the widely accepted 170 ms. Fusiform activity with central presentation peaked at 80 and 130 ms, with higher intensity in the right. For 
peripheral presentation, contralateral fusiform was activated much earlier and stronger than ipsilateral fusiform. Mutual information analysis further 
showed linked activity from V1/V2 to the fusiform for central and lower visual field presentations. In upper visual field, the linkage was from the 
fusiform to V1/V2. Bi-directional linked activity between the right and left fusiform was also found starting from the right to left, except for top right 
presentation where there was a brief initial linkage from the left to right fusiform. Our results showed that face stimuli are processed predominantly 
in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulation and demonstrated for the first time the early fusiform activation leading the activity in V1/V2 for 
upper visual field stimulation, probably through a fast magnocellular pathway. 
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INTRODUCTION

In previous neuroimaging studies on face processing in humans, images were mostly presented at the center and with a relatively large visual 
field covering both the fovea and parafovea, which make it difficult to derive the role of each hemisphere for face perception. In this MEG study, we 
investigated the hemispheric relationship between the early visual areas and fusiform gyri activations. Specifically, we address these questions: how 
fast is the human fusiform gyrus activated, how does the early visual and fusiform areas interact with each other during face processing, and what is 
the effect of image presentation position on the activations of early visual and fusiform areas and their interactions?  

METHODS

Eight healthy right-handed males (24-50 years old) participated in a face affect recognition task to name verbally the emotions (happy, fearful and 
neutral) shown in the images, presented at the center (40x60) or one of the 4 quadrants (60x90, eccentricity 100), while fixating at the center. We 
recorded MEG signals using a whole-head Omega 151-channel system (CTF Systems Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) for 15 runs with 3 runs for each 
position. We applied independent component analysis [Jahn et al. 1999] to remove subject artifacts (heartbeats and eye movements) and then 
averaged the cleaned data for each run (-200 to 600 ms relative to the image onset). We used magnetic field tomography (MFT) [Ioannides et al.
1990] to localize brain activity every 1.6 ms from the averaged data. We then applied post-MFT statistical analysis (t-test) [Liu et al. 1999] to identify 
brain areas and latencies significantly different between the task and contorl runs (the subjects were in place with the same luminosity and fixation 
cross on the screen as in the task runs). Based on the common significant activations across subjects, we defined regions of interest (ROIs) 
functionally for each subject from the MFT solutions. For each ROI, an activation curve was calculated from the modulus of the current density as a 
function of time. We further used mutual information [Ioannides et al. 2000] to analyze area interactions. Influence diagrams were derived from the 
MI maps by identifying feedforward and feedback linkages common to all 8 subjects [Ioannides et al. 2004]. 

RESULTS 

All 8 subjects performed the task well above the chance level (33%) regardless of the 
image presentation positions (TL/TR: top left/right, CM: center, BL/BR: bottom 
left/right). Performance was evaluated by the percentage of correct trial (%correct). 
Averaged across all 8 subjects, the performance was best when the images were presented 
at CM (95.6%), followed by TR (83.6%), TL (81.5%), BL (80.4%) and BR (75.3%).  

Within two hundred milliseconds after image onset, significant activations were 
observed in widespread occipital and temporal areas. Pixel-by-pixel post-MFT statistical 
analysis was used to obtain maps showing significant changes in activity for each subject. 
These maps were transformed to the Talairach space [Talairach and Tournoux 1988] to 
identify common significant activations across subjects, which we found around the 
calcarine sulcus, occipital gyri (inferior, medial and superior), fusiform gyri and temporal 
gyri (medial and superior). Here we focused on two areas, V1/V2 and fusiform gyri, and 
studied in detail when these two areas were activated and how they interacted with each 
other in time when the images were presented at different positions.

Figure 1 compares the grand average time course for V1/V2 and fusiform activations 
at the 5 positions. For each ROI at each position, the grand averaged activation curve was 
computed by averaging the individual activation curve for each of the 8 subjects. For 
central presentation, four V1/V2 ROIs were defined, covering the activated 
left/right/dorsal/ventral parts of the calcarine sulcus (Figure 1A); one ROI was defined for 
the both left and right fusiform areas (Figure 1B). For peripheral presentations (Figures 
1C-1F), one V1/V2 ROI was defined for the contralateral part of V1/V2 relative to the 
presentation side (e.g., for TL, the right ventral part of V1/V2) and the two fusiform ROIs. 
Three ROI activation curves are shown in Figures 1C-1F, red for the V1/V2 ROI, green for the left fusiform ROI and blue for the right. Defined ROIs 
for subject 1 were superimposed on his MRIs and shown at the top right of each figurine. Left V1/V2 activation was stronger than the right V1/V2 
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when the images were presented at the center (Figure 1A). For peripheral presentations, V1/V2 activation was earlier (60-65 ms in Figures 1C-1F 
versus 70 ms in Figure 1A) and stronger in the lower than the upper visual field (Figures 1E-1F versus Figures 1C-1D).  As for the fusiform 
activations, when the images were presented centrally (Figure 1B), the left and right fusiform areas showed similar activation patterns (peaked at 80 
and 130 ms), but with stronger activation in the right. In comparison, when the images were presented in one of the quadrants (Figures 1C-1F), the 
contralateral fusiform, relative to the image presentation side, activated much earlier and stronger than the ipsilateral fusiform, especially when the 
images were presented in the upper visual field. Contralateral V1/V2 and contralateral fusiform had their first peak activation at similar latencies (60-
65 ms; Figures 1C-1D), with comparable (TL) or weaker (TR) strength in the fusiform.   

From the computed mutual information (MI) between pairs of ROIs in V1/V2 and fusiform areas, we obtained influence diagrams showing how 
V1/V2 and fusiform areas interacted over time. In summary, when the images were presented at the center, the linkage was from V1/V2 to fusiform 
and bi-directional interactions between the right and left fusiform with the right activated a few ms earlier than the left. Lower visual field 
presentations also showed a linkage from V1/V2 to fusiform, but this was soon followed by feedback connections from fusiform to V1/V2 (absent in 
the central presentation). In comparison, when images were shown in the upper visual field, the linkage was from the fusiform to V1/V2, better seen 
in the TL presentation. Further, when images were presented in periphery, the first linkage was from right to left fusiform except for TR in which case 
there was a brief linkage first from the left (contralateral to the presentation side) to right fusiform before the feedback connection from the right to 
left fusiform.

DISCUSSION 

Earlier ERP studies identified a negative component N170 that responds maximally to face stimuli over temporo-parietal regions of the human 
scalp between 140 and 200 ms [Bentin et al. 1996]. This N170 component has been widely accepted as the index of early face processing, although a 
relationship between N170 and fusiform activation had yet to be established. Our study has identified activation in the fusiform gyri directly and at 
earlier latencies than the widely accepted 170 ms. The reasons for our finding may be twofold: first we used a smaller image size than most of 
previous studies and second we did not use a narrow band filter (e.g., 1-30 Hz) which may effectively eliminate fast responses in the recorded raw 
data. Using larger stimulus size may increase the signal strength and yield better signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded signal, but it may excite much 
wider areas which may cause large-scale cancellations of external magnetic field caused by current density components in different directions. This 
in turn may make earlier but weaker activation difficult to detect or to localize if one uses dipoles to model nearby multiple generators activated at the 
same time or in similar latency ranges [Tzelepi et al. 2001].  

Our results further showed the linked activity from the fusiform to V1/V2 for upper visual field. A recent combined fMRI and ERP study by 
[Vanni et al. 2004] reported that distinct visual patterns interacted first in the higher-order visual areas (e.g., lateral occipital V5 region) rather than in 
the lower-order areas (e.g., V1/V2/V3). This suggested higher-order visual areas may be the first to pool spatial information across the whole visual 
field in the integrated model as proposed by [Bullier 2001]: information arriving in the cortex from the magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate 
nucleus is first sent and processed in the parietal cortex and then sent back by feedback connections to areas V1 and V2 that act as ‘active 
blackboards’ for the rest of the visual cortical areas. Our results suggest that in addition to the strong magnocellular input in the dorsal system, a 
ventral magnocellular pathway is excited by face stimuli in the upper visual field.   
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ABSTRACT 

A number of MEG/EEG studies have shown modulation of endogenous sensorimotor (mu and beta) rhythms during the observation of hand 
movements. These modulations are similar to patterns that occur during execution of movement and it has been hypothesised that the neural 
substrates of these rhythms may play a role in action representation and understanding the actions of others. In this experiment we wished to 
determine whether similar responses would be obtained during the observation of oro-facial movements. Neuromagnetic recordings (151 channels, 
CTF Systems) were obtained from six healthy subjects while they (1) observed a video of an experimenter making oro-facial movements (2) imitated 
the same movements and (3) observed hand movements. Source scanning using synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) was used to find changes in 
source power between these active conditions compared to pre-stimulus control conditions where no movement occurred. SAM images were created 
with 5 mm resolution in the beta (15 -35 Hz) and mu (8-15 Hz) bands and showed source power decreases over parietal, occipital and sensorimotor 
areas. Time-frequency analysis of virtual SAM sensors from sensorimotor areas showed event-related desynchronisation of mu and beta bands 
following the onset of movement in all three conditions. These data demonstrate comparable activations of visuomotor mechanisms during 
observation or imitation of mouth movements and during observation of hand movements. These results support the notion that sensorimotor 
mechanisms play a role in achieving a representation of the oro-facial gestures of others.      

KEY WORDS: Magnetoencephalography, beta rhythm, synthetic aperture magnetometry, action observation 

INTRODUCTION

The direct-matching hypothesis of action representation states that actions of both one’s self and those performed by others share a common 
neural representation involving motoric mechanisms. In support of this a number of MEG/EEG studies have shown that the endogenous rhythms of 
sensorimotor cortex are modulated by action observation in a pattern similar to that which occurs during action execution [Hari et al, 1998] 
[Muthukumaraswamy et al, 2004]. Previous studies have focussed on the observation of hand movements; however functional imaging data [Buccino 
et al, 2001] suggests that similar results should be obtained if mouth movements are used, if indeed these sensorimotor modulations reflect the 
activity of a direct-matching system. The aim of this study therefore was to test this notion and examine sensorimotor oscillatory activity during the 
observation and imitation of mouth movements. 

 METHODS 

Six healthy right-handed adult subjects including five males and one female (mean age 36, range 44-25) participated in the experiment. Two 
digital video clips served as the stimuli for the experiment: One video showed left and right hand movements (eg fist-clenching, finger flexions) and 
the other video showed mouth movements (eg blowing, teeth-baring). Each video contained ten different stimuli that were presented ten times in a 
block, creating 100 trials per condition. Each trial began with observation of a portion of video showing a stationary person, followed by a two 
second long movement, and then a return to the stationary display. MEG recordings were triggered by a photo sensitive diode. Three experimental 
conditions included: mouth observation, mouth imitation and hand observation. 

Whole-head MEG recordings were made using the 151-channel CTF Omega system (CTF Systems, Inc., Port Coquitlam, Canada). Data were
sampled at 625 Hz with a 0-200 Hz bandpass filter. In each trial 7 seconds of data were obtained including 2 seconds prior to movement onset. Data 
were first band-pass filtered into two frequency bands alpha/mu (8 – 15 Hz) and beta (15- 35 Hz). SAM was used to detect changes in source power 
in these data sets for a control period of -1.5 to -0.5 seconds prior to movement onset compared to active conditions of 0.5 to 1.5 seconds during 
movement. Pseudo t values [Robinson and Vrba, 1999] were created at 5mm resolution for the whole head using the subject’s MRI. The significance 
of SAM source power decreases at peak locations in sensorimotor cortex was assessed by Monte Carlo analysis using 1000 iterations [Cheyne et al, 
2003]. Virtual SAM sensors were created at these locations and time frequency analysis performed by convolution with a Morlet wavelet family. 
Statistical analysis of group SAM images was conducted using SPM [Singh et al, 2003] using a voxel based analysis with a 20 mm smoothing kernel. 

RESULTS 

Monte Carlo analysis of SAM source power decreases in sensorimotor cortex indicated that these locations were significant in both hemispheres for 
all six subjects in the mouth observation condition, significant for five subjects in both hemispheres for the imitation condition and for five subjects 
in both hemispheres for the hand observation condition (p<.05). Source power decreases were largest for the mouth imitation condition (mean pseudo 
t 5.8), followed by the mouth observation condition (mean 4.3) then the hand observation condition (mean 3.3).  Figure 1 shows that a consistent 
pattern of decreased mu and beta band power following stimulus onset was observable in all three conditions in both hemispheres. In some cases a 
brief period of increased power (rebound) occurred before a return to baseline levels. Group SAM analysis of the 15-35 Hz range showed decreased 
source power primarily in the precentral gyrus and superior parietal lobule. For the 8-15 Hz range source power changes were weaker and located in 
occipital and parietal regions. Somatotopic mapping between hand and mouth areas was not observed in the group SAM analysis and individual data 
showed some spatial variability of source locations in primary motor and premotor areas. 

DISCUSSION 

This study showed clear decreases in source power from sensorimotor areas during all three conditions. Time-frequency analysis of virtual SAM 
sensors indicated that the decrease in source power commenced following the onset of observed movement and ceased at the end of the movement.  
This event related desynchronisation is indicative of increased processing in primary sensorimotor areas and as such these data provide evidence that 
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the direct-matching system previously described for observation of hand movements can be extended to mouth movements. Although our results did 
not indicate a clear somatotopic mapping of mouth and hand areas, a previous MEG study [Salmelin et al, 2002] showed that during the execution of 
mouth movements that hand and mouth areas are co-active indicating the existence of a relatively complex network.  

Another study using similar analytical techniques to ours [Singh et al, 2003] investigated biological motion discrimination using point light 
displays and did not find sensorimotor modulation to these stimuli.  Taken together, these two sets of results suggest that the direct-matching system 
requires a high degree of biological salience in order for the observer to map the movement of a conspecific onto their own motor schema. Because 
previous research has found differential oscillatory responses when actions are goal-directed or non-goal directed [Muthukumaraswamy et al, 2004] 
future studies could compare these types of actions, and possibly linguistic ones, to the ones we used do determine if the direct-matching system for 
mouths encodes these actions in a similar manner.   
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     Coordinates Region BA 

    x          y           z 

Size (k) 
voxels

Mouth Observation      
    Precentral gyrus 4(R) 36 -27 60 1212 
    Superior parietal  7(R) 24 -48 60 104
    Superior parietal  40(L) -27 -45 54 23
    Postcentral gyrus 3(L) -39 -27 54 22
    Precentral gyrus 4(L) -57 -12 36 4
Mouth Imitation     
    Precentral gyrus 4(R) 36 -18 60 49
    Precuneus 7(R) 21 -48 57 74
    Precuneus 7(L) -21 -54 48 33
    Precentral gyrus 6(R) 54 0 36 19
    Postcentral gyrus 40(L) -33 -36 57 4
Hand Observation     

    Superior parietal 7(R) 24 -48 60 305
    Precentral gyrus 4(R) 54 -15 33 155
    Inferior temporal 37(L) -45 -66 0 15
    Precuneus 7(R) 12 -69 39 6

Figure 1. Grand averaged time-frequency analysis of SAM sensors 
at peak locations in sensorimotor cortex. Black represents a 
decrease in source power. Units are (Am)2.

Table 1. Results of Group SAM analysis (p < 0.05) for the 15-35 
Hz range. Co-ordinates are given in mm in Talairach space. 
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Figure 1.  Four conditions of visual motion stimuli.  Subjects 
experienced linear vection for stimulation A and circular vection for 
stimuliation C.

Magnetic Cortical Activities Associated with Linear and Circular Vection 
Nakagawa, S.1,  Watanabe, H.1,  Yamaguchi, M.1,  S. Nishiike, S.1,2, and Tonoike, M.1

1Institute for Human Science and Biomedical Engineering (HSBE),  
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan 

2 Department of Otolaryngology, Suita Municipal Hospital, Japan  

ABSTRACT 

The sensation of apparent self-motion (vection) is a common visual perception, from which neurophysiological interferences about visual-
vestibular interaction can be drawn.  Studies in monkey and human have identified regions of the cerebral cortex that receive vestibular inputs, such 
as the posterior part of the insula (parieto-insular vestibular cortex: PIVC), vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus and the superior temporal gyrus; 
however, cortical areas which are involved in vection are still unclear.  In this study, we recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) to elucidate 
cortical activities associated with linear vection (LV) and circular vection (CV).  In LV and CV conditions, oscillatory activities were enhanced in the 
frequency range 0.03-3.0 Hz, but declined within the frequency range of 6.0-14.0 Hz, in which �, �, and � activities are included.  These 
synchronizations and desynchronizations with vection may reflect activities of the cortical area around the insula, temporal and parietal lobes.  Also, 
minimum norm estimation showed activities of the posterior insula, the intra-parietal sulcus, and superior temporal gyrus evoked by LV as well as 
CV.  The results suggest that the cortical areas that receive vestibular inputs are activated by LV and CV, and integrate multi-modal information.  

KEY WORDS 

Vection, Vestibular cortex, Synchronization, Desynchronization, Minimum Norm Estimation, Magnetoencephalography, 

INTRODUCTION

Vestibular stimuli invariably lead to a sensation of body motion.  However, visual motion always has two perceptual interpretations: either self-
motion or object-motion.  The sensation of apparent self-motion (vection) is a common visual perception, from which neurophysiological
interferences about visual-vestibular interaction can be drawn.  Since the vestibular system can sense only accelerations, the detection of self-motion 
at a constant velocity depends entirely on visually induced vection.  Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have identified regions of the cerebral 
cortex that receive vestibular inputs, such as the posterior part of the insula (parieto-insular vestibular cortex: PIVC), portions of the intraparietal 
sulcus (IPS) (area 2v), the superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the central sulcus (area 3aV) [Guldin, 1988].  In humans, studies using patients and 
non-invasive measurements have shown the contributions of the IPS, the STG, and the posterior  insula [Friberg, 1985, Bottini, 1994, Nakagawa, 
2002].  However, it is not clear which cortical areas are involved in vection.  In this study, we recorded brain magnetic fields to elucidate cortical 
activities associated with linear vection (LV) and circular vection (CV). 

METHODS

STIMULI: Four conditions of visual motion stimuli were projected onto a screen subtended 110 degrees by 74 degrees (Fig. 1):  (A) dots accelerating 
in radial directions to a focus of convergence in the middle of 
the screen (backward LV); (B) dots accelerating in different 
direction (no-LV); (C) dots circulating counterclockwise 
around the middle of the screen (clockwise CV); (D) dots 
circulating counterclockwise around different points (no-CV).  
Each condition consisted of a black background and a total of 
100 white dots.  

SUBJECTS: Ten healthy volunteers (8 males and 2 females, 
22-41 years, right-handed, normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision) took part in this study.  Subjects were carefully 
selected and were trained prior to the experiment to 
experience vection for stimuli A and C; and all subjects had 
reported that they experienced vection during measurements.  
Subjects were requested to fixate binocularly on a central 
point on the screen from a distance of 60 cm and press button 
when he/she did not experience vection during measurements. 

MEG MEASUREMENTS: Measurements of magnetic fields 
were carried out using a 122ch whole-head 
neuromagnetometer (Neuromag-122TM, Neuromag Ltd., 
Helsinki, Finland) in a magnetically shielded room.  Magnetic 
data were sampled at 400 Hz after being band-pass-filtered 
between 0.03 and 100 Hz.  averaged more than 100 times.  
Any responses coinciding with magnetic signals exceeding 
3,000 fT/cm and/or a vertical EOG deflection beyond 150 �V
were rejected from further analysis.  The averaged responses were 
digitally low-pass-filtered at 30 Hz.  The analysis time was 1.0 s 
from 0.2 s prior to the stimulus onset.  An average 0.2 s pre-
stimulus period served as the baseline. 
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Figure 2.  Oscillatory activities for four conditions of visual motion 
stimuli.  RT: right temporal region, LT: left temporal region, Fr: frontal 
region, P: parietal region, Oc: occipital region. 

EXPERIMENT I: Spontaneous magnetic fields were recorded during each visual motion stimulation.  Each stimulation was set at a constant velocity 
during recordings: A and C: 4.2 deg/s (visual angle, average of all dots), B and D: 40 deg/s (rotation angle, average of all dots).  Frequency analyses 
were applied to the magnetic data to look for modulations of the oscillatory activities. 

EXPERIMENT II: The velocities of visual motion stimuli increased by 100% for 3.0s occasionally.  Intervals of velocity-increases were set at 9.0 -
11.0s.  Event-related magnetic fields triggered by the velocity increase were recorded for each visual motion stimulation.  A minimum norm 
estimation (MNE) method was applied to the evoked data, and statistical evaluations (voxel-by-voxel paired-T tests) were carried out between LV 
and no-LV, and between CV and no-CV conditions to estimate details of regions specific to vection. 

RESULTS 

Subjective intensities of vection in conditions A and C were almost identical (A:C = 1.0:1.03).   
Figure 2 shows the results from experiment I. Oscillatory activities within the frequency range of 6-14 Hz, in which �, �, and � activities are 

included, were significantly smaller in conditions A and C than that in B and D in the temporal and parietal regions.  On the other hand, larger 
activities in the frequency range 0.03-3 Hz were observed in conditions A and C compared to B and D.   

In experiment II, MNE analysis showed significantly enhanced activities for both LV and CV in the posterior insula, STG, and in the vicinity of 
IPS.  No systematic differences were observed between conditions A (LV) and C (CV).  

DISCUSSION 

We showed that  low-frequency oscillations (0.3-3.0 Hz) were synchronized, but that �, �, and ��oscillations (6.0-14 Hz) were desynchronized in 
the temporal and parietal region when subjects experienced LV or CV.  Low-frequency oscillations were observed during higher-functional activities 
in association cortices [Rämä, 1995, Nakagawa, 1999].  Also, some studies have reported that sensation stimuli desynchronize�oscillations in the 
sensory cortex, e.g., �-oscillations in the visual cortex were desynchronized by auditory input [Williamson, 1997].  Therefore, it is suggested that the 
synchronizations and desynchronizations in the temporal and parietal regions oserved in this study reflect activities associated with the processing of 
vection.  Also, MNE analysis showed significantly enhanced activities in the posterior insula, STG, and in the vicinitiy of IPS  by LV as well as CV.  
These regions are identical to the areas indexed as vestibular cortex by the previous studies in humans.  The results indicated that the cortical areas 
that receive vestibular inputs processed sensations of vection.  It is also suggested there is higher-functional interaction among these areas, which 
integrate multi-modal information.  
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A Study of Relationship between Multifocal VEF Responses and Binocular Disparity 
Owaki, T., Takeda, T.
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ABSTRACT 

Multifocal VEF (mfVEF) is useful for shortening the measurement time and/or improving the signal-to-noise ratio of recording in investigating 
each cortical activities elicited by multiple stimulus patches across the visual field. To record the whole-head mfVEF we previously developed our 
custom software to deliver multifocal stimuli and to analyze the acquired data, and we applied it to investigation of stereopsis. In the present study, 
relationship between MEG responses and binocular disparity was investigated using the mfVEF. Subjects were instructed to fixate a nonius line in 
the center of a screen, and they were presented with rapid alteration of random-dot (RD) patches. The experiments consisted of a luminance change 
condition (condition L) and seven binocular disparity conditions (condition BDs) ranging from a crossed disparity of 1 deg to an uncrossed disparity 
of 1 deg. Each response evoked by one of the RD patches was obtained with the multifocal technique. Although all subjects showed obvious 
responses in the condition L, only one of the subjects showed obvious responses in condition BDs. The sources of the responses recorded in condition 
BDs were mainly localized around calcarine sulci according to the known retinotopic cortical representation. The responses obtained in condition 
BDs showed dependence on binocular disparity in the magnitude and the latency. These results would be the basis for further analysis of brain 
magnetic responses related to stereopsis. 

KEY WORDS 

magnetoencephalography, stereopsis, binocular disparity, depth perception, m-sequence 

INTRODUCTION

Although there are many studies on human EEG/MEG responses elicited by binocular disparity (BD), there are only a few studies which 
investigated detailed relationship between brain responses and BD. Regan et al. reported large binocular disparities evoked large responses, but there 
was no description about the dependance on BD in the latency [Regan, 1973].  We thought that improving the signal-to-noise ratio of recording brain 
responses would make it easier to conduct a detailed study of brain responses related to BD. To achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio of recording, 
multifocal VEF (mfVEF) [Wang, 2001] was employed. The mfVEF is an application of the multifocal m-sequence technique, which is a useful tool 
for investigating visual functions with a shorter measurement time and/or higher signal-to-noise ratio than conventional recordings [Sutter, 2001]. We 
previously reported the first whole-head recording of mfVEF with our custom multifocal stimulus and analysis software. Here we applied it to 
investigation of human stereoscopic vision. 

METHODS

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of visual stimuli. The stimuli were consisted of a 
nonius line, which is a fixation mark that is often used in psychophysical study of stereopsis, and 
four random-dot (RD) patches around the nonius line. The four RD patches were simultaneously 
redrawn at 15 Hz according to shifted binary m-sequences. A DLP projector (V-1080, Plus, 
Japan) and a PC-based custom multifocal stimulus system were used for stimulus presentation. 
Subjects were instructed to fixate the nonius line with red-green anaglyph spectacles. The 
measured response was a mixture of the responses evoked by the four RD patches, but it could 
be decomposed into each response evoked by one of the four RD patches with the multifocal m-
sequence technique [Sutter, 2001]. 

The experiments consisted of a luminance change condition (condition L) and seven binocular 
disparity conditions (condition BDs) ranging from a crossed disparity of 1 deg to an uncrossed 
disparity of 1 deg (+1.0, +0.67, +0.33, 0, -0.33, -0.67 and -1.0 deg, positive: crossed disparity, 
negative: uncrossed disparity). Each RD patch had two states. In the condition L, the two states 
were luminance change and no luminance change. The luminance change involved redrawing of 
the RD patch with another, which caused luminance reversals of about 50% of the dots contained 
in the patch. In the condition BD, the two states were binocular correlation, which contained the 
specific disparity, and binocular uncorrelation. The binocular correlation is expected to activate 
the specific disparity-sensitive neurons and lead to depth perception. 

Subjects were six right-handed normal adults (male, aged 23-29) and they are referred as S1-S6. MEG recording was done with a 64-channel
whole-head MEG system (NeuroSQUID Model-100, CTF Systems, Canada). Localizing magnetic sources and obtaining RMS values were done 
using 35 channels around occipital, temporal and parietal lobes. 

RESULTS 

Obvious responses were measured from S1-S6 in the condition L. In the condition BDs, only S1 showed obvious responses. The results on the 
responses obtained in the condition BDs are shown in the rest of the section. 

Figure 2 shows mfVEF waveforms and estimated magretic sources obtained from S1 in the condition BD (BD: 0 deg). There are a 
few peaks in each superposition of the waveforms and it is seen that RD patches in the lower visual field evoked larger responses than 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of visual 
stimuli. There are four RD patches around 
a nonius line. The size of the RD patches 
and the screen was also shown in visual 
angle.
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those in the upper. The estimated positions of magnetic sources were consistent with the known retinotopic cortical representation, which 
indicates the sources were localized within early visual cortices such as V1/V2.  

Figure 3 shows relationship between BD and the RMS amplitude of the MEG first peak and relationship between BD and the latency 
of the MEG first peak obtained from S1. It is observed that both the lower right and lower left RD patches evoked the largest 
responses in the zero-disparity condition. Although the latency shows dependence on BD, it is not the same in the results for the two RD 
patches. 

DISCUSSION 

The mfVEF was employed to conduct a 
detailed investigation of relationship between 
brain responses and BD for the first time, and 
dependence on BD in the magnitude and the 
latency was succesfully obtained. Although 
obvious responses were measured from S1-S6 
in the condition L, only S1 showed obvious 
responses in the condition BDs. Fixation error 
would be one of the reasons because the results 
shown in Figure 3 implies that fixation error of 
as small as 1 deg could eliminate mfVEF 
responses measured in the condition BDs.  

The largest response obtained in the zero-
disparity condition is seemingly inconsistent 
with the previous study [Regan 1973]. 
However, there is an important difference in 
the visual stimuli. In the previous study, the 
visual stimulus was altered between zero-
disparity and non-zero disparity, both of which were binocularly correlated. On the contrary, alterations between binocular correlation and 
uncorrelation were used here. The difference would explain the results obtained in the present study. 

After the experiments the subjects reported that they did not perceive depth while they watched the BD stimuli. This indicates that the rate of 
stimulus used here (15 Hz) was too fast to elicit depth perception. However, the results shown in Figure 3 indicate that there were some brain 
activities that responded to such fast BD stimuli. The detection of BD in early stages of stereoscopic perception would be a candidate for such brain 
activities. It was reported that depth discrimination was relatively difficult for larger than a disparity of 1 deg [Foley 1975], which might have some 
relations with the disparity-amplitude profile shown in Figure 3. Further study would be required to elucidate how the results described here are 
related to the whole process of stereoscopic perception. 
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Figure 3. Left: Relationship between BD and the RMS amplitude of the MEG first peak 
obtained from S1. Solid line and dashed line show the results on MEG responses evoked by the 
lower right and the lower left RD patches, respectively. Right: Relationship between BD and the 
latency of the MEG first peak obtained from S1. Solid line and dashed line show the results like 
the left figure. 

Figure 2. The mfVEF waveforms and estimated magnetic sources obtained from S1 in the condition BD (BD: 0 deg). The waveforms are 
shown as a superposition of 35-channel responses and arranged according to the locations of the four RD patches. Vertical lines in the 
waveforms show VEF latencies when the source estimation error is minimum in the first peaks. The estimated positions of magnetic sources 
are shown as black/white squares and circles on  MR images. The black/white squares and circles correspond to those above the vertical lines 
on the waveforms, which shows in what latency the source was estimated and which RD patch evoked the source. 
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Visual Brain Activities Change during Discrimination of the Differences in Color or Shape of 
Colored Letters 
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ABSTRACT 

To study early cognitive processes in the visual cortex during selective attention, we measured visual evoked magnetic fields (VEFs) to 4 colored 
letters (C+G or G+C in green or red letters) that were randomly presented on the screen at 2 sec interval (0.2 sec presentation). Subjects paid 
attention to target stimuli during color (red or green) or shape (G or C on the left side) discrimination tasks. Total number of the stimuli was 300: 
30×2 for target and 120×2 for non-target. In a control session, each colored letter alone was presented. The mean reaction time for color 
discrimination task was ca. 320 msec and that for shape discrimination task, ca. 400 msec. We calculated location and strength of the dipoles that 
were identified at 70-500 msec for each colored letter as control and non-target responses, based on the VEFs obtained from the occipital and/or 
temporal area. For color discrimination, following V1/2 activation, activation of V4 area (the fusiform gyrus) was identified. For shape 
discrimination, following V1/2 activation, the lateral occipital complex (the occipito-temporal area) was activated. On the other hand, in the control 
session, the V4 area or the lateral occipital complex was rarely activated. In addition, the strength of the dipoles at the V4 area or the lateral occipital 
complex was much larger in selective attention than in control. We conclude that, even when subjects look at the same colored letter, selective 
attention to color or shape modifies the information processing pathways in the visual brain by the top-down mechanism, supporting early selection 
models.

KEY WORDS 

Visual evoked field; attention; color discrimination; shape discrimination; V4; occipito-temporal area 

INTRODUCTION

Visual information such as color, shape, or movement supposedly is processed in a parallel fashion in the visual brain, after reaching V1� [Crick,
1995; Zeki, 2000]. The features of color reportedly are processed in the fusiform gyrus (V4) [Allison, 1993; Mckeefry, 1997; Zeki, 1999] whereas 
perceived object shape is represented by the lateral occipital cortices (LOC) [Kourtzi, 2001]. However, when one looks at an object to pay attention 
to the shape of the object, one sometimes cannot remember the color of the object, and vice versa. This suggests that selective attention can modify 
the information processing pathways by a top-down mechanism [Heinze, 1994]. To test the above hypothesis, we examined visual evoked magnetic 
fields (VEFs) following stimulation of 4 colored-letter patterns (C+G or G+C in green or red) when subjects try to discriminate the differences in 
color or shape.   

.

METHODS

Nine right-handed, paid volunteers with normal visual acuity (age 18–22 
years, 4 male) consented to participate in this study. The subject sat 
comfortably and viewed a screen (0.6 × 0.8 m) binocularly, fixating on the 
center of the screen with special attention to the left visual field. At a viewing 
distance of 1.5 m, the total field size of the screen was 22(v) × 28 (h) and the 
size of each colored letter, C or G was ca. 7 (v) × 6 (h). Each pattern (C+G 
or G+C in green or red letters) was presented for 0.2 s with the rate of 1 / 2 s 
in random order. Table 1 shows the percentage of stimuli in each task 
condition. During each task comprising 300 stimuli, the subject was instructed 
to perform color discriminating tasks (red or green) or shape discriminating 
tasks (C or G on the left side). The subjects were requested to attend to the stimuli and extend the right index finger as a response to the target stimuli 
that appeared in 20% of the probabilities of sequences. Using a through-beam type phototransistor system, the start of the extension movement of the 
index finger from resting position was detected as a reaction time.� In control conditions, each colored-letter pattern alone was presented (120 in 
total) and the subjects required no task.  

VEFs (band-pass 0.1 - 330 Hz) were acquired with a whole-head 204-channel Neuromag system (4-D Neuroimaging, Helsinki, Finland), which 
has 204 planar first-order gradiometers at 102 measurement sites on a helmet-shaped surface. An epoch of 700 ms duration (100 ms pre- and 600 ms 
post-stimulus) was digitized at a 1 KHz/channel sampling rate and the VEFs for all stimuli and finger reactions were averaged on-line. Trials with 
horizontal or vertical EOG > 150 V were rejected from the averaging of VEFs. In this study, we analyzed on the responses elicited by each colored-
letter pattern as controls and non-targets to identify the activities of V1V2, V4  and LOC. The VEF sources at each sampling point were calculated 
from the magnetic signals recorded from the occipito-temporal region (18-22 sensors), using a single equivalent current dipole (ECD) model. The 
center of the sphere was found on the basis of the 3-D MRI of the subject’s head. The estimated ECDs, satisfying the criteria of the goodness-of-fit 
(GOF) values > 85%, the confidence volume of 95% < sphere with a 6 mm radius, and continuity > 8 ms were accepted for further analysis. We 
obtained the total number and total strength of the dipoles in the V1V2, V4 and LOC areas to calculate the mean values for each stimulus pattern for 
the three conditions in each subject. We used the ANOVA to assess statistical significance for the number or the strength of the dipoles and Kruskal - 
Wallis test for the reaction times for each target response.  

Color  Shape                task 
Stim. 

control 
Red Green C G 

C+G in red 100 40 10 10 40 
G+C in red 100 40 10 40 10
C+G in green 100 10 40 10 40 
G+C in green 100 10 40 40 10 

Table 1.  Percentage of stimuli in each task condition 
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RESULTS 

The mean reaction times for color discrimination (321 - 333 ms, 
SD=61 – 74) were shorter than those for shape discrimination (392 - 
412 ms, SD=71 - 82)( p < 0.0001, Kruskal - Wallis test). The results 
obtained from a representative subject are shown in Fig. 1. The VEF 
amplitudes were increased during selective attention tasks. During color 
discriminating tasks, following the activation of the V1, the V4 area was 
repeatedly activated (middle panel of Fig.1). Similarly, during shape 
discriminating tasks, following the activation of the V1, the LOC area 
was repeatedly activated (bottom panel of Fig.1). Fig. 2 shows the 
results of statistical analysis for dipole numbers obtained from 9 
subjects, suggesting the shift of the information processing pathways 
during selective attention.  

DISCUSSION 

Our results on reaction times showed that discrimination of shape 
such as C or G requires longer time by ca. 80�90ms than 
discrimination of the difference in color, which is in accordance with 
the previous findings [Gregory, 1998]. Following V1/2 activation at 
around 100 ms after presentation of each stimulus pattern, activation of 
the V4 area was identified for color discrimination; and activation of the 
LOC, for shape discrimination. These results suggest that although the 
subject views the same stimulus pattern, the activated areas will differ: 
the V4 for color discrimination and the LOC for shape discrimination. 
Although the role of the V4 as a color center is controversial 
[Gegenfurtner, 2003], we confirmed that the human V4 is activated in 
discriminating the difference in color, which is in line with the results of 
direct EEG recordings from the human fusiform gyrus [Allison, 1993].  

On the other hand, in the control session, the V4 area or the LOC 
was less frequently activated. We therefore conclude that, even when 
subjects look at the same colored letter, selective attention to color or 
shape modifies the information processing pathways in the visual brain 
by the top-down mechanism, supporting early selection models.  
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Fig. 1. Top panel, the visual evoked magnetic signals recorded from the 
occipital region after red C+G pattern in a 19-year-old man. The traces 
as superimposed field derivatives along the longitude or the latitude 
show larger amplitudes during selective attention tasks. Middle & 
bottom panels: estimated dipoles superimposed on to the subject’s MRI 
during color or shape discrimination tasks.  

Fig. 2.  The mean number of 
dipoles for one stimulus 
pattern compared among the 
three conditions in V1V2, V4 
and LOC areas.  
While the mean number of 
the dipoles is high in V1V2 
for the control condition, the 
mean number is increased in 
the V4 region for the color 
discrimination and in the 
LOC region for the shape 
discrimination. Each bar 
represents mean ±SE  (n=9). 
(*** p <0.001, ANOVA).   
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of 
motion rivalry stimuli in luminance 
motion experiment.  Each arrow shows 
motion orientation.
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 Investigation of visual information pathways of color motion  
using MEG and binocular rivalry stimuli 

Shinozaki, T., Takeda, T.

University of Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Though many studies about motion perception indicate that luminance is a dominant factor of the motion perception, there is another factor of 
color that correlates with the motion perception. Some studies reported that color is an independent contributor to the motion perception. However, it 
is not yet clear about the visual pathways of the color motion perception and the extent of similarities of motion responses to color and to luminance 
stimuli. In this study, the responses of color motions were investigated using binocular rivalry stimuli, and compared with those of luminance 
motions. Stimuli are sinusoidal grating of equal-luminance red and green (for color), or black and white (for luminance) bars. In the control 
condition, the directions of the motions are same for each eye. In the rivalry condition, they differ 180 deg between two eyes, and caused binocular 
rivalry. VEFs (Visual Evoked Fields) were recorded with a MEG system. In order to analyze the data, two evaluation values were used. One is the 
ratio of RMS (Root Mean Square), and the other is the correlation coefficient between rivalry and non-rivalry conditions. The result of the 
measurements is that responses of color motions had high correlation coefficient, while those of luminance motions had both high and low 
coefficient. Source localizations of these responses resulted at the vicinity of V1 (for high) and MT (for low) respectively. These results suggest that 
color motions are processed in similar but little different way from luminance motions are done. 

KEY WORDS 

MEG, color, motion, binocular rivalry, visual pathway 

INTRODUCTION

Luminance has been assumed to be the principal factor of motion perception. There are a lot of physiological and psychophysical studies about 
luminance motion, but a motion is recognized by many attributes (luminance, color, texture and depth). A few investigations reported that color is an 
independent contributor to motion perception [Cropper, 1996]. Some psychophysical studies suggested that color motion and luminance motion are 
processed in same pathway at high speed (> 5 deg), but processed in different pathway at low speed (> 5 deg) [Hawken, 1994]. However, a 
magnitude of responses depends on the motion speed, and it is difficult to measure the responses at low speed [McKeefry, 2002]. Thus, non-invasive 
measurements at such a slow motion have not been investigated enough, and the difference of processing pathways between luminance and color 
motion is not clear at present. On the other hand, it is suggested that binocular rivalry stimuli modulate visual responses on both lower- and higher-
level visual cortices [Blake, 2002]. Binocular rivalry is a phenomenon created by presenting similar but different images for each eye simultaneously. 
In previous study, we measured higher-level visual responses in slow latency, and suggested that weak responses are able to measure using binocular 
rivalry stimuli [Shinozaki, 2002]. In this study, we measured MEG responses of binocular rivalry stimuli of luminance and color motion to clarify the 
difference between these visual pathways at low speed. 

METHODS

Stimuli were generated on a PC with a VSG 2/3 (Cambridge Research Systems) graphics card and displayed on a 17 inch RGB monitor (Iiyama 
MT-8617ES). In order to present different images for each eye, a liquid crystal shutter (LCS) for 3D display was used. LCS was installed in front of 
the monitor, and synchronized with the monitor. The stimuli for right and left eyes were displayed reciprocally for every frame, and the direction of 
circular polarization was synchronously changed. By using polarizing glasses, subjects observed the visual stimuli that were independent between 
right and left eyes. The monitor frame rate was 120 Hz, and observed frame rate was 60 Hz for each eye. The spatial resolution was 640 x 480 pixels 
with 12-bit gray-level resolution. Viewing distance was 3.2m. The monitor was placed outside a magnetic shielded room, and subjects observed it 
through a small window of the room.  

A drifting horizontal sine-wave grating was displayed in a 2.0 x 2.0 deg square window centered in the display. The grating spatial frequency was 
1.0 cycles/deg, and the temporal frequency of grating drift was 0.8 deg/sec. The colors of gratings 
were black/white for luminance motion experiments, and red/green for color motion experiments. Red 
and green were set to iso-luminance for each subject separately using the minimum flicker method. A 
fixation point was a yellow circle with a diameter of 0.1 deg and was displayed at the center of the 
screen through the observation. In the control condition, the directions of the motions are same for 
each eye. In rivalry condition, they differ 180 deg between two eyes, and caused binocular rivalry. 
These two conditions were presented in a random order, and the number of trials was 100 for each 
condition. The motion duration was 1.0s in order to record only initial responses of binocular rivalry, 
and not to record responses of dominance perception [Chen, 2001]. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) is 
randomly varied from 1.6 to 2.4 s. 

The subjects were four healthy right-handed volunteers (22-27 years of age). All subjects had 
normal or corrected-to-normal acuity and normal color vision. VEFs (Visual Evoked Fields) were 
recorded with a 440-channel whole-head MEG system (Yokogawa, Japan) between 200ms before to 
800ms after stimulus onset, and recordings were performed in a magnetically shielded room. Trials 
with blinks and eye movements were eliminated. The sampling rate of date acquisition was 1000Hz, 
and acquired data were filtered 1-40Hz band-pass filter.  

In order to analyze the MEG data, two evaluation values are used. The first value is RMS (Root 
Mean Square) ratio that is defined by a division of the RMS in rivalry condition by that in control 
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condition. Each RMS value was 
standardized by the average before 
stimulus onset. The second value is a 
correlation coefficient. It is a correlation 
coefficient of 440 channels between two 
conditions in time t.

RESULTS 

Time courses of evaluation values in 
two experiments are shown in Figure 2. 
In luminance motion experiment (figure 
2 left), the latency of first peak of RMS 
ratio was about 100ms with high 
correlation coefficient. The response at 
270ms has low correlation coefficient. 
In color motion experiment (figure 2 
right), there were several peaks of RMS 
ratio, but all peaks had high correlation coefficient. Consequently, 
there was no peak which had low correlation coefficient 
corresponded to the response at 270ms in luminance motion 
experiment. Most of the iso-contour maps of the response that had 
high correlation coefficient were appeared to be similar patterns. 
Typical map pattern of this response was shown in Figure 3 left,
and the source localization resulted at the vicinity of bilateral V1 
(Figure 4 upper). The map of the response that had low correlation 
coefficient was different from others one (Figure 3 ritght). The 
source localization of this response resulted at the vicinity of 
middle temporal (MT) lobes (Figure 4 lower).

DISCUSSION 

The responses of motion rivalry stimuli were separated by 
correlation coefficient. A response with high correlation coefficient 
means an activity in V1. The first response had occurred at 100ms 
with luminance motion and 300ms with color motion. These two 
responses have a difference about 200ms, and the difference is well 
in agreement with the difference of reaction times (RT) in 
psychophysical experiment [Burr, 1998]. A response with low 
correlation coefficient means an activity in MT. In almost all 
subjects, the responses existed in luminance motion experiment, 
but didn't in color motion experiment. However, one subject had 
the response at 560ms in color motion experiment, and the source 
was localized at the vicinity of MT. This study was not enough to 
explain the difference of color motion responses with low 
correlation coefficient, but the agreement between the latency of 
MEG response and RT suggested that luminance and color motion 
at low speed was processed in similar pathways after V1. 
Furthermore it was suggested that the difference between 
luminance and color motion was mainly caused at retina or lateral 
geniculate nuclei (LGN).  
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Figure 3. iso-contour map of specified latency. left: the response at 
306ms in color motion experiment (GOF 91.5). right: the response at 
272ms in luminance motion experiment (GOF 82.3).

Figure 4. Localized sources of the specified responses. upper: the source 
of the response at 306ms in color motion experiment. lower: the source 
of the response at 272ms in luminance motion experiment. 

Figure 2. Time course of RMS ratio (solid line) and correlation coefficient (dashed line) left:
luminance motion experiment. right: color motion experiment. 
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Figure 1. Gray-scale face stimuli: upright 
happy (H), upright neutral (N), inverted 
happy (IH) and inverted neutral (IN).    

Early visual responses to upright and inverted faces 
Susac, A.1, Ilmoniemi, R. J.2,3,4, and Supek, S.1

1Department of Physics, University of Zagreb, Croatia  
2BioMag Laboratory, Engineering Centre, Helsinki University Hospital, Finland 

3Helsinki Brain Research Center, Finland 
4Nexstim Ltd., Finland 

ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVE: The aim of this neuromagnetic study was to investigate neural substrates of face inversion effect at early latencies. METHODS: 
306-channel whole-head MEG system was used to record visually evoked responses to centrally presented upright and inverted faces from eight 
subjects with available MRI scans. MEG responses to four face stimuli were analyzed: upright happy, upright neutral, inverted happy and inverted 
neutral. Spatio-temporal localization assumed multiple-current dipoles in a spherical volume conductor. RESULTS: Depending on subjects, up to 
four sources were identified during the first 140 ms after stimulus onset in the occipital, occipito-temporal, and parietal regions. Our preliminary 
results indicated bigger differences in locations of current dipoles for upright vs. inverted than for happy vs. neutral conditions. CONCLUSIONS: 
Face inversion effect was evident at early latencies not only by a delayed and decreased amplitude of evoked responses but also by shifts in source 
locations that were activated by upright and inverted faces, respectively. 

KEY WORDS 

MEG (magnetoencephalography), face processing, face inversion, facial expression change, multiple-current dipoles, spatio-temporal source 
localization.  

INTRODUCTION

Inversion impairs recognition of faces more than recognition of non-face objects. Behavioral studies suggest that inversion disrupts holistic 
encoding employed to recognize upright faces [Farah, 1998]. A number of studies have shown delayed first positive deflection in MEG and EEG 
responses to inverted faces (e.g. [Linkenkaer-Hansen, 1998] [Susac, 2004]). The aim of this study was to examine underlying mechanism of the face 
inversion effect. Previous study [Watanabe, 2003] with 37-channel magnetometer and a hemi-field stimulation did not find differences in anatomical 
location of activated regions to upright and inverted faces. In this study we used a whole-head 306-channel system, centrally presented stimuli, and 
the number of averages was high in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio. 

METHODS

Eight men (age 22–40) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment. All subjects had available MRI scans. The study 
was approved by an Ethical Committee at the Helsinki University Central Hospital.  

Gray-scale face stimuli were presented centrally with a visual angle of 2.7º x 2.2º for 150 ms. During the inter-stimulus interval of 450 ms the 
subjects fixated on a dark gray cross at the center of the screen. Face stimuli were presented in an oddball paradigm with a task of silent counting of 
the target face with glasses stimulus. Standard stimuli from four conditions were analyzed here: upright happy (H), upright neutral (N), inverted 
happy (IH) and inverted neutral (IN) (Figure 1). Eight hundred standard stimuli were presented for each condition. 

The MEG data were recorded with a 306-channel whole-head system (Vectorview, Elekta Neuromag, Helsinki, Finland) in a magnetically 
shielded room (Euroshield Ltd., Eura, Finland) simultaneously with a 60-channel MEG-compatible electrode cap at the BioMag Laboratory, Helsinki 
University Central Hospital. Horizontal and vertical eye movements were monitored with electro-oculogram (EOG) electrodes placed above and 
below the left eye and lateral to each eye. Epochs with EOG exceeding 150 V were excluded from averaging. The data were recorded with a 
passband of 0.1–200 Hz, sampled at 600 Hz, and averaged on-line. The data were digitally filtered off-line with a 40-Hz lowpass filter. Data analysis 
was carried out with BESA (MEGIS Software GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany) and BrainVoyager (Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, Netherlands) 
software packages. 

RESULTS 

Spatio-temporal localization of current dipoles revealed, depending on subjects, three to four sources activated during the first 140 ms after the 
stimulus onset in the occipital, occipito-temporal, and parietal regions. Figure 2 illustrates locations and time courses of three dipoles in occipital 
regions that explained the data for subject S1 in time window 80-140 ms for two conditions. Even visual inspection reveals differences in locations of 
dipoles through conditions. Table 1 summarizes displacements of sources across all conditions. Displacement was bigger for pairs upright/inverted 
than for happy/neutral. Source 1 was sensitive to inversion and not to the change of facial expression. Its time course showed that it started slightly 
later and was weaker for inverted happy face compared to upright happy face (Figure 2).  

 Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 
H vs. N 1.6 4.8 12.2 
H vs. IH 13.3 7.4 21.2 
IH vs. IN 3.2 6.8 9.2 
N vs. IN 11.3 15.2 22.4 

Table 1. Displacement of current sources in millimeters across conditions for subject S1. 
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Locations and dynamics of current dipoles showed inter-individual differences. However, the comparison of displacements across subjects and 
conditions demonstrated that face inversion for the both facial expressions caused bigger displacement than facial expression change for upright and 
inverted faces (p < 0.05). Time courses of some dipoles (i.e., dipole 1 in Figure 2) showed later activation and smaller amplitudes for inverted faces. 

Figure 2. Estimated best-fitting current dipole locations and their time courses in the time window 80-140 ms post-stimulus for subject S1 for upright 
happy (left panel) and inverted happy faces (right panel). The strength of dipole moments is given in nAm.  

DISCUSSION 

Previous MEG studies with central presentation of faces reported two ([Linkenkaer-Hansen, 1998]) or one ([Swithenby, 1998]] [Halgren, 2000]) 
current dipoles or could not determine the location of dipoles before 140 ms ([Sams, 1997]). [Watanabe, 1999] and [Watanabe, 2003] used hemi-field 
stimulation and identified three sources up to 240 ms. In the present study with centrally presented face stimuli we identified three to four current 
dipoles during the first 140 ms after the stimulus onset. 

In contrast to [Watanabe, 2003] our results demonstrated differences in locations for upright and inverted faces. Such results suggest early 
processing related to faces because physically the same upright and inverted faces activated distinctive brain regions. [Liu, 2002] reported face-
selective MEG response occurring only 100 ms after the stimulus onset. In the present study we found current dipoles active at this latency and their 
location and dynamics were sensitive to the face inversion. Therefore, our results support Liu’s conclusion that initial stage of face categorization 
takes place as early as 100 ms post-stimulus.  
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Magnetoencephalographic (MEG) Correlates of Eye Blinking 
T. Bardouille, T. Picton 

Rotman Research Institute, Toronto, Canada 

This study analyzed the spatial and temporal characteristics of current sources during voluntary eye blinking.  An evoked slow wave (lasting 
approximately 400 ms) and induced activity with frequencies above 30Hz occur bilaterally over fronto-temporal MEG sensors.  Equivalent current 
dipole (ECD) [1] source analysis at the peak of the evoked wave gives a dipole within each eye for all subjects.  Group analysis using synthetic 
aperture magnetometry (SAM) [2] detects volumes of activation in the eyes from 1 to 20Hz and from 32 to 64Hz, and a bilateral activation of the 
primary visual cortices at frequencies between 18 and 64Hz.  Group wavelet analysis of SAM “virtual channels” at the peak locations in each eye 
indicates that event related synchronisation occurs below 20Hz and above 32Hz peaking 50-100ms after the onset of the blink wave onset.  Event 
related synchronization is observed in the primary visual cortices between 20Hz and 60Hz beginning 150 ms after the blink wave onset. 
This research was funded by a grant from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research.  
[1] Hamalainen, M., et al. 1993. Magnetoencephalography-theory, instrumentation, and applications to noninvasive studies of the working human 
brain: review. Mod. Phys. 65 (2), 413-496. 
[2] Robinson, S.E., Vrba, J. 1998. Functional neuroimaging by synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM). In: Yoshimoto, T., Kotani, M., Kuriki, S., 
Karibe, H., Nakasato, N. (Eds.), recent Advances in Biomagnetism. Tohuku University Press, Sendai, pp. 302-305. 

Differential activation of visual areas V1 and V5 by pattern reversal stimulation 
U. Barnikol1, J. Dammers1, T. Fieseler1, F. Boers1, A. Muren1, S. Wuttich1, H. Mohlberg1, G. Hesselmann3, K. Amunts1, K. Zilles1,2, M. 

Niedeggen3, P.A. Tass1,4

1Institute of Medicine, Research Center Jülich, Germany,  
2C. and O. Vogt Institute for Brain Research, Heinrich Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany, 

3Institute of Experimental Psychology, University of Düsseldorf, D-40225 Düsseldorf, Germany, 
4Department of Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery, University of Cologne, Germany 

We study the differential activation of visual areas V1 and V5 during early visual information processing in eight healthy subjects in a full-field 
pattern reversal task (black and white checkerboard). Magnetic fields are registered with a whole-head magnetometer system (Magnes 2500 WH, 4D-
Neuroimaging) with 148 SQUIDS and averaged relative to stimulus onset. The underlying current source density is determined by means of the 
magnetic field tomography [1]. Brain areas displaying stimulus-locked responses are anatomically identified with anatomical probability maps [2]. 
Our approach reveals transient responses in V1 and V5 in all eight subjects.  
[1] Ioannides, A.A., Bolton, J.P.R., et al 1990. Continuous probabilistic solutions to the biomagnetic inverse problem. Inverse Problems 6, 523-542 
[2] Amunts, K., Malikovic, A., et al 2000. Brodmann’s area 17 and 18 brought into stereotaxic space – Where and how variable? NeuroImage 11, 66-
84
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 Activation of MT/V5 and Inferior Parietal Lobe During the Detection of Changes in the Direction of 
Coherent Motion Stimuli 

D. Cheyne1, J. C. Martinez-Trujillo2, E. Simine2, W. Gaetz1, J. K. Tsotsos2

1Neuromagnetic Imaging Lab, Hospital for Sick Children Research Institute, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
2Centre for Vision Research, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Magnetic responses were collected using a whole-head MEG system (CTF Systems) while subjects viewed linearly moving random dot patterns 
(RDP) presented to the left or right hemifield (7.8 deg eccentricity) moving in one of four cardinal directions. A change in motion direction (+/- 40 
deg) was introduced 500 ms after motion onset for a period of 50 ms followed by a return to the original direction. The subjects indicated whether the 
direction change was clockwise or counterclockwise with a button press. An evoked response was observed in all subjects 90 – 100 ms following the 
onset of the direction change.  Three-dimensional images of source power increases during the response to direction change were computed using 
synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM), spatially normalized and averaged over all subjects using SPM-99. These source images showed activation 
predominantly in the vicinity of the contralateral MT and in the right inferior parietal lobe (IPL), independently of the side of stimulation.  The time 
course of activation in these brain areas was also assessed using virtual sensor analysis showing different timing and sensitivity of MT areas and IPL 
to motion onset and direction change events.  Our results provide the first evidence that the contralateral human MT+/V5 complex contains neurons 
sensitive to the detection of direction changes in moving stimuli, and that these changes are accompanied by activation of the right hemisphere IPL 
possibly reflecting the specialization of this brain area for attending to changes in visual motion attributes independently of the hemifield of 
stimulation. 
Supported by CIHR, NSERC, NCE IRIS and a Canada Research Chair in Computational Vision to J.K.T 

Problems in achieving Simultaneous Eye Tracking using Infrared-oculography (IROG), Electro-
oculography (EOG) and MEG  

Kenji Haruhanna1, Max Burbank1, Masaki Maruyama1, Naruhito Hironaga1,2, Lichan Liu1 and Andreas A. Ioannides1

1Laboratory for Human Brain Dynamics, Brain Science Institute (BSI), RIKEN, Wako-shi, Japan 
2Cognitive Functional Representation, Department of Brain Science and Engineering, Graduate School of Life Science and Systems 

Engineering, Kyushu Institute of Technology, Kitakyu-shu, Japan  

The magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signal generated by sources of interest in the brain is often contaminated by contributions from within or very 
close to the eye. These are generated by diverse mechanisms that include variations in the direction and magnitude of the cornea-retinal potential and 
electrical activity in the nerves and muscles that move the eye.  In many modern MEG experiments it is desirable to de-convolve the ocular and brain 
components of the signal and/or to know the gaze position during the experiment. A first step in this direction is the reliable recording of the eye 
position and the electrical potential around the eye together with the MEG signal. Techniques used so far for this purpose include Infrared-
oculography (IROG), Electro-oculography (EOG) and the MEG signal itself (MEG).  Conflicting requirements made by each technique introduces 
serious compatibility issues that must be addressed in a systemic way to allow for a successful simultaneous recording of the electric and magnetic 
signal and the eye position.  This paper describes simultaneous IROG, EOG and MEG measurements developed and used for visual experiments and 
the study of eye movements. Issues of calibration, co-registration, timing synchrony and errors are discussed with examples of the recorded data from 
actual MEG studies.  
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Inversion and contrast-reversal effects on early face processing assessed by MEG 
R.J. Itier1, A.T. Herdman1, T.W. Picton1, M.J. Taylor2

1The Rotman Research Institute, Baycrest Centre for Geriatric Care, Toronto, Canada 
2CerCo – CNRS, Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France 

Inversion and contrast-reversal impair face recognition by disrupting the configural processing of faces but their effects are not well understood. The 
face-sensitive magnetic M170 component is delayed by inversion but is as large as the M170 recorded to upright faces, a result at odds with ERP 
studies reporting both a delay and an amplitude-increase of the face sensitive N170. Contrast-reversal of faces also increases and enlarges the N170 
but the effects of this manipulation on the magnetic M170 are unknown. We assessed inversion and contrast-reversal effects on face processing using 
MEG in a face recognition task. Inverted, contrast-reversed and normal upright faces were presented for 500ms, blocked by face type; subjects (21) 
responded to repeated faces (2-back repetitions). MEG activity was recorded using a 151 sensor CTF system. To assess general effects of inversion 
and contrast-reversal on early face processing, preliminary analyses were performed on the non-repeated faces by comparing the global field power 
(GFP) generated for each condition, using bootstrap statistical tests. Results showed that the GFP to inverted and contrast-reversed faces was larger 
than the GFP to upright faces during 170-180ms, due to a delay in the M170 component. Inversion also produced a larger GFP peak around 230-
240ms, an effect not significant for contrast-reversed faces and likely corresponding to the M250, which we would speculate is the magnetic 
equivalent of the P2, a component that has not previously been shown to be sensitive to inversion. These results suggest face processing is similarly 
delayed by inversion and contrast-reversal at the latency of the M170, and that inversion causes additional later effects on the processing. 

Event related field P2m derived from visual attention to the hemi-space 
T Maeno1,2, K Gjini1, K Iramina1, F Eto2, S Ueno1

1 Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, Graduate School of Medicine, University of Tokyo, Japan 
2 Dept. of Rehabilitation, University of Tokyo Hospital, Japan  

This study aimed to measure the event related field P2 using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and to locate the equivalent current sources related to 
visual attention in the hemi-space. The amplitude of P2m increases when subjects perceive the stimuli or pay attention to the stimuli.  
Three volunteer subjects were requested to look at a train of visual oddball stimuli. The oddball stimuli consisted of a square on one side of the visual 
field and a circle on the other side. Subjects were requested to push a button at the visual cue 800 msec after the target stimuli were displayed. MEG 
activities were recorded at 204 SQUID channels over the head. Neuromag system was used for the source estimation. 
The event related field P2m was observed at around 200msec after the onset of the target stimuli. Estimated sources from P2 were located on the 
occipital lobe, the temporal lobe, and the frontal lobe for the target stimuli.  
The activity of the P2 may be located on the occipito-temporal region (the ventral pathway of the visual perception) and the frontal lobe (the frontal 
eye field) may be also activated according to the attention. 
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MEG source analysis of early visual responses: Comparison of equivalent current dipoles and noise-
normalized minimum norm estimates 

H.K.M. Meeren1, S.P. Ahlfors2, M.S. Hämäläinen2, B.L.M.F. De Gelder1, N. Hadjikhani2

1F.C. Donders Laboratory of Affective and Cognitive Neuroscience, Tilburg University and Nijmegen University, The Netherlands; 
2MGH/MIT/HMS Athinoula A. Martinos Center, Charlestown, MA, USA.  

We investigated the feasibility of using visual evoked magnetic fields (VEFs) and MEG noise-normalised minimum norm estimate (MNE) as a tool 
to study the retinotopic organization of the visual cortex. Whole head MEG recordings were made with a 306-channel Neuromag VectorView system 
in normal subjects. Checkerboard patterns (33 ms duration; ISI=250-450 ms) were presented in the four visual quadrant fields (upper right, upper left, 
lower left and lower right). The stimuli consisted of 45° polar wedges of black and white checks with radial orientation and check sizes increasing 
with eccentricity. Source analysis was performed using multiple equivalent current dipole (ECD) modeling and noise-normalised MNE visualized on 
realistic cortical surface reconstructed from high-resolution MR images [1]. The MEG results were compared with retinotopic brain maps obtained 
with fMRI. The first prominent VEF component started around 35-40 ms after the stimulus onset and peaked between 60-75 ms. The MNE showed a 
relatively focal onset in the calcarine fissure in agreement with the well-known retinotopy, i.e.upper field responses in the lower bank and lower field 
in the upper bank of the contralateral hemisphere. The activation appears to spread out rapidly toward the lateral convexity of the occipital pole and 
the lateral occipital cortex, and later to the parieto-occipital sulcus. The spatiotemporal patterns of the MNEs were in agreement with the ECDs, and 
the locations of the current estimates corresponded with the retinotopic maps obtained with fMRI. The noise-normalised MNE appears to be a useful 
tool to study the time courses of retinotopy in the brain, providing complementary information to fMRI activation maps. 
[1] Dale et al. 2000, Neuron 26, 55-67. 

Human V5 response of Glaucoma Patients Demonstrated by MEG 
Hajime Nakamura 1), Takashi Nagamine 2), Satoshi Kashii 1, 3), Jun Matsubayashi 2), Yoshie Matsui 4), Yoshihito Honda 1, 3), 

Hidenao Fukuyama 2), Hiroshi Shibasaki 2). 
1) Department of Ophthalmology & Vis Sci, Kyoto Univ Grad Sch Med, Kyoto, Japan; 2) Human Brain Research Center, Kyoto Univ 

Grad Sch Med, Kyoto, Japan; 3) Ophthalmology, Osaka Red Cross Hospital, Osaka, Japan. 4) Ophthalmology, Kyoto-Katsura 
Hospital, Kyoto, Japan 

To investigate the visual motion perception in glaucoma patients. Five glaucoma patients (37-52 years) (GP) and seven healthy subjects (38-44 years) 
(HS) participated in this study. Visual evoked magnetic fields were measured in response to random dot kinematograms by using a whole head 
magnetometer. Coherent movement of 390 ms and random movement of 1320 ms were presented alternately in front of the left eye. During the 
coherent motion, total dots moved in a uniform one of four directions; (right, left, up, down). For HS stimulations of three different visual fields (full 
field, upper and lower hemi-field) were applied and only full field was tested for GP. The peak latency and peak amplitude were measured by the root 
mean square (RMS) of the local response. Clear responses were detected over the bilateral temporooccipital areas in all the subjects except one HS. 
As for the peak latency, there was no significant difference among the three different visual fields or between the hemispheres for HS (239±34, 
253±28, 254±44 ms on the right, 253±20, 293±19, 252±17 ms on the left; for full-field, upper and lower hemi-field, respectively). As for the GP, the 
mean latencies were 293±18 ms on the right and 296±40 ms on the left, respectively. There was no significant difference between the hemispheres. 
GP showed significant delayed response compared to HS. These findings suggest that the visual motion perception is impaired in glaucoma.  
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 Recognition of Facial Emotion 
A. Nakamura, B. Maess, T.R. Knösche, A.D. Friederici 

Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Germany  

Emotional expression in the face is one of the most important social signals for animals to infer one’s mind status. We analyzed the human brain 
mechanisms involved in recognition of facial emotion. Twenty right-handed healthy subjects participated. We measured visual event related magnetic 
responses during participants were discriminating; A) between faces with happy expression (FE+) and neutral (FE-), and B) between hands (HC) and 
faces (FC). Magnetic responses were measured using a 148-channel whole-head system. In each session, about 200 epochs/condition were collected, 
and averaged after rejection of artifacts. Data was analyzed as follows: First, individual brain surface current source density maps (CSD) in a 
realistically shaped volume conductor were calculated using the Minimum Norm Least Squares Technique. Second, each individual CSD data was 
spatially normalized onto the standard brain space. Third, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the CSD data of 3 conditions (FE+, 
FE- and FC) in order to extract spatio-temporally separable factors. Fourth, using spatial information from the PCA-factors, a region of interest (ROI) 
analysis was applied to the CSD data to obtain time courses of specific brain regional electrical activity. Using these methods, statistically significant 
brain regional electric activation in FE+ compared with FE- was found in the right somato-motor and inferior frontal cortices, and also in the left 
inferior temporal region. On the other hand, FC significantly activated the right inferior temporal region. These results suggest that 1) the right mirror 
neuron circuit plays an important role in recognition of facial emotion, and that 2) the right and left fusiform face areas work differently during 
categorization and analyzing facial emotion. 

Neuromagnetic Correlates of Object Visibility  
S.I. Smeets1 2, J. Schwarzbach1,2

FC Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging, the Netherlands1

Department of Psychology, University of Maastricht, the Netherlands2

Many studies have shown that visual stimuli can influence subsequent behavior without reaching awareness [1]. This raises the question to which 
extent the neural processing of a visual stimulus is actually affected when its visibility is changed by presenting a subsequent mask. 
This study investigates the neurophysiological signature of stimulus visibility using a whole-head MEG system (CTF Omega System, 151 sensors). 
Nine healthy subjects participated in the experiment where stimulus visibility was varied using metacontrast masking, a special form of visual 
backward masking in which target and mask are temporally and spatially separated. A diamond or square shaped target stimulus was followed by a 
mask stimulus at different stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA) ranging from 0 to 133ms. The mask stimulus was either a ring shape that produced no 
masking (control) or an open star shaped figure which produced a u-shaped masking function (masking condition) in a forced-choice target 
identification task. Components attributed to early visual processes (C1, visible at occipital sensors; C2, visible at parietal and midline sensors) were 
unaffected by stimulus visibility. However a later component, 200-250ms after target onset, did correlate with the masking function. These results 
indicate that early perceptual processes as feature extraction are unaffected by the mask, but that processes at a later stage in the course of object 
identification are interrupted by masking.  
1. Dehaene, S., Naccache, L., Le Clec’H, G., Koechlin, E., Mueller, M., Dehaene-Lambertz, G., van de Moortele, P., Le Bihan, D. (1998) Imaging 
unconscious semantic priming. Nature, 395, 597-600. 
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New insights into the nature of evoked responses 
P.A. Tass1,2,U. Barnikol1, T. Fieseler1, J. Dammers1, F. Boers1,

A. Muren1, S. Wuttich1, K. Amunts1, K. Zilles1,3, M. Niedeggen4 
1Institute of Medicine, Research Center Jülich, Germany,  

2Department of Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery, University of Cologne, Germany, 
3C. and O. Vogt Institute for Brain Research, Heinrich Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany, 

4Institute of Experimental Psychology, University of Düsseldorf, D-40225 Düsseldorf, Germany 

To extract evoked responses one averages the responses relative to stimulus onset across trials. The assumption behind this procedure is, that the 
response can be decomposed into a stereotypical evoked response plus additive noise. This assumption is not valid for several reasons [1]. Studies in 
generic oscillator models for evoked responses led to the following predictions: (i) Apart from generating a stereotypical response, interacting 
oscillatory neuronal populations may also switch between different responses across trials [2,3]. The switching can typically not be detected with 
standard averaging [2,3]. (ii) The standard method for estimating transmission times, i.e. the determination of the difference in time between the 
occurrence of evoked responses, fails when applied to oscillatory neuronal populations [3]. We verify both predictions [(i) and (ii)] in a visual evoked 
response MEG experiment with contour and motion stimuli. We demonstrate how transmission is reliably estimated with a stochastic phase resetting 
analysis.   
[1] Makeig, S., Westerfield, M., et al 2002. Dynamic brain sources of visual evoked responses. Science 295, 690-694 
[2] Tass, P.A. 2003. Stochastic phase resetting of two coupled phase oscillators stimulated at different times. Phys. Rev. E 67, 0519021-05190215  
[3] Tass, P.A. 2004. Transmission of stimulus-locked responses in two coupled phase oscillators. Phys. Rev. E, in press (April 2004) 

 Saccadic eye movement modulation of foveal word processing: a MEG study 
S. Temereanca; K. A. Reid; M. Hämäläinen; A.M.Dale; E. Halgren 

Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Harvard Medical School 
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129 

During natural viewing, saccadic eye movements are employed to bring the stimulus of interest onto the fovea. Visual information-processing is 
strongly modulated before and after the saccade through an unknown neural mechanism. Here, we used anatomically constrained 
magnetoencephalography (aMEG) to investigate the effects of eye movements on visual word processing during a semantic judgment task. The same 
set of words was presented foveally 1) during attentive fixation and 2) immediately after a saccadic eye movement. Saccade-related MEG activity 
was most pronounced in the dorsal and middle parietal cortex, peaking at ~ 200 ms after saccade onset. In addition, compared to stimulus-evoked 
MEG responses during attentive fixation, those following saccadic eye movements were larger in amplitude in the occipitotemporal and inferior 
temporal cortex, indicating post-saccadic modulation of the ventral visual processing stream.  The earliest modulation by saccadic eye movements of 
stimulus-evoked responses occurred in the occipital cortex at peak latencies of ~ 150 ms following stimulus onset, and spread to temporal cortex by ~ 
280 ms - 340 ms. Consistent with recent evidence in monkeys, our results suggest postsaccadic facilitation of early visual processing in humans 
during reading.  
Supported by NS18741 and NS44623. 
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Accelerated BEM for the Calculation of the potential and magnetic fields 
Akaln-Acar, Z., Gençer, N. G.

Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey  

ABSTRACT  

Localization of neural electrical activity in the brain using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) measurements is 
called electro-magnetic source imaging (EMSI). For accurate solution of EMSIs a numerical approach such as the Boundary Element Method (BEM) 
must be employed. In this study, an advanced realistic head model is used for solving the forward problem of EMSI using the BEM. The main 
drawback of using realistic head models is the computation time to solve the forward problem. Typically inverse problem algorithms require a large 
number of forward solutions. Thus, the speed of forward solutions directly affects the localization speed. To overcome this problem, two formulations 
are proposed to compute the transfer matrices for EEG and MEG that map the sources to the sensor fields. Once these matrices are calculated, very 
fast forward problem solutions can be obtained using only matrix multiplications. For a quadratic BEM mesh with 9680 nodes, individual forward 
solutions take 138 ms for 256 EEG electrodes and 197 ms for 256 MEG sensors on a Pentium IV 2.4 GHz computer.  

KEY WORDS 

Accelerated BEM, transfer matrix, realistic head model, EEG, MEG. 

INTRODUCTION

Electrical activity inside the human brain can be localized from potential (EEG) and magnetic field (MEG) measurements. Source localization 
consists of two sub-problems.  Calculating the potential distribution on the scalp and magnetic field distribution near the scalp surface due to a given 
source configuration is the forward problem. Finding the neural sources from the measured fields is the inverse problem. To increase the accuracy in 
the source localization, realistic head models are constructed using numerical methods. In this study, the Boundary Element Method (BEM) is 
employed for solving the forward problem [Gençer, 1999]. An advanced BEM implementation that uses quadratic, isoparametric elements is used. 
The implementation can handle intersecting tissue boundaries and the realistic meshes have about 10000 unknowns [Akaln, 2002]. When such 
complex models are used for source localization, the solution speed of the forward problem becomes a critical factor. Since the inverse problem 
algorithms require many forward solutions, even a small increase in the forward problem computation time becomes significant. A BEM formulation 
yields a matrix equation which must be solved to obtain the unknown potentials. For solving the matrix equation, first the BEM coefficient matrix is 
factorized or inverted reducing the solution time for subsequent forward solutions. One obvious way to further reduce the precomputation and 
solution times is to solve the fields only at the sensor positions. This can be done by computing a transfer matrix between the source distribution and 
the sensor fields. Several researchers have exploited this idea for EEG [Cuffin, 1995], [Fletcher, 1995], [Fuchs, 2001]. However, a method for 
computing a transfer matrix for the solution of the magnetic fields at the sensor locations has not yet been proposed. This study proposes a new 
approach for the calculation of both potential and magnetic fields using only matrix-vector multiplications after calculating the necessary transfer 
matrices.  

BEM SUMMARY 

The BEM is a widely used  numerical method to calculate the electric potential due to an electrical activity in the head [Barr, 1966]. In  this study, the 
related surface integrals are calculated numerically by dividing the surface into isoparametric quadratic  elements [Gençer, 1999]. If the potential is to 
be calculated at M nodes, then in matrix notation, it is possible to obtain the following equation: 

gA� 1��                            (1) 
where � is an M�1 vector of node potentials, A is an M�M matrix whose elements are determined by the geometry and electrical conductivity of the 
layers, and g is an M�1 vector representing the contribution of the primary sources. To eliminate the singularity in A, the method of matrix deflation 
is employed [Lynn, 1968].  IPA is implemented to overcome numerical errors caused by high conductivity difference around a layer [Hämäläinen, 
1989]. Once � is computed, B is calculated from the potential values. This can be written in matrix notation as follows: 

E�BB o ��                         (2) 

If there are n magnetic sensors, B is an 3n�1 vector representing the x,y,z components of the magnetic field at the sensor locations. B0 is the 3n�1
vector of magnetic fields at the same sensor locations for an unbounded homogenous medium (primary magnetic field). Here, E is an 3n�M
coefficient matrix determined by the geometry and electrical conductivity of the head, this second term is called the secondary magnetic field. 

ACCELERATED BEM FOR EEG 

Solution of equation (1) provides the potential at all nodes. � can be solved with iterative algorithms such as conjugate gradient, which are relatively 
slow, or by directly inverting or factorizing the A matrix, which is computationally very expensive. In the inverse problem solution, however, only 
the potential field at the electrode positions �e is required. For m electrodes, �e is an m�1 vector and can be expressed as:  

gXgDA� E
1

e �� �                            (3) 

Here, D is a matrix composed of 0’s and 1’s and chooses the relevant rows of A-1. Thus if the selected rows of A-1 are calculated and stored, then �e
can be calculated by a simple matrix-vector multiplication. Let XE be the transfer matrix for potential field calculations, it is defined as XE=DA-1.
Then, since (AT)-1 = (A-1)T, we can write ATXE

T=DT. Therefore we can construct the XE matrix row-by-row using ATxi=di where xi and di are the ith

rows of XE and D respectively using m matrix solutions. Once XE is precomputed, forward problem solutions are obtained using matrix-vector 
multiplications. When IPA is used, the g vector must be modified. g is modified using the potential field, �S, on the homogeneous surface of the 
modified layer [Hämäläinen, 1989]. For this purpose, the inverse of a sub-matrix AS which is the coefficient matrix of the the model having only the 
modified layer must be computed and stored. Then, �S can be computed with a vector-matrix muliplication of AS and gS.
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ACCELERATED BEM FOR MEG 

Note that calculation of the magnetic field using equation (2) requires the knowledge of the potential at all nodes. It is possible to express the 

magnetic field without explicitly computing �. The second term on the right-hand-side of Equation (2) can be written as: 

gXgEAE�B M
1

S ��� �                            (3) 

Where BS is the 3n�1 vector representing the secondary magnetic field. XM is the 3n�M transfer matrix for 
the magnetic field calculations. The transfer matrix and can be computed row-by-row by applying the same 
technique used in the calculation of XE. When IPA is used, the g vector must be modified as discussed 
above. This modification requires the inverse of  the AS sub-matrix to be computed and stored. 

RESULTS 

The computational complexity is measured for a realistic head model. The realistic model that is used 
in this study is shown in Figure 1. The mesh consists of 9680 nodes, 4864 elements and contains the 
following tissue types: Scalp (0.2 S/m), skull (0.005 S/m), CSF (1 S/m), brain (0.2 S/m) and eyes (0.5 
S/m). The computational cost of various stages of forward problem solutions are given in Table 1. The 
solutions are obtained using a 2.4 GHz Pentium IV computer with 1 GB memory, for a quadratic BEM 
mesh with 9680 nodes and 4864 elements. The total pre-computation time to calculate the potential field 
and the magnetic field takes 3.4 hours and 9.8 hours, respectively. After these pre-computations, a single 
potential field solution takes only 138 msec. and magnetic field solution takes 197 msec using IPA. 

Table 1. Computational complexity for a realistic mesh with 9680 nodes, the modified layer matrix has 2618 nodes. 
Matrix filling (A matrix, 9680 x 9680) 12 min. 
Single matrix solution (ATxi=di) 3 min. 
Calculation of the transfer matrix for EEG (XE) for 256 electrodes 3.2 hours 
Matrix filling (As matrix, 2618 x 2618) 2 min. 
Calculation of the inverse of As matrix 23 sec. 
Matrix filling (E matrix) for 256 sensors 28 sec. 
Calculation of the transfer matrix for MEG (XM) for 256 sensors (768 rows) 9.6 hours 
Calculation of the modified right hand side (RHS) 10 ms 
Calculation of the potential field (�e) for 256 electrodes 138 ms 
Calculation of the magnetic field (B) for 256 sensors (all x, y and z components) 197 ms 

DISCUSSION 

In this work, two new formulations  are proposed to calculate the potential and magnetic fields efficiently. After pre-calculating the relevant 
matrices, it is possible to obtain vary fast forward problem solutions. The accelerated BEM approach is employed for high solution speed required by 
the inverse problem algorithms. This work extends the accelerated BEM approach to calculate the magnetic field and it is also improved to use the 
IPA for both EEG and MEG solutions. Using this BEM implementation it is possible to create complex head models and obtain very fast forward 
solutions. Thus, it is possible to use global iterative inverse problem algorithms such as the genetic algorithms which require a large number of 
forward solutions. 
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Figure 1 Cross-section of the 
realistic head mesh
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Simulation of the Spreading Cortical Depression (SCD) Wavefront 
on the Surface of the Human Brain 

Kemal Durgut*, U�ur Baysal*, Jens Haueisen**

*Hacettepe University, Dept. Electrical and Electronics Enginnering, Ankara 06532 , Turkey 
**Friedrich Schiller University, Biomagnetic Center, Jena 07747, Germany

ABSTRACT 

Spreading Cortical Depression (SCD) is a wave of electrochemical changes at a slow rate that depresses the electrical activity of neurons when it 
spreads across the cerebral cortex. It has attracted the attention of investigators when it was first described by Brazilian physiologist A. A. P. Leao 
(1944) and many studies have been performed to explore the mechanism of SCD and the relationship of SCD to pathological brain functions. SCD 
has also been employed as a tool in research of the functional organization of the brain. A possible link between SCD and migraine is a hypothesis 
often found in literature.  In order to describe SCD data obtained in animal and possibly human studies by means of source localization, we propose a 
source model consisting of propagating current dipoles equally spaced along the wavefront. Starting from a point initiation, the wavefront dipoles 
spread with a given velocity along the cortical surface. Here, we present the results of numerical simulations, while the comparison with experimental 
results is planned in the next stage.  

KEYWORDS

Spreading Cortical Depression, SCD wavefront, migraine, source modeling, simulation  

INTRODUCTION

Spreading Cortical Depression is a biological phenomenon that has been known since 1944 and believed to be related with migraine. It was first 
described by the Brazilian physiologist A. A. P. Leao (1944) on the cortex of the rabbit brain. Spreading depression (SCD) is a slowly moving 
suppression of neuronal activity which propagates circularly through affected regions at a slow rate of 3-5 mm/min. Then the depression continues 
for about 1-2 minutes through the affected regions and the depressed area recovers after several minutes.  

SCD was discovered as an electrophysiological phenomenon and early researches on SCD have been concentrated on electrophysiological 
investigations revealing striking features of the process such as slow potential change, impedance increase. Later investigations of SCD were 
orientated to analyze the mechanism of SCD. The mechanism of SD has been investigated but up to now it still remains uncertain although some 
other hypotheses have been alleged. The physiological analysis was extended to the cellular level and the neurohumoral hypothesis of SD proposed 
by Grafstein [1956] rapidly gained support. According to the neurohumoral hypothesis of SCD; it is a chain reaction consisting of a series of casually 
linked events and potassium ions play an essential role on the mechanism of SD which is still thought to be the most important element underlying 
the mechanism of SCD [Grafstein, 1956]. The relationship of SCD to epilepsy, concussion, migraine and brain metabolism was explored and the list 
of brain structures susceptible to SCD was enlarged. 

Some of the previous researches were computational studies to explore the link between SCD and migraine. The current study proposes a 
computational model of SCD to be used in source localization procedures.  

Baysal and Haueisen [2002] have previously attempted to model the SCD on rat brain. The results have been satisfactory and the wavefront has 
been shown to spread over the relatively flat surface of the rat brain. In this work, it is aimed to extend this work for human brain. It is thought that, if 
the simulation will be successful, it will be possible to compare the simulated bioelectromagnetic field with in vivo measurements for comparison. 
This comparison may play an important role for describing the possible mechanisms of migraine in the human brain. 

METHODS

The cortical activity of SCD was modeled as a wavefront that move with a certain displacement in a certain time. The wavefront consist of 
equally spaced current dipoles, which represent cortical activity from a group of cortical neurons. The wavefront may be thought to be the outer limit 
of the cortex tissue over which the electrical activity has been depressed. It is assumed that the recovery period is long and the regions where the 
wavefront had traveled, will not recover till the wavefront reaches its limit on the brain.  

Dipoles, representing the neural activity at the wavefront, are located normal to the surface as so the neurons in the cortex tissue. In our work, 
dipoles are placed with 0.1 mm distance intervals. From this large set, the user can also select modeling inter-dipole separation starting from 0.2 mm. 
Figure 1 shows contours of the wavefront represented by 0.5 mm separated dipoles. These intervals may be varied. 

The time interval (i.e. the velocity of the traveling wavefront) may be set up by the user and can be set to any arbitrary value to correctly 
represent the wavefront spreading. In summary, the source model is defined by its starting point, its velocity, the dipole spacing and the maximum 
radius.   

The numerical model of the cortex surface is obtained with the help of segmentation from 256 cross-sectioned, T1 weighted, 1mm spaced MRI 
images, in the Friedrich Schiller University. Then this data is set to three-dimensional coordinate data, by converting to discrete finite elements.  In 
this work, one realistic human brain surface consists of 33038 triangles. These triangles form the approximate, numerical three-dimensional (3D) 
rigid shape of the human cortex. This 3D structure is visualized by using specially developed visualization software for biomagnetic studies 
[Ziolkowski et al. 2002].  

The program for the computation of the source model is designed to run either in batch mode or in user interactive mode (Windows Visual C++ 
environment). It receives the surface data by loading a user-selected file. Then the X,Y,Z coordinates of the starting point of the SCD are defined. 
Inter-dipole separation, velocity and maximum SCD travel radius are defined as well. The output of the program is written into a text file that can be 
loaded by a visualization program given in [Ziolkowski et al. 2002] or a commercially available Curry (Neuroscan VA, USA) after selecting related 
format type entries. With a moderate computer infrastructure (Pentium 4, 512MB RAM, 40GB hard-disk) the simulation time is less than 10 minutes. 
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Figure 1. Visualization of the SCD dipole model on human brain surface. The spreading starts at the point whose spatial 
coordinates are (x,y,z)=(29.0, 93.3, 14.0) chosen arbitrarily. The maximum radius of the spreading has been set to be 35 mm to 
yield about 40 cm2 of depressed surface area. 

RESULTS 

By using human brain surface data of a healthy volunteer, our initial simulations result in a satisfactory wavefront spreading (Fig.1). The 
simulations have been performed on the back region of the human brain due to most common nature of migraine activity occurrence but it may be at 
any point on the surface of the brain. The inter-dipole separation is around 0.5 mm (with an uncertainty of 0.01 mm) and the spread has been 
terminated at a maximum radius of 35mm. The area of electrical depression is about 40 cm2.   

CONCLUSION 

In this work, SCD modeling has been demonstrated by using software that distributes current dipoles on brain surface data, where the starting 
point coordinates and other modeling parameters are given. The next steps include the comparison of the simulated magnetic fields based on the 
model proposed with experimental measurements and the development of a source localization scheme for the new source model.  
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ABSTRACT 

The solution of the forward problem is a fundamental component of any inverse method for computing the activity of sources in MEG and MCG 
data.

Due to the linearity of the forward model, the lead field matrix is at the heart of any algorithm for the solution of the forward problem.  
Within the framework for the inverse problem solution given by the OMEGA software, a new approach for the lead field calculation, based on the 

Magnetic Lead Field Theorem [Nolte, 2003], is implemented together with the pre-existent solution based on the boundary element method (BEM). 
In our implementation, an optimized version of the original Lead Field Method (LFM) algorithm is used. The two approaches were tested for the 
dipolar source model for which the dipole localization showed that the results of the BEM and the LFM are very similar. Furthermore, with LFM we 
are able to compute up to 5000 fields per second with an execution time 30 to 90 times shorter than that of the BEM approach. Therefore, a global 
improvement in the execution time for the inverse calculation has been achieved. 

KEY WORDS 

Forward problem, boundary element method, lead field method, volume conductor model, benchmark.  

INTRODUCTION

The biomagnetic magnetoencephalographic (MEG) inverse problem is that of determining the active site in the brain from the magnetic field 
pattern recorded outside the skull. For this purpose, it is essential to be able to compute the magnetic field generated by a given primary current 
distribution, i.e. the forward problem. The dependency of the magnetic field on the characteristics of the volume conductor makes the forward 
problem inherently complicated. If the source lies in deep within the brain, a realistically shaped volume conductor model is needed [Tissari, 1994]. 
In a more realistic approach, the volume conductor can be modeled as being piecewise homogeneous with isotropic compartments, i.e. scalp, skull, 
white matter, gray matter. However, for this type of volume conductor model, there is no analytical representation available. Therefore complicated 
numerical methods must be used to solve for the magnetic field. The classical strategy is to use Boundary Element Method (BEM).

The bottleneck of this method though, is the solution of a large, dense system of linear equations resulting in high computational cost. To 
overcome this limit, a new approach for the field calculation, called Lead Field Method (LFM), which is based on the Magnetic Lead Field Theorem, 
has been recently presented [Nolte, 2003]. 

In this work, the computational performances from the two forward methods (BEM and LFM) are studied in order to increase the global
performance of the inverse calculation.  

METHODS

The two forward approaches were implemented and tested for the single dipole source configuration model. The homogeneous, single-surface, 
realistic volume conductor, which was obtained from an MRI followed by a segmentation procedure of the inner skull (Fig. 1), was used as a volume 
conductor model together with its spheroid approximation. The points used to describe the volume conductor were distributed so that their density is 
higher where the curvature of the surface needs to be better approximated. The single dipole 
was used as a source model. 

      The Boundary Element Method [deMunck, 1992] [Ferguson, 1994] is the standard 
technique used to calculate the global field generated by an active source inside the head. The 
magnetic field can be calculated by the Geselowitz’s formula [Geselowitz, 1970] as the field 
generated by the impressed current plus the effect of the secondary source at the conductivity 
interface. To compute the field, it is therefore necessary to calculate the potential distribution 
over the surface, which is thereby tessellated into an appropriate number of triangles. A 
collocation method, with linear basis functions, is used to approximate the potential values at 
each vertex of the triangles. From the potential values at the node points, the magnetic field 
can be analytically calculated as a linear combination of vector functions [Ferguson, 
1994][Tissari, 2003].  

The Lead Field Method is implemented as an alternative strategy to solve the forward 
problem. Defining the lead field as the vector field describing the sensitivity distribution of a 
magnetometer in the MEG system, the LFM algorithm expresses the lead field as the 
difference between the lead field for an arbitrary volume conductor model (the spherical model is chosen in this implementation) and the gradient of 
a harmonic function such that the full lead field is tangential at the volume conductor surface [Nolte, 2003]. This harmonic function can be expanded 
in series of fixed harmonic functions, whose coefficients must be estimated for each MEG channel, in order to obtain the full expression for the lead 
field. Once the set of coefficients is estimated, the actual magnetic field generated by the given source is determined by evaluating the lead field. 

By implementing these algorithms, an accurate optimization is carried out, with particular attention placed on the pre-computation of the 
quantities, which are functions of the volume conductor and of the geometry of the MEG system only (e.g. the coefficients of the harmonic expansion 
in the LFM and the solid angles matrix in the BEM). 

The speed performance of the BEM and LFM algorithms, for different orders of the harmonic expansion, were estimated, for a given source 
configuration and for a given volume conductor model, by means of a dedicated profiling. Further tests were performed by varying the number of 

Figure 1. Spheroid and realistic volume  
conductor models. 
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points in the volume conductor model in order to test the performance of modified computational loads for the algorithms. Two examples for 1700 
and 3000 points volume conductor models are presented here. 

RESULTS 

Comparable results were obtained for the calculated field using the BEM and the LFM. The field results for the forward calculation, using the 
spheroid as volume conductor, are considered as a numerically exact solution when obtained with the LFM having an order of 40 for the harmonic 
expansion. [Nolte, 2003]. The accuracy of the results obtained from lower order LFM or by BEM is evaluated in comparison to the numerically exact 
solution. In this way, the relative error of the field values can be used to establish a relationship between the accuracy of the solution and the time 
demand of the algorithm for the forward calculation. 

The speed results for the BEM and for LFM, for the realistic volume conductor model and the spheroid respectively, are shown in Tables 1 and 2.  

Single forward calculation time (ms)
BEM 113.36 � 0.02 

LFM order 5 0.18 � 0.02 
LFM order 10  0.77 � 0.02 
LFM order 20  2.56 � 0.02 

Single forward calculation time (ms)
BEM 113.35 � 0.02 
LFM order 5 0.19 � 0.02 
LFM order 10 0.79 � 0.02 
LFM order 20 2.61 � 0.02 
LFM order 40 10.61 � 0.02 

         Table 1. Realistic volume conductor model.   Table 2. Spheroid volume conductor model. 

DISCUSSION 

The LFM forward method provides a significant gain in the speed performance of the forward calculation with an important global enhancement 
of the time needed to localize a dipolar source in the brain. The high order LFM is already 30 times faster than the BEM method. If the order of the 
expansion is lowered, a higher factor is gained. In this way, single dipole localization can be performed almost immediately, even when a high order 
LFM is required for each of the volume conductor models used, perhaps opening the way for including dipole localization in the on line, real time 
analysis of biomagnetic signals. 
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ABSTRACT

How model complexity influences the EEG source localizations was studied with three different finite element models of the head constructed
from segmented MR images of an adult male subject. The complexity of the models varied from 9 to 11 tissue types. The lead fields due to dipolar
sources in the motor cortex were computed for all three models. The inverse source localizations were performed with a exhaustive search pattern in
the motor cortex area. A set of 100 trial inverse runs were made. It was found that the model with most complexity performed best in localizing the
sources in the motor cortex area.

KEY WORDS

EEG, Finite Element, Head Models, Inverse, Source Localization

INTRODUCTION

Highly heterogeneous finite element FEM models of the head have recently become increasingly popular for the solution of the forward and the
inverse problems in EEG and MEG. How different tissue surfaces influence the EEG source localizations is studied here. In particular, we examined
the effects of CSF, gray and white matter on the inverse source localizations in the motor cortex area. Our results complement previous other studies
where one has examined how realistic models of the head influence the forward and inverse EEG/MEG simulations. Previous studies with boundary
element models of the head have examined how volume currents affect the forward EEG simulations and also their effects on inverse source
localizations [Fuchs et al., 2001] [Fuchs et al., 2002]. Recently, a five tissue type FEM model of the head has also been used for EEG simulations
and source reconstructions [van Uitert et al., 2003] [Wolters et al., 2004]. These previous studies show that more complex head models account for
volume currents more precisely as compared to simpler, e.g., spherical, head models. Thus, highly heterogeneous finite element models of the head
have a potential to further improve the inverse source localizations.

METHODS

Finite element models of the head were constructed from the segmented MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) slices of an adult male subject. The T1
weighted sagittal MRI slices with 3.2 mm thickness were collected with a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa scanner. The original MR slices are of 256×256
resolution with 1 mm size pixels [Haueisen et al., 2002]. A total of 51 contiguous slices were used. Eleven tissue types were identified in the image
slices and then sub-sampled to a 2×2 mm resolution for forward and inverse simulations. The finite element model of the head has a voxel resolution
of 2×2×3.2 mm with a total of about 1.5 million voxels. We used four models:

Model 1: Full model with 11 tissue types.
Model 2: Model with the conductivity of gray matter was set equal to the white matter, i.e., 10 tissue-type model.
Model 3: Model with the conductivities of gray matter and CSF were set equal to the white matter, i.e., 9 tissue-type model.

Refer to figure 1 for model details. The  left figure (fig. 1a) for
model 1 has all the tissue surfaces intact. In the middle figure
(fig. 2b) for model 2, distinction between the gray and white
matter boundaries has been eliminated. Similarly, in the right
figure (fig. 2c) for model 3, there is no distinction between the
CSF, gray and white matter tissue boundaries.

Some of the tissue resistivity values used in the models are:
gray matter: 3.0; white matter: 7.0; CSF: 0.65; soft bone: 21.8;
hard bone: 160; scalp: 2.30. All resistivity values are in Ohm
meter. These values have been used by us before in our head
modeling studies [Haueisen et al., 2002]. These resistivity
values were used in model 1. In model 2, the resistivity of the
gray matter was set equal to the white matter resistivity (7.0
Ohm.m) to eliminate the distinction between the gray and white
matter. Other tissue resistivity values were kept same as in model 1. In model 3, the resistivities of gray matter and CSF were set equal to the white
matter resistivity (7.0 Ohm.m).

Using an adaptive finite element solver, the lead-fields at 145 scalp points were computed for all three models due to unit dipolar sources in the

Figure 1. Human head models with varying tissue complexities. (a) model 1 with
11 tissue-types, (b) model 2 with distinction between gray and white matter
removed, and (c) model 3 with no distinction between CSF regions, white matter
and gray matter.
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motor cortex area. The motor cortex within a volume of 3 cm cube was represented by 716 voxels. The lead fields were computed for x, y and z
orientations of the dipoles in the motor cortex. All computations were performed on an Intel 1.7 GHz workstation with 1.2 GB memory. Each run
took about 30 minutes. Post-processing and visualizations were done using Matlab software, version 6.5 (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). A 3-D view
of the head model and the scalp EEG electrode positions are shown in figure 2.

For the inverse source localizations, first the forward  problem was solved. The EEGs were simulated at 145
scalp electrodes using model 1. For each trial, a unit magnitude dipolar source was placed at a random
position in the motor cortex. Uncorrelated Gaussian noise was added to achieve the desired signal to noise
(SNR) ratio. These forward simulated EEGs were then used for inverse source localizations using the lead-
fields of three different models. Inversions were performed with the least-squares technique. An exhaustive
search pattern was used, i.e., inversion was performed for each possible source location in the motor cortex
and the site producing the smallest residual norm was selected as the best possible source location. A set of
100 trial inverse runs were made.

RESULTS

The mean localization errors (MLE) and standard deviations (STD) for 100 trials are shown in table 1. These
values show MLEs  increase as one goes from model 1 to model 2 and then to model 3 for each given SNR.
The localization errors are largest for the SNR of 0 db and become less for SNR of 10 and 20 db. It is
interesting to note the differences in localization errors between three models. The difference in MLE
between model 1 and 3 is approximately 2 mm at 0 db of SNR. This differences increases to approximately
6.3 mm at 20 db of SNR.

DISCUSSIONS

These results suggest that head model complexities influence the inverse source localizations. The above results also suggest that model 3 has larger
source localization errors as compared to the full model, i.e., model 1. In model 3, the difference between the CSF and brain matter was eliminated.
The resistivity of the CSF is less than the gray and white matter. So in full model the currents will follow the structural paths of CSF channels in the
brain tissue. In model 3 this distinction does not exist. CSF plays an important role in distributing the currents in a head model which eventually
influences the scalp potentials [Ramon et al., 2004]. This could also be the reason that model 3 performs poorly as compared to the model 1 in
inverse localization of the sources.
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Figure 2. A 3-D view of the head
model superimposed with 145 EEG
electrode positions.

SNR
(db)

Model 1
(mm)

Model 2
(mm)

Model 3
(mm)

0 9.12±5.93 10.64±5.41 11.28±5.6

10 1.36±2.38 3.03±2.73 7.04±3.18

20 0.072±0.42 1.17±1.72 6.35±2.41

Table 1. Mean localization errors±STD
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ABSTRACT 

       In bioelectric and biomagnetism studies, the most accurate localization of the signal-generating source is desired. Localization consists of solving 
the forward and inverse problem. Due to the ill posed nature of the inverse problem, it is necessary to solve the corresponding forward problem as 
accurate as possible. In this respect using Finite Element Method (FEM) to solve the forward problem allows us to include detailed information of 
tissue conductivity inhomogeneity and anisotropy in the numerical model. In this study computations of potential and magnetic field distribution 
were carried out using FEM employing Whitney elements [Bossavit, 1988]. Our aim is to evaluate how well Whitney elements can represent a 
confined source such as a dipole. Due to readily available analytical solutions, a spherical geometry was used in the simulations to assess the 
accuracy of the numerical method. It is demonstrated that current dipole patterns for electric and magnetic fields can be obtained with good accuracy 
using Whitney elements in FEM.  

KEY WORDS 

     Forward problem, Inverse Problem, Finite Element Method (FEM), Source Localization, Relative Difference Measure (RDM) 

INTRODUCTION

In electromagnetic source imaging, brain activity can be estimated by measuring potentials on the scalp and magnetic fields outside the head 
[Geselowitz, 1967],[Hamalainen, 1993],[Mosher, 1992]. A fundamental part of this method is the solution of the forward problem, that is, solving the 
potentials and magnetic fields knowing the source distribution and physical properties of the head. There are available analytical solutions for 
electrical and magnetic fields when the geometry has a special geometry such as a sphere, however in a realistic head model analytical 
representations are not available. We must rely on application of numerical methods to solve the fields accurately.  

The motivation to use Whitney form of finite elements is based on the ability of these elements to represent continuous nature of the source 
currents in the brain. Instead of dipoles, sources are estimated to be confined to a small number of elements and current is modeled to be continuous 
through faces of the adjacent elements. With these properties, the Whitney element formulation enables us to avoid point singularities and numerical 
instability in the computations, thus providing accurate results. 

METHODS

Whitney type elements were used in the FEM formulation to represent the primary current in the sphere. Second order basis functions were used 
in the calculation of the potentials on the mesh nodes. The motivation to use FEM in the calculation comes from the fact that, more realistic 
conductivity information could be incorporated into the model, such as, conductivity anisotropy, since the whole volume is discretized, compared to 
for example Boundary Element Method (BEM) where only a surface discretization is performed and information included in the model is restricted. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

The continuity equations and the scalar potential is considered in the boundary value problem 
given by Eqns. (1),(2),(3) and the weak formulation is given in Eqn.(4). 
Here � is our body of interest which contains the primary source depicted in Figure 1, �  is a 
symmetric conductivity tensor, u is the scalar potential. Here v is the test function in the weak 
formulation. The potential u is approximated with second order polynomial basis functions.
Jp is the primary source current density given in Whitney face elements. A 2-D representation of 
Whitney elements in the mesh is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. (a) Calculations are performed on the unit sphere. Electric field 
is calculated at points on the sphere. Magnetic field is calculated at the 
points on a cap located 1.1 times sphere radius away from the sphere 
center. (b) Tetrahedral division of the sphere volume for FEM calculation.  

Figure 2. Illustration of Whitney element in 2-D. 
The 2-form Whitney basis function guarantees that 
the current density is continuous in the normal 
direction between faces of adjacent elements. 
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RESULTS 

For the geometric configuration shown in Figure 1, the electric potential and magnetic field are calculated using FEM employing Whitney 
elements. The numerical results are compared with analytical results using relative difference measure (RDM).  

The comparisons are shown in Figure 3. The straight lines in Figure 3 are the linear fits for the calculated RDM values. The fit is helpful in 
showing the trend of the RDM error with respect to the mesh size. 

    (a)                             (b) 

                 

DISCUSSION 

A finite element method using 2-form Whitney elements is derived and simulations are performed on a unit sphere with homogeneous and 
isotropic conductivity. The aim of the study is to evaluate how well Whitney elements can represent a confined source such as a dipole. The results 
clearly show that Whitney element formulation behaves reasonably well with low percentage RDM errors for the chosen dipole eccentricity. Our 
ongoing study evaluates the effect of anisotropy using the same formulation. 
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Figure 3. a) The simulation results for potential depicting the change in RDM error with mesh size. 
b) The simulation results for magnetic field in the same fashion. The straight line in both cases show 
the linear fit to the obtained RDM values with respect to different mesh sizes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Accurate knowledge of the electromagnetic model of the fetal brain is required for quantitative fetal MEG (fMEG) signal analysis. The model is 
defined by the fetal head position, assuming that volume currents are confined to it. Head position can be located by 3D ultrasound. Since the 
ultrasound is presently not integrated with fMEG, there is a potential for fetal head motion when the mother moves between the two instruments. To 
interpret the fMEG data without accurate information about the fetal head position, a model search must be undertaken to localize not only the fMEG 
source within the fetal head, but also the fetal head within the maternal abdomen. Such model search results in multiple solutions with different 
source amplitudes, but with roughly the same fit errors [Vrba 2004]. We show that this behaviour is caused by the forward solution ambiguity. For a 
given measurement, there is a large region within the maternal abdomen within which all fetal head centers produce reasonably good explanation of 
the observed signal. The source positions within these different fetal heads are different, but the resulting signals are indistinguishable in the presence 
of even a small noise. Similar ambiguity also exists in adult MEG, where it usually does not pose a problem because the head position is well known. 

KEY WORDS 

Biomedical electromagnetic imaging, fetal magnetoencephalography, magnetoencephalography, equivalent current dipole, beamformer.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fields generated by the fetal brain were shown to be best 
modeled by equivalent current dipoles (ECDs) located within a fetal head 
represented by a conducting sphere electrically insulated from the maternal 
abdomen. Assuming further that the fetal head position is not known, the 
model can be determined by searching not only for the dipole parameters 
within the head, but also for the fetal head center coordinates [Vrba, 2004]. 
We show that such search finds a spatial region within the abdomen where 
differently positioned fetal heads produce indistinguishable field patterns 
(ambiguity region). We outline characteristics of the ambiguity region and 
show that they are roughly independent of the search method (nonlinear 
dipole fit or beamformer search). The simulation findings are in agreement 
with beamformer model search using measured data [Robinson, 2004]. 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

The fMEG sensors are uniformly distributed on the maternal abdomen 
surface, which is assumed to be bounded by a spherical section. The fMEG 
signal is simulated by placing a fetal head model (conducting sphere with an 
ECD in it) to a certain location within the abdomen. The model search is 
performed by moving the model sphere on a scanning grid and for each 
position finding the best fit ECD or a beamformer peak, Fig.1.a. When the 
best fit ECD is found outside the model sphere, the ECD is forced to the best 
fit on the model sphere surface. 

Assume that So and S represent the measured and modeled signal vectors, respectively. Assuming |So| = |S|, define ECD-like fit error function 
222 SSS �� o� . When the fetal head is in a correct position, the So and S will differ only by sensor noise and 2222 / S��� Mnoise �� , where 

M is the number of channels and � is the rms value of the sensor noise. Contours of constant 22
noise��  are shown in Fig.1.b. The contours exhibit a 

large, nearly circular area where 22
noise�� �� . This is the ambiguity region where different models cannot be distinguished. 
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Figure 2. (a) The best fit dipole positions relative to the assumed fetal head model. Vertical lines correspond to the vertical scanning direction 
through the model center grid. True ECD position is indicated by a larger circle; (b) Absolute positions of the model sphere centers and the 
corresponding ECD locations. Solid dots – best fit ECD positions, circles – assumed model sphere centers (ECD positions and sphere centers are 
offset vertically for clarity). The best fit ECD positions are connected to the corresponding model sphere centers by lines;  (c) Contours of the best fit 
ECD magnitudes. Center of the true head model is indicated by a dot. The magnitude diverges when the ECD approaches the model sphere center. (d) 
Dependence of the 0.01 2

noise�  contour diameter (ambiguity diameter) on the assumed fetal head radius. 
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Figure 1. Evaluation of forward solution ambiguity. (a) Geometry, 
true model corresponds to head center positioned at (0, 3, 16) cm 
relative to the spherical sensor shell center, head radius 7 cm, and 
ECD is located relative to the head center at (0, 5, 0) cm and is, in 
this case, oriented tangentially in the plane of the scanning grid. 
Center of the fetal head is moved on the scanning grid, separation of 
grid positions is 1 cm, grid plane passes throught the center of the 
sensor shell. Sensors are uniformly distributed on spherical 
abdominal surface with radius of 33 cm, nominal separation 
between sensors 8 cm, 37 channels. Dipole amplitude q = 15 nA.m 
and sensor noise is nwh = 3 fT rms/�Hz and bandwidth = 1 Hz; (b) 
Contours of constant 22

noise��  determined by ECD fit, 
395.02 �noise� .
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Figure 3. Contours of 22
noise��  for three different ECD positions, B, C, and D in (a) when the ECD is perpendicular to the scanning grid plane. 

Center of the true model sphere is at (0, 3, 21) cm and is indicated by black dots in (b, c, d). (b) ECD located at (0, 4, 0) cm, position B; (c) ECD 
located at (0, 2.83, 2.83) cm, position C; (d) ECD located at (0, 0, 4) cm, position D. 

Position of the best fit ECD relative to the model head changes when the model sphere center is moved through the scanning grid, Fig.2.a. This 
position change is roughly proportional to the model center motion, but is in opposite direction, Fig.2.b. For certain model sphere positions, the ECD 
moves to the center of the model sphere and its magnitude diverges. This is shown in a contour plot in Fig.2.c, where the dipole magnitude becomes 
very large for the model sphere position in the vicinity of (0, 6.5, 16) cm relative to the sensor shell center (note that the true dipole magnitude of 15 
nA.m is achieved only along the marked contours; the true head position (0, 3, 16) cm is positioned on the 15 nA.m contour, shown by a dot). 

The ambiguity region is independent of the number of channels and to some 
extent of the abdominal curvature. The ambiguity region also exists for the adult 
MEG configuration where the sensor shell is roughly concentric with the head. 
However, since in adult MEG we usually know where the head is positioned, the 
ambiguity has no effect. For the fetal head radii less than about 10 to 11 cm, the 
ambiguity region diameter monotonically increases with the fetal head radius rh as 
0.653 + 1.338rh (for sensor shell radius of 33 cm). This is illustrated in Fig.2.d. 

For a single ECD within a model sphere, the symmetry considerations dictate 
that the ambiguity region must be positioned in a plane defined by the true model 
sphere center, ECD position and the ECD vector. The scanning grid for the 
examples in Figs.1 and 2 was positioned in such a plane (ambiguity plane). If the 
scanning grid is inclined relative to this ambiguity plane, then the perceived 
ambiguity region will be an intersection of the scanning grid with the ambiguity 
region within the ambiguity plane. This is illustrated in Fig.3 where the ECD is 
perpendicular to the scanning plane. The narrow ambiguity regions are oriented 
along the lines connecting the ECDs with the model sphere center. 

Similar results as that discussed so far were also obtained with beamformers 
(SAM). The beamformers have advantage over the ECD fit because they can 
easily handle multiple ECDs. It was found that distant interferers outside the fetal 
head do not significantly affect the ambiguity region. However near interferers, 
even within a different model sphere, do affect the shape of the ambiguity region 
provided that their forward solution vector is not orthogonal to the source ECD. 
An example where the ambiguity region is enlarged by an interferer is shown in 
Fig.4 (when the interferer orientation in Fig.4 is rotated by �/2, its effect on the 
ambiguity region becomes negligible). Similar characteristics are found for interferers located within the source model sphere. When the source and 
interferer forward solutions are orthogonal, their ambiguity regions are independent. Synthetic SAM channels will retrieve correct waveforms for all 
models within the ambiguity region. Also, leakage from an interferer to the source is roughly comparable for all models within the ambiguity region. 

DISCUSSION 

A suitable model for the fetal MEG can be found by a model search where the ECD source position as well as the model sphere center are fitted 
to the measurement. Such search finds many equivalent models whose centers occupy a continuous region. For a single ECD, this region is located in 
a plane defined by the ECD position, ECD vector, and the true model sphere center (ambiguity region). If the knowledge of the fetal head and the 
corresponding source position are not important, all models within the ambiguity region will explain the measurement equally well (forward 
solutions corresponding to the models within the ambiguity region are not distinguishable in the presence of noise). The ambiguity region is affected 
by a nearby interferers and its shape can be enlarged or decreased by them. It is surmised that the interferers can enlarge the ambiguity region even 
away from the plane in which it is located for a single ECD. 

Similar ambiguity region also exists when the model search is conducted with beamformers, SAM Z2 = P/N, where P is the power and N is the 
noise projected by the beamformer (ambiguity region for P is difficult to evaluate because the power monotonically increases towards the model 
center). The SAM synthetic channels for the models within the ambiguity region also exhibit similar characteristics and are not distinguishable. 
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Figure 4. Increase of the ambiguity region when an interferer 
is brought to the model sphere vicinity (determined by SAM 
beamformer). (a) Geometry, sensor shell and true model as in 
Fig.1, true model dipole position (0, -4, 0) cm relative to the 
model sphere center, dipole source oriented in the plane of the 
scanning grid, amplitude 15 nA.m. An interferer is located in a 
model sphere centered at (0, -9, 12) cm relative to the sensor 
shell center, interferer dipole is positioned at (0, 2, 9) cm 
relative to the interferer model center. Interferer amplitude is 
50 nA.m and interferer is oriented in the plane of the figure; 
(b) Contours of constant SAM Z2 = 0.9. Solid line – interferer 
absent, dashed line – interferer oriented as in ‘a’ is present. Dot 
indicates position of the true model center.
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������ � Time for the computation of the MEG lead field basis on a

Mac-OSX PowerBook G4 and on Red-Hat Linux PC’s with either Xeon

or Pentium 4 architecture using the conventional AMG-CG and the new

AMG-CG with simultaneous treatment of multiple right-hand sides.
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Iterative solver techniques are used for the computation of EEG and MEG lead field bases for finite element method based volume conductor

mode ling. Within this paper, we will discuss a new efficient strategy, the algebraic multigrid preconditioned conjugate gradient method with

simultaneous treatment of multiple right-hand sides. We will show that this solver leads to a much higher cache hit rate, which speeds the

computation by more than a factor of 2. Together with the concept of the EEG and MEG lead field bases, the complexity of realistic high resolution

anisotropic finite element forward modeling within the EEG/MEG inverse problem is significantly reduced and can now be performed in

approximately the same time as boundary element head modeling.

���������

EEG/MEG Source Reconstruction, Finite Element Method, Lead Field Bases, Algebraic MultiGrid, Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Methods,

Treatment of Multiple Right-Hand Sides, Cache Algorithms

������������

When choosing the Finite Element (FE) method for volume conductor modeling within the EEG/MEG inverse problem, the construction of the

lead field bases requires “number of EEG/MEG sensors” many solutions of large sparse systems of linear equations [Wolters, 2004]. Therefore,

preconditioning techniques for the iterative solution process are important to speed the computation. It was previously shown that the Algebraic

MultiGrid preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (AMG-CG) method is a very efficient solver for inhomogeneous anisotropic high resolution FE

forward modeling [Wolters 2001, Wolters, 2002, Mohr, 2003]. Within this paper, we will discuss a new strategy for a further speedup, the

simultaneous treatment of multiple right-hand sides.

�������

In a first step, compared to the AMG-CG presented, e.g., in [Wolters, 2001], general algorithmical improvements were implemented for the new

Multiple Right-Hand Side AMG-CG (MultiRHS-AMG-CG) [Haase, 2003].

The old memory management for the stiffness and interpolation matrices was replaced by the classical Compact Row Storage (CRS) format in

order to decrease the number of cache misses. Within the AMG algorithm, defect calculation follows forward Gauss-Seidel (GS) smoothing and both

operations require matrix-vector operations. For symmetric stiffness

matrices, parts of the matrix-vector operation from the last GS

smoothing can be efficiently stored and reused by the defect calculation,

a merging which leads to a reduction of the operation count. The AMG-

procedure on the next coarser level is called with a zero- initial

correction vector. This can be used, too, so that the first forward GS

smoothing sweep on the coarser levels is reduced to half of the

arithmetic and memory operations. If a V-cycle is chosen, i.e., only one

pre-smoothing sweep is performed, the special structure of this

smoother on the coarser levels furthermore leads to a reduction of the

subsequent defect computation.

Since the RHSs in the lead field bases approach are computed

beforehand and the stiffness matrix remains the same, we can

simultaneously solve for a whole block of RHSs. The most

computationally expensive operations in the AMG-CG method are the

matrix-vector operations within the CG and within the AMG

components smoothing, defect calculation, interpolation and

prolongation. If the vector for one RHS is exchanged against a whole

block of vectors for multiple RHSs and if this block is not stored as a

matrix, but as a long vector (first the first entries of the RHSs, then the

second entries etc., resulting in a long vector), then each matrix entry

only has to be accessed once and can be multiplied to all corresponding

values in the block-vector. This procedure results in much higher cache

hit rates, which speeds the computations. For the simultaneous

treatment of 3 RHS, the inner loops were manually unrolled, leading to

a further reduction of the solver time.
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������ � Time for the computation of the EEG lead field basis on a Mac-

OSX PowerBook G4 and on Red-Hat Linux PC’s with either Xeon or

Pentium 4 architecture using the conventional AMG-CG and the new AMG-

CG with simultaneous treatment of multiple right-hand sides.
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As a basis for our computations, we chose a realistic anisotropic

tetrahedral FE model with 147287 nodes and 892115 elements, a

71 electrode EEG and a 147 channel MEG configuration. We

compared the computation time for the construction of the EEG

and MEG lead field bases for the Jakobi-preconditioned CG (J-

CG), the symmetric Incomplete Cholesky preconditioned CG

without fill-in (symIC(0)-CG) and the AMG-CG (see [Wolters,

2001] for these approaches) with the new MultiRHS-AMG-CG

while varying the number of simultaneously treated RHSs.

Speedup tests were performed on three different platforms, a Mac-

OSX with PowerBook G4 proc (1Ghz, 512 KB cache), a Red-Hat

Linux PC with Xeon proc (2.4Ghz, 512 KB cache) and a Red-Hat

Linux PC with Pentium 4 proc (3.2 Ghz, 1024 KB cache). The

computation time for the EEG/MEG lead field bases with J-CG

(symIC(0)-CG) on those three platforms were 4978/13361 sec.

(2620/7261 sec.), 1543/4061 sec. (729/2089 sec.) and 929/2512

sec. (498/1322 sec.). The results for AMG-CG and MultiRHS-

AMG-CG for MEG and EEG are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The

computation time for a specific number of simultaneous RHSs is

indicated above the curves.

����������

On all platforms, the treatment of multiple RHSs within the

new MultiRHS-AMG-CG reduced the computation time for the

EEG and MEG lead field bases by at least a factor of 2. With the manual unrollment of inner loops for the simultaneous treatment of 3 RHS, this

approach belongs to the fastest on all platforms so that we would recommend that choice for the RHS parameter. On platforms with a smaller cache

and a slower access to the main memory, the improvement of the data-structures by means of the CSR storage for stiffness and interpolation matrices

led to a further speedup factor of up to 1.38.

The combination of the lead field bases concept [Wolters, 2004] with the presented MultiRHS-AMG-CG solver for the setup phase reduces

significantly the complexity of anisotropic high resolution finite element head modeling. The computation for the presented head model with nearly a

million tetrahedral elements can be performed on a single processor platform in roughly the same time as boundary element head modeling. If the

resolution still has to be increased (e.g., to the resolution of the MRI), the use of the parallel version of our software NeuroFEM-Pebbles [Anwander,

2002] [Wolters, 2002] gets necessary in order to distribute the memory.

����������������
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Effects of head curvature and depth of cortex on spatial resolution of scalp EEG 
Walter J Freeman1, Ceon Ramon2, Mark D Holmes3

1Dept Molecular & Cell Biology, University of California at Berkeley CA 
2Dept Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle WA 

3Dept Neurology, University of Washington, Seattle WA 

Aim: To determine the maximal spatial resolution of EEG recorded at the scalp from underlying gyri.   
Method: A layer of point dipoles was constructed at a fixed depth below a simulated row of 64 recording electrodes at 3 mm intervals on the scalp. 
The 64 point dipoles were assigned source-sink densities using random numbers on each of 1000 trials with a single shell sphere. The point spread 
function (PSF) and spatial power spectral density (PSDx) were calculated from the simulated surface sites and averaged to compare with PSF and 
PSDx from EEG of normal subjects. Simulated depth and curvature varied in steps.  
Results: Variation of the curvature of the sphere from a radius of 9-100 cm (adult) and 5-10 cm (child) had negligible effect on PSF and PSDx. 
Variation in dipole layer depth showed that the half-amplitude radius of the PSF was equal to the depth in mm over a range of 5-25 mm. The PSDx 
showed corresponding loss of power in the spatial frequency range of 0.1-1.0 cycles/cm. Clinical data showed in comparison broader PSF and less 
power from 0.1-1.0 cycles/cm but nevertheless a significant peak near 0.5-1.0 cycles/cm.   
Conclusions: Calculation of the PSDx is unaffected by scalp curvature; application of the linear 1-D FFT to spatial data can be done without need for 
corrections by spherical geometry. The maximal resolution of neocortical spatial patterns of amplitude modulation is predicted to be 8.3 mm, 
requiring a sample interval of 3 mm to give a practical Nyquist frequency of 1.67 cycles/cm, corresponding approximately to the minimal width of 
human gyri. The diminished power in the mid-range of the PSDx of the EEG compared with that of the PSF is attributed to the high correlation of 
beta-gamma activity broadly over neocortex that still allows detection of differences in carrier wave amplitude in the spatial frequency range of the 
gyri.  

Modeling a Direct Effect of Neural Activity on MRI 
L. Heller, J.S. George, and D.M. Schmidt 

Biological and Quantum Physics Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 

heller pdf-file for abstract 
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Semi-analytic forward calculation for EEG in multi-shell realistic volume conductors based on the lead 
field theorem 

G. Nolte 
NIH, Bethesda, Maryland , USA  

In standard methods to solve the EEG/MEG forward problem for piecewise homogeneous and isotropic volume conductors one either solves an 
integral equation defined on the boundaries of the shells (BEM) or a differential equation defined in the whole volume conductor (FEM). In [1] a 
different approach was proposed for MEG: solve the differential equations for the magnetic lead field by expanding the correction to the spherical 
lead field in a basis of harmonic functions and set the coefficients according to the boundary conditions. It was shown that the algorithm is extremely 
fast, essentially exact for a spheroid, and, most importantly, absolutely stable even for sources directly on the surface. We here generalize this method 
to multi-shell EEG. In contrast to MEG, EEG sensors are located on the surface giving rise to potential singularities in the boundary conditions. While 
in analytic solutions for a multi-sphere volume conductor these singularities unevitably cause bad convergence properies for sources close to the 
surface, a semi-analytic approach allows more freedom to handle these singularites effectly resulting in a stable forward calculation for all dipole 
locations.  
[1] Nolte G; The magnetic lead field theorem in the quasi-static approximation and its use for MEG forward calculation in realistic volume 
conductors.  Phys Med Biol. 48(22);  pp 3637-52; 2003.  
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Electro-Magnetic Source Imaging with Realistic Head Models 
 Using the Genetic Algorithms 

Akaln-Acar, Z., Gençer, N. G..

Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey  

ABSTRACT  

Localization of neural electrical activity in the brain using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) measurements is 
called electro-magnetic source imaging (EMSI). In this study, an advanced realistic head model is used to solve the forward and inverse problems of 
EMSI using the Boundary Element Method (BEM). The source localization is performed using the Genetic Algorithms (GA). First, the validity of 
GA on source localization is tested using a spherical geometry with Monte-Carlo simulations. The average localization error was found to be 0.15 cm 
when SNR=10 for a grid of 51 dipoles located at the positive x-z plane on a 3-shell spherical model. Then, three different realistic BEM head models 
are generated to investigate the effects of model complexity on EEG and MEG source localization. The realistic BEM models are constructed using 
quadratic isoparametric elements, and contain different number of tissues. The first mesh models brain, skull and scalp layers. The second mesh adds 
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer and the final mesh includes the eyes using an intersecting model. The source localization results are compared for 
the three realistic meshes using the simulated measurements obtained from the fine mesh. The measurements are obtained for 173 sensors/electrodes 
when SNR=10. The results show that correct modeling of the head geometry is important, especially for EEG. Removing the eye tissues changed the 
localization errors from 1.05 mm to 1.46 mm in the EEG simulations and from 0.67 mm to 0.72 mm in the MEG simulations. If the CSF layer is also 
removed from the model the localization errors increased up to 4.72 mm for EEG simulations and 2.32 mm for MEG simulations. 

KEY WORDS 

Boundary element method, Realistic head model, Electroencephalography, Magnetoencephalography, Genetic Algorithms 

INTRODUCTION  

Electrical activity inside the human brain can be localized from electrical (EEG) and magnetic field (MEG) measurements. For accurate source 
localization, realistic head models are employed, which require numerical methods to solve the forward problem (FP) (i.e., calculating the potential 
distribution on the scalp and magnetic field distribution near the scalp surface due to a source configuration). In this study,  the Boundary Element 
Method (BEM) is implemented for the forward problem solutions. To solve the inverse problem (IP) (i.e., calculating the dipole location and 
orientation from the surface measurements) the Genetic Algorithms (GA) are used.  

This study investigates the effects of the complexity of realistic head models on source localization using the BEM. The main goals of this study 
are: 1) solution of the IP using the GA and 2) investigation of the effects of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and eye tissues on the IP solutions using three 
realistic head models. To achieve these goals, an advanced BEM implementation is used which allows the use of  quadratic isoparametric elements 
and can model intersecting tissues such as the eyes [Gençer, 1999], [Akaln, 2002]. The accuracy of the FP solutions is increased using recursive 
integration technique [Frijns, 2000]. The accelerated BEM approach [Akaln-Acar, 2004] is used in the IP calculations to compute source 
localizations in a reasonable time. Using this BEM implementation, it is possible to create complex head models and obtain very fast FP solutions. 
Thus, it is possible to use global iterative inverse problem algorithms such as the GA which require a large number of FP solutions. In this study, the 
GA is used for solving the IP for three BEM meshes with increasing complexity. The first mesh models brain, skull and scalp layers. The second 
mesh adds the cerebrospinal fluid  (CSF) layer and the final mesh includes the eyes using an intersecting model. 

GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic algorithms (GA) are optimization algorithms based on the mechanics of biological natural selection and genetics [Xu, 2001]. They are 
global and iterative techniques. The convergence rate of GA is slow compared to deterministic methods. In this study, real-coded GA is used and to 
increase the convergence rate of GA, a hybrid GA is implemented based on the incorporation of microgenetic algorithm and a local optimizer [Xu, 
2001]. With this hybridization of GA, the convergence rate is increased almost 3 times. In our GA implementation, 6 parameters are searched for 
each dipole and the population size is chosen as 6. During source localization with GA,  about 10,000 FP solutions are evaluated for each dipole.  

RESULTS 

A) Concentric-spherical shell model 
The validity of GA on source localization is tested using a spherical BEM model with Monte-Carlo simulations. 3-layered Rush-Driscoll (RD) 

model is used in the simulations (radii: 8, 8.5, 9.2 cm. conductivity: 0.2, 0.005, 0.2 S/m) [Rush, 1969]. In the BEM RD model, each layer has 512 
quadratic elements and 1026 nodes for a total of 3078 nodes. A grid of dipoles (51 dipoles) are placed on the positive x-z plane of the sphere and the 
IP is solved for both tangential and radial dipoles. The SNR of the fields is taken as 10 and 5, where the SNR is defined as the ratio of the standard 
deviation of the signal to the standard deviation of noise. The effect of the number of sensors is also investigated in the simulations. The sensors are 
located uniformly at the upper half hemisphere of the model. The simulations are performed using 80 and 145 sensors. The mean localization and 
orientation errors for both radial and tangential dipoles using potential field calculations are shown in Table 1. 

The effect of  the CSF layer using spherical models is also  investigated using a four-shell spherical head model. Another layer of radius 7.7 cm is 
added to the three-shell RD model, representing the CSF layer having conductivity of 1 S/m. The IP solutions are obtained using both the 4-layer and 
3-layer models when SNR = 10. In Table 2, the localization errors are given for both EEG and MEG calculations. 
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It is observed that removing the CSF layer did not change the localization error. But the magnitude of the located dipole changed by a factor of 
five since the conductivity of the CSF tissue is five times higher than the brain tissue. 

B) Realistic Head Model 
In a previous study, the effects of the  eye tissues on the FP solutions  were investigated  [Akaln, 

2002]. In this study, the effects of the eye tissues, and the CSF tissues on the IP solutions are explored. 
For this purpose three different realistic BEM head models are generated having different number of 
tissues. The first mesh models brain, skull and scalp layers. The second mesh adds the CSF layer. The 
final mesh is taken as the reference model representing five types of tissues: scalp (0.2 S/m), skull 
(0.005 S/m), CSF (1 S/m), brain (0.2 S/m) and eyes (0.5 S/m). The mesh properties are summarized in 
Table 3 and the reference model is shown in Figure 1.  

The mean localization errors using potential and magnetic fields is shown in Table 3. For MEG, x, y, and z components of the magnetic field are 
used. It is observed that for the EEG measurements the effect of the eye conductivity is more important than for the MEG measurements. But 
modelling the CSF effects the IP solutions using both EEG and MEG measurements. However, the IP solutions using EEG measurements are more 
effected. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, EMSI is performed with realistic head models using GA. First the validity of GA on source localization is tested using a spherical 
BEM head model. It is shown that the mean localization error is 0.15 cm when SNR=10 for a grid of 51 dipoles located at the positive x-z plane in a 
Rush-Driscoll head model. The effect of the CSF layer using spherical models is investigated using a four-shell spherical head model. It is observed 
that the localization error did not change removing the CSF layer, but the magnitude of the dipoles increased by five, which is the ratio between the 
conductivities of the brain and the CSF. Then three realistic models are created and the effect of including the eyes and the CSF is investigated on the 
IP solutions. The reference model is chosen as the model having five different tissue types. Removing the eye tissues changed the localization errors 
from 1.05 mm to 1.46 mm in EEG simulations and from 0.67 mm to 0.72 mm in MEG simulations. If the CSF layer is also removed from the model 
the localization errors increased up to 4.72 mm for EEG simulations and 2.32 mm for MEG simulations. These results show that correct modeling of 
the head geometry is very important in EMSI. 
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Table 1 Mean localization (LE, cm) and orientation errors (OE, degrees) 
for radial and tangential dipoles placed on a grid.  

80 sensors 145 sensors 
SNR=10 SNR=5 SNR=10 SNR=5 

Radial LE 0.17 0.36 0.15 0.34 
Radial OE 1.93 3.79 1.75 3.43 
Tan. LE 0.18 0.43 0.16 0.36 
Tan. OE 0.98 3.94 0.88 1.86 

Table 2 Mean localization errors calculated for a grid of dipoles 
located both tangentially and radially.  The reference model is 
chosen as the 4-layer model and the IP solutions are carried out 
using the fields calculated using this model. 

 4-layer 3-layer 
Loc. err. for EEG 0.17 0.16 
Loc. err. for MEG 0.04 0.04 

Figure 1 Realistic Head mesh including 
scalp, skull, CSF, brain and the eyes. 

Table 3 Comparison of localization erros for three realistic models. Localization Errors (LE, mm) 
and are presented for EEG and MEG when SNR = 10. The reference model is chosen as Model 3. 

LE (cm) Nodes Elem. CSF Eyes 
EEG MEG 

Model 1 6562 3278 not inc. not inc. 4.72 2.32 
Model 2 9180 4586 included not inc. 1.46 0.72 
Model 3 9680 4864 included included 1.05 0.67 
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Maximum Likelihood Dipole Fitting in Spatially Colored Noise 
Boris V. Baryshnikov†, Barry D. Van Veen‡, Ronald T. Wakai†

Departments of †Medical Physics and ‡Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
University of Wisconsin - Madison, Madison, WI 53706, USA 

ABSTRACT 

We use the maximum likelihood principle to develop an algorithm for dipole fitting evoked response MEG data in the presence of spatially 
colored noise. The method exploits the temporal multiepoch structure of the evoked response data to estimate the spatial noise covariance matrix 
from the section of data being fit, which eliminates the stationarity assumption implicit in prestimulus based whitening approaches. The performance 
of the method, including its effectiveness in comparison to other localization techniques (dipole fitting, LCMV and MUSIC) is evaluated using the 
bootstrap technique. Synthetic data results demonstrate robustness of the algorithm in the presence of relatively high levels of noise when traditional 
dipole fitting algorithms fail. Application of the algorithm to adult somatosensory MEG data shows that while it is not advantageous for high SNR 
data, it definitely provides improved performance (measured by the spread of localizations) as the data sample size decreases. 

KEY WORDS 

Maximum likelihood source localization, dipole fitting, MEG/EEG, evoked response experiments 

INTRODUCTION  

One of the unique features of the maximum likelihood signal estimation algorithm presented in [Baryshnikov et al., 2004] is an estimation of the 
unstructured spatial basis H, as opposed to assuming H based on a particular model of the underlying activity. As it has been shown this approach is 
quite effective for SNR improvement for a wide variety of data. On the other hand, by assuming that H is known and, for example, corresponds to a 
dipole source at a given location, we can use the maximum likelihood procedure to obtain an estimate of the amplitude parameters � for the given H.
Once determined, we can reconstruct the signal S and compare it to the recorded signal. By doing so for every single location inside the brain and 
choosing the best fit based on the maximum likelihood cost function estimate, we arrive to a maximum likelihood based dipole localization 
algorithm.

Maximum likelihood dipole fitting algorithm 

In the multiepoch MEG/EEG evoked response experiment, we record multiple observations of the same event in a series of epochs. The signal of 
interest is assumed to be the same for all observations while the noise changes. For N spatial channels and T time samples in each epoch, the data in 
the jth epoch is represented by the N � T matrix Xj = S + Nj, where S is the N � T matrix of signal samples and Nj is the N � T matrix of noise samples 
in the jth epoch, assuming J data epochs are collected. 

The repeated signal component S of each epoch can be expressed in the following form: 
S = H(r0)�CT (1) 

where the columns of the known N � 3 matrix H(r0) correspond to the forward field of unit amplitude dipoles in the x, y and z directions at the 
location r0 in the brain. . We assume that linearly dependent columns have been removed. The 3 � L matrix � is a matrix of unknown signal 
amplitude parameters to be estimated. 

The signal is assumed to lie in the space spanned by the L temporal basis vectors of the T � L matrix C. Here we use the frequency band of 
interest to construct the temporal basis matrix C. By combining J data epochs into a single N � JT matrix X = [X1 X2  …  XJ] we may write: 

X = [S S  …  S] + [N1 N2  …  NJ] (2) 
Since the signal component is identical in each epoch we can express the signal component of the full dataset of J epochs in terms of (1) as 

[S S  …  S] = H(r0)�DT , where, the columns of the L � JT matrix D = [CT CT  …  CT] represent the temporal structure of the signal. We assume that 
the noise matrices Nj, j = 1, 2, …, J are normally distributed, zero mean, independent of one another, with unknown spatial covariance matrix RN, and 
temporal covariance matrix I. Using the maximum likelihood parameter estimation procedure [Baryshnikov et al., 2004] we obtain the estimate for �.
Since H(r0) is known, we substitute the estimate of � into the cost function to find the maximum likelihood estimate of the dipole location, defined as 
r that maximizes the maximum likelihood cost function. 

METHODS

The solution to the above minimization problem is obtained numerically. The problem of being trapped in local minima due to the nonlinearity of 
the cost function is overcome by using a scanning approach over the region of interest. 

There are two stages of localization. The first stage, scanning, computes the values of the cost function on a set of predefined locations such as: 
1) regularly spaced grid of locations inside the skull, or 2) a set of locations corresponding to the reconstructed brain surface. To improve the 
accuracy of localization the second stage of the algorithm is implemented – refinement of the source location using bounded unconstrained numerical 
optimization starting at the best location of the scanning phase. 

The simulated data consists of 100 one-second long epochs with 37 channels and 521 time samples per epoch. It is assumed that the signal 
originates from a fixed dipole located at (1.41, 1.41, 8) cm in the head frame of reference (spherical head model with 12 cm diameter, located at 
(0, 0, 0)). The time evolution of the signal is chosen to be a Gaussian pulse of 70 ms full width at half maximum, with the maximum at 250 ms 
relative to the start of the epoch. Spatially colored noise of different levels is added to the signal. The first stage of localization is performed on a 
regular spaced grid of locations with 5 mm grid spacing. 

Somatosensory response MEG data was recorded from a single subject with a dual sensor 74-channel SQUID magnetometer (Magnes II,
Biomagnetic Technologies). Individual fingers were stimulated with a pneumatic somatosensory stimulus generator, which applies a pressure pulse. 
Three hundred 500-ms long epochs with 100-ms prestimulus interval were collected per run with sampling rate 520.8 Hz. 
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The cortical surface was reconstructed based on anatomical MRI information using FreeSurfer software [Fischl et al., 1999]. Vertex coordinates 
of the pial surface were used during the scanning stage of localization. Statistical analysis of source localization with real data was performed using a 
“bootstrap” procedure [Efron et  al., 1994]. A total of 1000 bootstrap iterations were performed with number of samples (epochs) in each being 300, 
150 and 100. Peliminary localization results on the real data were compared with the results of dipole fitting using MSI software (Biomagnetic 
Technologies) and with two other algorithms, namely MUSIC [Mosher et al., 1992] and LCMV spatial filtering [Van Veen et al., 1997]. 

RESULTS 

The localization algorithm was applied to synthetic data of three different SNR levels: 13.2, 3.6 and -7.0 dB. As it can be seen from the Table 1, 
the error in localization increases with decreasing SNR, but does not exceed 3 mm, even in the worst case of -7.0 dB. Data with such low SNR would 
normally be unusable for the dipole fitting utility provided with the MSI software. Confidence volume also increases, but insignificantly with respect 
to the decrease in the SNR, showing the robustness of the algorithm. 

The “�” case corresponds to the true location of the dipole. � is the absolute 
distance error between computed and true locations of the dipole. Confidence 
volume is the volume of the minimal parallelepiped enclosing locations where 
the cost function values exceed p � 100% of its maximum. The results 
demonstrate that the maximum likelihood dipole localization algorithm is robust 
even in the presence of high levels of noise and may be effective on data with 
low SNR, where conventional dipole fitting fails. 

Figure 1 
shows results 

of three localization algorithms (maximum likelihood dipole fitting (MLDF), 
LCMV and MUSIC) constrained to the cortical surface for 300 epochs of real 
data. The results of each algorithm are clustered with clear dominance in 
somatosensory cortex for MLDF algorithm. The clusters shift  towards motor 
strip for MUSIC and LCMV. As expected, with decreasing sample size the spread 
of the localizations increases. However, the decrease is different for each 
algorithm. The spread of the locations is greatest for LCMV and least for MLDF 
with MUSIC in between. 

The percentage of points that localize to within 15 mm of the mean dipole 
locations of the 1000 bootstrap iteration are summarized in Table 2 for three 
different sample sizes. The percentage values confirm the visual impressions from 
Figure 1, i.e., the spread is greatest for LCMV and least for MLDF as the sample 
size decreases. As Figure 1 illustrates, the dipole locations for the MLDF 
algorithm lie predominantly on the sides of the somatosensory strip. Thus, we 
expect that the results of the MLDF algorithm would improve if the cortical 
surface constraint is removed. 

In order to verify this assumption, the two-stage MLDF was applied to the 
same data. The results of two-stage MLDF indicate that the dipoles lie predominantly within the somatosensory strip as predicted, while solutions 
constrained to the surface cluster on the sides of it. The 15 mm region now contains over 99% of the localizations in 1000 bootstrap iterations even in 
a sample size of only 100 epochs. The mean location of the two-stage MLDF algorithm is now very close to the MSI dipole fit result and localizes in 
a plausible location within the somatosensory cortex, close to the anterior wall of the somatosensory strip. 

DISCUSSION 

Preliminary results of the MLDF algorithm on synthetic data show that it is 
capable of correct localization in the presence of relatively high amounts of 
spatially colored noise when traditional dipole fitting algorithms fail. However, 
additional experiments are necessary to investigate the spatial sensitivity of the 
algorithm as well as its behavior in the presence of multiple sources. The high 
robustness of the MLDF algorithm to noise may prove useful for clinical 

applications when only limited amount of data is available, such as epilepsy data.  
Application of the algorithm to the adult somatosensory MEG data shows that while it is not the best algorithm to be used for high SNR data, it 

definitely provides improved performance (measured by the spread of localizations) as the data sample size decreases. The method also obtains the 
best possible estimate of the spatial noise covariance matrix when limited data is available, as it uses the maximum possible number of independent 
signal-free data vectors for the whitening transformation calculation, and it has the lowest data requirement for stable performance. 
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Table 1. Summary of the localization results on synthetic data 
with different SNR levels. 

Location, cm Confidence volume, cm3 SNR, 
dB x y z 

�,
mm p = 0.90 0.95 0.98 

� 1.41 1.41 8.00 0 0 0 0 
13.2 1.42 1.44 8.04 0.5 3.03 0.75 0.10 
3.6 1.47 1.37 7.85 1.7 4.14 1.29 0.13 

-7.0 1.33 1.17 7.86 2.9 5.82 1.77 0.28 

Figure 1. Localization results for three algorithms for 300  
epochs bootstrap sample. Each localization point corresponds 
to a single bootstrap iteration. 

Table 2. Percentage of the locations within 15 mm 
of the corresponding mean location over 1000 bootstrap iterations 

Sample size, epochs Algorithm
300 150 100 

MLDF1 87.7 % 84.0 % 81.0 % 
LCMV 84.2 % 70.3 % 59.8 % 
MUSIC 94.2 % 86.4 % 75.4 % 
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Figure 1. Interactive tool showing MEG sensor data (left) and 
singular values of the sensor covariance matrix (right). The time 
interval and signal subspace desired for beamforming reconstruction 
can be selected here. 

NUTMEG: A neuromagnetic source reconstruction toolbox 
1Dalal, S.S., 1Nagarajan, S.S., 1Agrawal, V., 1Zumer, J.M., 2Sekihara, K.

1University of California, San Francisco, USA and 2Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Technology, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

We have developed an analysis toolbox called NUTMEG (Neurodynamic Utility Toolbox for MagnetoEncephaloGraphy) for reconstructing the 
spatiotemporal dynamics of neural activations overlaid on structural MR images. The toolbox runs under MATLAB 6.5 in conjunction with SPM2 
and can be used with the Linux/UNIX, Mac OS X, and even Windows platforms. Currently, evoked magnetic field data from 4-D Neuroimaging, 
CTF, and KIT systems can be imported to the toolbox for further analysis. NUTMEG uses an eigenspace vector beamforming algorithm to generate a 
tomographic reconstruction of spatiotemporal magnetic source activity over selected time intervals and spatial regions. The MEG coordinate frame is 
coregistered with an anatomical MR image using fiducial locations and, optionally, headshape information. This allows the reconstruction to be 
superimposed onto an MRI to provide a convenient visual correspondence to neuroanatomy. Navigating through the MR volume automatically 
updates the displayed time series of activation for the selected voxel. Animations can also be generated to view the evolution of neural activity over 
time. Since NUTMEG displays activations using SPM2’s engine, certain SPM functions such as rendering and normalization may be applied as well. 
Finally, as a MATLAB package, the end user can easily add customized functions. The toolbox is scheduled for release at Biomag 2004. Source code 
will be available at http://bil.ucsf.edu/ and distributed under a BSD-style license. 

KEY WORDS 

beamformer, magnetoencephalography, MEG, inverse method, functional neuroimaging 

INTRODUCTION  

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) noninvasively measure the magnetic and electric fields generated by 
neuronal currents, and can detect such activity with fine temporal resolution. The potential to localize the sources of these signals more accurately has 
emerged with the advent of dense MEG and EEG sensor arrays. Traditional multiple dipole methods assume that a small set of current dipoles can 
adequately represent the distribution of an unknown source. While these methods are ideal for point or focal sources where the number of sources are 
known a priori, they perform poorly for distributed sources and non-dipolar sources [Jeffs, 1987].  Parametric dipole modeling typically fails to 
accurately reconstruct large areas of activation (e.g., for language processing or sensorimotor integration) due to problems in non-linear estimation, 
model order, and sensitivity to initial seed locations. 

Studies of the inverse problem have traditionally focused on improving the spatial resolution of MEG and EEG, with the accepted limit being on 
the order of 2-5 mm [Leahy, 1998]. However, a second problem in MEG/EEG involves estimating the time course of source activations. An efficient 
method for estimating the time course of neural activity over the brain volume is based on a spatial filtering technique called beamforming. This 
method does not require a priori assumptions about the location or number of neural sources. Using such a class of algorithms, it is now possible to 
view MEG source reconstructions as a “virtual depth electrode” measurement technique. We have developed the Neurodynamic Utility Toolbox for 
Magnetoencephalography (NUTMEG) to implement a data-dependent spatial filter for MEG spatiotemporal source reconstructions and to coregister 
the results of these reconstructions onto anatomical MRI volumes. NUTMEG provides an easy-to-use software suite to generate and visualize neural 
source reconstructions from MEG sensor arrays. 

METHODS & RESULTS 

NUTMEG implements an adaptive spatial filter called an eigenspace 
vector beamformer [Sekihara, 2001]. A single-layer spherical volume 
conductor head model is currently used [Sarvas, 1987]. Lead field 
calculations with this forward model have been vectorized and can be 
generated within a few seconds even for large reconstruction volumes. 
The vector beamformer separates sources into three orthogonal directions 
(although the radial component has no contribution with a spherical head 
model). As with all beamformers, the sensor covariance plays an 
important role; the eigenspace modification separates this covariance 
matrix into signal and noise subspace components using singular value 
decomposition [Sekihara, 2001] (see Figure 1).  

For visualization, the MEG coordinate system is coregistered onto an 
anatomical MRI using fiducial information and calculating an appropriate 
affine transformation matrix. Optionally, information obtained from a 
headshape digitizer may be used to further refine this transformation. 
Reconstructions are performed after transformation to MRI coordinates. 
The final results can be navigated both in space and time through a 
graphical interface (see Figure 2). 

NUTMEG is written as a MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) toolbox, and requires SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The 
interface with SPM2 allows activations to be overlaid onto standard orthogonal MRI slices or a rendered 3-D brain volume; at present, SPM2’s 
analysis engine is not used. All development and testing has been with dual 2GHz Pentium Xeon systems with 2GB of RAM running Red Hat Linux 
9, though should be compatible with any platform running MATLAB 6.5. NUTMEG will be open source and freely available (http://bil.ucsf.edu) for 
noncommercial use under a BSD-style license [Open Source Initiative, 2004]. Currently, MEG data may be readily imported from MEG systems 
manufactured by CTF Systems, 4D Neuroimaging (BTi) and KIT; shortly, it will also support data from Elekta Neuromag systems.  
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Figure 2. Beamformer reconstruction of evoked tactile stimulation of right 
D2 showing time series and localization for S1 at 66 ms (top) and S2 at 
194 ms (bottom); note S2 also shows activity at 66 ms (slice has been tilted 
to include both S1 and S2) 

To demonstrate some of the features and capabilities of 
NUTMEG, we report results on a phantom and human study 
collected with a CTF Omega-275 system (Port Coquitlam, BC, 
Canada) at UCSF. 

The phantom consisted of a spherical saline-filled volume 
conductor containing a current source set to oscillate at 7 Hz and 0.3 
V p-p. The theoretical location of the phantom dipole was (36,0,30) 
mm. Using a 3 mm reconstruction grid, NUTMEG localized the 
source in a voxel centered at (35.5,2.5,29.2) mm. Standard dipole 
source localization placed the source of the current phantom at 
(35.6,1.7,28.9) mm, which is located within the same voxel. These 
results are within the expected error range of 3 mm from the 
theoretical location. 

The second data set was a somatosensory evoked field collected 
from a normal human adult subject; a piezoelectric device was used 
to stimulate a finger on the right hand (RD2) with a 30 ms vibration. 
NUTMEG localized two focal areas of activation; a peak at 66 ms 
showed a coactivation of areas corresponding to S1 and S2, while a 
broad peak near 194 ms activated primarily S2 (see Figure 2). 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed a toolbox that uses an eigenspace vector 
beamformer to reconstruct the spatiotemporal dynamics of neural 
sources from MEG sensor arrays. This toolbox allows a user 
unfamiliar with the details of beamforming to reconstruct 
spatiotemporal activations from MEG sensor data. Results from this 
toolbox can facilitate comparisons of results with other functional 
neuroimaging modalities such as fMRI and PET. 

We plan to further integrate NUTMEG with SPM2, adding support for spatial normalization of magnetic source reconstructions. Methods for 
assessing the statistical significance of beamformer activation maps are under investigation (e.g., [Sekihara, 2004]) and will soon be implemented. 
The vector beamformer currently used by NUTMEG is robust to weakly coherent sources and other forms of low-rank interferences [Sekihara, 2002] 
[Zumer, 2004]. However, all beamformers poorly resolve multiple strongly coherent sources. We are developing several methods to suppress activity 
from such interfering sources [Sahani, 2004] [Dalal, 2004].  Future directions for NUTMEG include incorporating support for more sophisticated 
head models as well as additional source localization methods. 
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ABSTRACT.

IIn this paper we are interested in establishing a local Lipschitz stability result of the current dipolar in the Electro-Encephalo-Graphie
problem by measuring the electrical potential on the head.

INTRODUCTION

Let Ω ⊂ R3 be a bounded domain (head). In this paper we are interested in determining the neuronal current (primary current) Jp in
the following elliptic equation

−∇.(σ∇u) = ∇.Jp in Ω (0.1)

with the Neumann boundary condition
∂u

∂ν
= 0 on Γ (0.2)

from boundary measurements.

Here σ denotes the conductivity and u the voltage potential. The head Ω is assumed to be made up of N +1 (N = 2 or 3) homogeneous
connected subdomains denoted by Ωi, i = 0, ..., N , in each of them the conductivity σ is constant. The subdomain Ω0 is coated with
the layers Ωi whose boundaries are defined as follows:

∂Ω0 = Γ0, ∂Ωi = Γi ∪ Γi−1, i = 1....N and ∂Ω = ΓN = Γ

where Γi is the interface between domains Ωi and Ωi+1 such that Γi ∩ Γi−1 = Ø.
Moreover, we assume the source ∇.Jp to be of the form [Faugeras 1999] [Hamalainen 1993] and [Mosher 1994]

∇.Jp =

m
j=1

qj .∇δSj

where Sj are points in Ω0 assumed to be distinct and qj are vector quantities.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESULT

Direct problem: We define an appropriate set Φad of admissible sources: Φad = {ϕ = (qj , Sj)1≤j≤m) ∈ (R3×Ω0)m}, whose elements
will be noted ϕ = (qj , Sj) for simplicity. For a given ϕ = (qj , Sj) ∈ Φad, we consider the corresponding source term ∇.Jp and define

the function v0ϕ = G ∗ ∇.Jp where G is the fundamental solution of −∆ in Rn G(x) =
1

4πx .

Furthermore, under the hypothesis stated above in the introduction, it is clear that the problem (0.1-0.2) is equivalent to:





−σ0∆u = F in Ω0
−∆u = 0 in Ωi, i = 1, ..., N

[u] = [σ
∂u

∂ν
] = 0 on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

σN
∂u

∂ν
= 0 on Γ

(0.3)

where [y] = y
Γ−i
− y

Γ+
i
denotes the jump across Γi of a function y. The constant σ0 will be equal to 1 since this does not change the

nature of the problem.

Moreover, it has been proved in [El Badia 2000], that the problem (0.3) admits a unique solution u = w0
ϕ + v0ϕ where w0

ϕ is the unique

1
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2

function of the Hilbert quotient space H1(Ω)/R solution of




−∆w0ϕ = 0 in Ωi, i = 0, ..., N
[w0ϕ] = 0 on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

[σ
∂w0ϕ
∂ν

] = (σi+1 − σi)
∂v0ϕ
∂ν

on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

σN
∂w0ϕ
∂ν

= −σN
∂v0ϕ
∂ν

on Γ

for which the trace γ0w
0
ϕ := w0ϕ|Γ is well defined in the space H

1
2 (Γ) and therefore, the trace γ0u := u|Γ is also well defined in H

1
2 (Γ).

This is the so-called direct problem.

Inverse problem: The inverse problem we are concerned with is the following. Given Γ∗ ⊂ Γ a portion of the boundary Γ with

non-void interior and boundary measurements f ∈ H
1
2 (Γ∗), find ϕ ∈ Φad such that the solution u to the problem (0.3) verifies

f = u|Γ∗ = (w0ϕ + v0ϕ)|Γ∗

Several questions arise: does the single data f uniquely determine the source F (identifiability) and if so, how does F depend on this
(stability)? Are there constructive algorithms for determining F?

Identifiabilty : The identifiability issue has been considered in [El Badia 2000] where a complete resolution has been established.

Stability : In the present work, we prove a local Lipschitz stability result with respect to the primary current Jp. More precisely, if ϕh is

an element of Φad such that ϕ
h −→ ϕ if h −→ 0, and if we denote by fh the data on Γ∗ corresponding to ϕ

h then lim
h−→0

|f − fh|0,Γ∗

|h| > 0.

Here |f |0,Γ∗ denotes the L
2(Γ∗) norm.

First, let S be a point in Ω0, let d(Γ0, S) be the Euclidean distance between the boundary Γ0 and S. We set α = min
j,k

d(Γ0, Sj) which

is greater than zero since Sj ∈ Ω0, and define the set

Ωα = {x ∈ Ω0 / d(Γ0, x) ≥ α}.

Let now h0 be such that: 0 < h0 <
α
2
. It is therefore easy to see that for a given ϕ = (qj , Sj) ∈ Φad, and ψ = (pj , Tj) such that

Tj ≤ 1, one has: ∀ h ∈ [−h0, h0] =⇒ ϕh := ϕ+ hψ ∈ Φad.

Thus, we define the corresponding source term

∇.Jph =
m
j=1

(qj + hpj).∇δ(Sj+hTj),

denote by uh the solution to the following problem




−∆uh = Fh in Ω0
−∆uh = 0 in Ωi, i = 1, ..., N

[uh] = [σ
∂uh

∂ν
] = 0 on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

σN
∂uh

∂ν
= 0 on Γ

(0.4)

and set fh = uh|Γ∗
.

Theorem (Local Lipschitz stability). If ψ = 0, then

lim
h−→0

|f − fh|0,Γ∗

|h| > 0.

The result of the theorem means that one can distinguish between ϕh and ϕ by measurements of the electrical potential u on Γ∗,
provided the error in measurements is o(h).
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2

function of the Hilbert quotient space H1(Ω)/R solution of




−∆w0ϕ = 0 in Ωi, i = 0, ..., N
[w0ϕ] = 0 on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

[σ
∂w0ϕ
∂ν

] = (σi+1 − σi)
∂v0ϕ
∂ν

on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

σN
∂w0ϕ
∂ν

= −σN
∂v0ϕ
∂ν

on Γ

for which the trace γ0w
0
ϕ := w0ϕ|Γ is well defined in the space H

1
2 (Γ) and therefore, the trace γ0u := u|Γ is also well defined in H

1
2 (Γ).

This is the so-called direct problem.

Inverse problem: The inverse problem we are concerned with is the following. Given Γ∗ ⊂ Γ a portion of the boundary Γ with

non-void interior and boundary measurements f ∈ H
1
2 (Γ∗), find ϕ ∈ Φad such that the solution u to the problem (0.3) verifies

f = u|Γ∗ = (w0ϕ + v0ϕ)|Γ∗

Several questions arise: does the single data f uniquely determine the source F (identifiability) and if so, how does F depend on this
(stability)? Are there constructive algorithms for determining F?

Identifiabilty : The identifiability issue has been considered in [El Badia 2000] where a complete resolution has been established.

Stability : In the present work, we prove a local Lipschitz stability result with respect to the primary current Jp. More precisely, if ϕh is

an element of Φad such that ϕ
h −→ ϕ if h −→ 0, and if we denote by fh the data on Γ∗ corresponding to ϕ

h then lim
h−→0

|f − fh|0,Γ∗

|h| > 0.

Here |f |0,Γ∗ denotes the L
2(Γ∗) norm.

First, let S be a point in Ω0, let d(Γ0, S) be the Euclidean distance between the boundary Γ0 and S. We set α = min
j,k

d(Γ0, Sj) which

is greater than zero since Sj ∈ Ω0, and define the set

Ωα = {x ∈ Ω0 / d(Γ0, x) ≥ α}.

Let now h0 be such that: 0 < h0 <
α
2
. It is therefore easy to see that for a given ϕ = (qj , Sj) ∈ Φad, and ψ = (pj , Tj) such that

Tj ≤ 1, one has: ∀ h ∈ [−h0, h0] =⇒ ϕh := ϕ+ hψ ∈ Φad.

Thus, we define the corresponding source term

∇.Jph =
m
j=1

(qj + hpj).∇δ(Sj+hTj),

denote by uh the solution to the following problem




−∆uh = Fh in Ω0
−∆uh = 0 in Ωi, i = 1, ..., N

[uh] = [σ
∂uh

∂ν
] = 0 on Γi, i = 0, ..., N − 1

σN
∂uh

∂ν
= 0 on Γ

(0.4)

and set fh = uh|Γ∗
.

Theorem (Local Lipschitz stability). If ψ = 0, then

lim
h−→0

|f − fh|0,Γ∗

|h| > 0.

The result of the theorem means that one can distinguish between ϕh and ϕ by measurements of the electrical potential u on Γ∗,
provided the error in measurements is o(h).
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Estimation Method of the Number of Sources for MEG based on Spatio-Temporal Information 
Hoshino, D.1, Kuriyama, H.1, Shirai, K.1, Nakamura, T.1, Kamiyama, H.1, Ono, Y.1, Ishiyama, A.1 Kasai, N.2, and Tonoike, M.2

Department of Electrical Engineering and Bioscience,Waseda Univ.1, National Inst. of AIST2, Japan  

ABSTRACT 

Many localization methods for magnetoencephalogram (MEG) require advance knowledge of the number of sources. The number of sources is 
usually estimated as the number of large eigenvalues by the applying principal component analysis (PCA) to the original data. However, the number 
of large eigenvalues is not equal to the exact number of sources, in the case that some sources have time correlation. This is caused by the 
characteristic of the PCA that separates signal spaces based on only time correlation. Therefore, we propose a new method to estimate the number of 
sources, which combines spatio-temporal classification with PCA as following procedures: 1) all signals are classified into some clusters according to 
the distance between measurement coils and the time correlation between signals; and 2) the tentative number of sources Ni is estimated in the cluster 
Ci using the PCA. The estimated number of sources N is defined as a sum of Ni. In order to evaluate the validity of the proposed method, we applied 
it to an N100m response in auditory evoked fields in which 2 synchronous activities are considered to exist in the brain. Signals were classified into 2 
clusters, namely C1 and C2. Single source was estimated in C1 and C2, respectively. Therefore, the total number of sources was 2. The result was 
considered physiologically proper and showed the proposed method would be effective to estimate the number of sources even though 2 sources have 
time correlation.  

KEY WORDS 

magnetoencephalogram, number of sources, Ward method, dendrogram, principle component analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

A lot of multi-source localization methods for magnetoencephalogram (MEG) were proposed up to now. The localization methods are divided 
into over- and under-determined methods, and the over-determined methods are robust against noise influence compared with the under-determined 
methods. The over-determined methods, however, have necessity for assumption of the number of sources. Conventionally the number of sources is 
regarded as the number of large eigenvalues by applying the principal component analysis (PCA) to original data. However, if time correlation exists 
between some sources, the number of large eigenvalues decreases from the electrophysiologically right number of sources. Therefore, we propose a 
new method to estimate the number of sources, which combines spatio-temporal classification with PCA. All signals are firstly classified into some 
clusters based on the spatio-temporal correlation. Then, the number of sources in each cluster is determined by applying PCA. In this study, the 
validity of the proposed method was evaluated by using synchronous N100m responses in right and left auditory areas. 

METHODS

We assume planar gradiometer as a measurement sensor. The matrices D and C are defined as 
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where Bn is the normal component of magnetic field, eik is the coordinate axis at measurement point i  (k=1,2). D denotes the spatial correlation 
matrix between measurement points, and C means the temporal correlation. The spatio-temporal correlation matrix A is defined as 
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where T is the transposition. The row ai is classified into some clusters using the Ward method, and a dendrogram is drawn. Two clusters with the 
nearest distance in all combination of clusters merge into a single cluster, sequentially. The validity of the distribution of all clusters is assessed by the 
‘degree of separation’ that is defined as 
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where Vs is the variance within strata calculated by positions of all measurement points, Mc is the number of clusters (C is the index of cluster). 
Firstly integration of clusters is carried out until the largest cluster has more than 8 elements. At this stage, the degree of separation is calculated. This 
procedure repeated until all elements are clustered into single cluster. The cluster distribution that has the minimum degree of separation is 
considered as the most appropriate distribution. The number of sources in each cluster is estimated as the number of larger eigenvalues than a 
threshold by applying the PCA. The number of sources is regard as the sum of the estimated number in each cluster. The threshold is determined as 
the norm of noise eigenvalue vector. The noise eigenvalue vector is calculated by applying the PCA to noise data before stimulation. The same 
number of measurement points as the number of elements in each cluster is randomly selected for the calculation. 

We applied it to N100m response in auditory evoked fields (AEF), in order to confirm the validity of the proposed method. AEF was recorded 
with the subject of the healthy right-handed volunteer ( male, age 22 years ) by using Neuromag122TM. The stimulus was a tone-burst (1000Hz, rise-
fall of 15ms, plateau of 200ms) and given to the subject with 1.75±0.25 sec inter-stimulus interval. The measured data were gathered through a band-
pass filter of 0.03 - 100Hz with 950Hz sampling frequency. Every data from 500ms before stimulation to 1000ms after stimulation was recorded and 
avaraged. The number of the averaging was 70. To remove power line noise, we applied 40Hz digital low-pass filter to the averaged MEG data 
(figure 1) before the application. 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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RESULTS 

The number of sources was estimated with the time-window from 90ms to 110ms. Figure 2 shows the dendrogram. Figure 3 shows the cluster 
distribution determined by the degree of separation. Signals were classified into 2 clusters, C1 and C2. The PCA was applied to each cluster. Figure 4 
shows the calculated eigenvalue vector. Only the largest eigenvalue is beyond the threshold in each cluster. Therefore, the number of sources in the 
brain is estimated as 2. 

DISCUSSION 

Source localization with the AEF was carried out using the method combining genetic algorithm and simulated annealing [Okumura, 1998] with 
three cases of single-, two- and three-dipoles model and the GOF was calculated in order to assess the validity of the estimated number. The position 
of estimated dipoles was confirmed by the MRI of the subject. The localized positions with the subject are shown in figure 5. The arrow shows the 
direction and the amplitude of the estimated dipole. In the case of single-dipole model, the estimated dipole is localized outside of right auditory area 
and  the GOF is only 68 percent. In the case of two-dipoles model, estimated dipoles are on the right and left auditory area respectively and the GOF 
is 87 percent. In the case of three-dipoles model, one source is on left auditory area and two soures are near auditory area and the GOF is 91 percent. 
The results suggest the proposed method would be able to estimate electrophysiologically proper number of sources. Increase of GOF doesn’t express 
fitness of model in strictly meaning. In conclusion, the proposed method would be effective to obtain the number of sources that would be considered 
electrophysiologically proper. 
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Figure 1. Measured AEF data. The gray box 
is the time-window, which contains N100m 
response, to calculate the spatio-temporal 
correlation matrix. 

Figure 2. Dendrogram from the Ward 
method to the spatio-temporal correlation 
matrix calculated from N100m response. The 
dashed line is the threshold determined by the 
degree of separation. 

Figure 3. Cluster distribution determined by 
the Ward method superposed on the 
measurement coil arrangement. The coil 
arrangement was projected XY plane. 

Figure 4. Eigenvalue vector calculated by the 
PCA. (a) eigenvalue vector at C1, (b) at C2. 
The dashed line is the threshold. 

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Source locations and directions of the dipoles at the 
latency 106 ms. (a), (b) and (c) were results estimated by single-, 
two-, three-dipoles model, respectively. 

(a) (b) (c)
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Anatomically Constrained Dipole Fit: MEG Multi-dipole Localization 
Using Cortical Surface Scanning 

Im, C-.H.1, Jung, H-. K.1, Lee, Y-. H.2, Fujimaki, N.3

1 Seoul National University, Korea, 2 Korea Research Institute of Standard and Science (KRISS), Korea 
3 National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Japan. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes an alternative approach to enhance localization accuracy of MEG focal sources. The proposed approach assumes
anatomically constrained dipoles, initial positions of which are estimated from local peak positions of distributed sources obtained from a pre-
execution of distributed source reconstruction. The positions of each dipole are then adjusted on cortical surface using an updating scheme named 
cortical surface scanning. The approach was applied to realistic MEG simulations and showed enhanced accuracy in localizing focal brain sources. 

KEY WORDS 

Distributed source model, equivalent current dipole (ECD), human brain mapping, inverse problem, magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

INTRODUCTION  

Accurate localization of focal brain sources has been a very crucial issue for many MEG applications such as epileptic source localizations. For 
the localization, equivalent current dipole (ECD) model has been frequently applied and has showed good accuracy in many practical applications 
[de Munck et al., 1988]. However, the ECD has suffered from critical problems that the number and initial positions of the dipoles should be 
determined a priori. Contrary to the ECD model, cortically distributed source model assumes a lot of current dipoles scattered in source spaces 
(usually on tessellated cortical surface) and orientations and/or strengths of the dipoles are then determined using linear or nonlinear estimation 
methods [Fuchs et al., 1999; Dale and Sereno, 1993]. The distributed source approach does not require much a priori information on the number or 
locations of brain activations, which allows inexperienced users to localize MEG sources more easily. When we apply the distributed source 
approach to focal source localizations, we usually regard local peak positions of source distribution as the locations of focal brain sources. However, 
the authors found that the peak positions of reconstructed sources were sometimes wrongly localized, far from actual focal sources. We believe that 
the error stems from the following two reasons: 1) The distributed source model usually uses a spontaneous time slice to solve the inverse problem. 
Hence, large noises at some time slices may degrade localization accuracy; 2) The distributed source model assumes large number of dipole sources 
over several thousands. Therefore, large crosstalk between adjacent dipoles sometimes distorts reconstructed source distribution [Liu et al., 1998]. 

In this paper, we first applied the cortically distributed source approach to MEG data. Then, small numbers of rotating dipoles were placed at each 
local peak of reconstructed sources. The locations of the rotating dipoles were then adjusted on cortical surface meshes that were used previously for 
the cortically distributed source reconstruction. To localize the dipoles, we proposed a method named cortical surface scanning, which scans 
neighboring nodes that minimize errors between measured and calculated magnetic field. The proposed approach has the following advantages: 1) 
Because the cortical surface scanning method is a kind of spatio-temporal dipole fit algorithms, it is robust with respect to white noise; 2) It requires 
no additional a priori assumptions on the numbers and initial locations of rotating dipoles since it utilizes reconstructed distributed sources; 3) 
Because the locations of dipoles are restricted only on the tessellated cortical surface, it is physiologically more plausible than the conventional ECD 
model that considers no anatomical information. The proposed method was applied to realistic MEG simulations and the localized dipoles were more 
accurate compared to the local peak positions of reconstructed source distribution. 

METHODS

We used a linear estimation approach [Dale and Sereno, 1993; Dale et al., 2000] to reconstruct distributed brain sources. The expression for the 
inverse operator is W = RAT(ARAT + C) –1 ,where A is the lead field matrix, R is a source covariance matrix, and C is a noise covariance matrix. In 
our study, we assumed  R to be a diagonal matrix, which means that we ignored cross relationships between neighboring sources. C was also set to 
be a diagonal matrix under the assumption that common noises were eliminated during signal processing. After reconstructing distributed sources, we 
applied an anatomically constrained dipole fit algorithm named cortical surface scanning. Detailed processes are as follows: 

1) Place rotating dipoles at cortical vertices nearest to local peak positions of reconstructed source distribution.  
2) Estimate moment vectors of rotating dipoles using truncated singular value decomposition (tSVD) and calculate an error function. The error 

function was defined as a Frobenius norm of difference between measured and calculated field for considered signal window. 
3) Calculate sensitivity for all dipoles. Sensitivity of a dipole is defined as the maximal change of the error function when a dipole point is 

moved to its neighboring vertices. When all possible movements of a dipole do not reduce the error function any more, the value of the 
sensitivity is set to be 0. The number of neighboring vertices is determined considering computational time and the number of cortical 
vertices. We assumed about 50~100 neighboring vertices for each dipole from experience (the number of cortical vertices was about 10,000).  

4) A dipole with largest sensitivity is moved to its best neighboring vertex that reduces the error function most.  
5) Steps 2) ~ 4) are repeated until sensitivities of all dipoles become 0. 

RESULTS 

1. Simulation Setups and Construction of Artificial MEG Data 
We applied the inverse technique introduced in previous chapter to artificially constructed forward data. We assumed realistic conditions obtained 

from a practical measurement. The sensor layout used for the simulation was a 148-channel whole-head MEG system (Magnes 2500 WH;
Biomagnetic Technologies, Inc.). To utilize anatomical information, interface between white and grey matter was extracted from MRI T1 images 
(256 � 256 � 200, voxel size for each direction: 1mm) and tessellated into about 500,000 triangular elements including about 250,000 vertices. In this 
paper, boundary element method (BEM) was applied for the forward calculation of magnetic field. It has been frequently reported that just 
considering inner skull boundary is sufficient for the MEG forward calculations [Hämäläinen and Sarvas, 1989]. The boundary surface used for the 
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BEM was composed of 1016 elements and 510 nodes. Figure 1 demonstrates the tessellated cortical surface and boundary element meshes. For the 
forward calculation, we assumed six source patches (Figure 2) with smooth source patterns – around 100ms: patches 1, 4; 200ms: patch 5; 300ms: 
patches 1, 3; 450ms: patches 2, 6. After the forward calculation of magnetic field assuming 670Hz-sampling rate, we added real brain noise to each 
sensor. The brain noise was obtained from pre-stimulus period of a practical experiment and scaled in order for signal-to-noise ratio to be 
approximately 10. Figure 3 shows the finally constructed signal patterns for 148 channels with respect to simulated time. 

2. Simulation Results 
We first reconstructed source distributions at times of 100, 200, 300, and 450ms. For imposing an anatomical constraint, the tessellated cortical 

surface was sampled to be about 10,000 dipole locations. In the simulation, we did not constrain the orientations of dipoles considering geometrical 
modeling error. Figure 4 shows the resultant source distributions at each time slice. Throughout this paper, noise normalized current dipole power 
was used for visualization purpose [Dale et al., 2000]. After the reconstruction, we placed one or two rotating dipoles at each local peak position and 
applied the cortical surface scanning method. Table 1 shows the comparisons of localization errors between exact patch locations (center of gravity) 
and focal source locations estimated from cortically distributed source reconstruction (peak position) and cortical surface scanning method (dipole 
position). We can see from the table that the localization accuracy was considerably enhanced by the introduction of cortical surface scanning. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a dipole fit method that constrains spatio-temporal dipoles on tessellated cortical surface. The initial regional sources were 
placed at local peak positions of distributed sources, and then their positions were adjusted using a process named cortical surface scanning. 
Applications of the method to simulated MEG data yielded enhanced accuracy when compared to distributed source reconstruction. We expect that 
this approach will become a promising way to enhance accuracy and efficiency of MEG focal source localization.  
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Figure 1. Anatomical data.                      Figure 2. Source patches to construct artificial MEG data                        Figure 3. Simulated MEG signal 

Figure 4. Normalized current power at each time slice (bright – high power) 

Table 1. Comparisons of localization accuracy
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ABSTRACT 

We present a spatial-temporal Bayesian inference dipole analysis based on previous work [Schmidt,1999] that: (a) does not require the use of the 
subject's anatomical information, (b) does not require the pre-set determination of the number of dipoles, and (c) yields quantitative probabilistic 
inferences.  The unknown parameters are the number of dipoles and for each dipole: the location, orientation, time course, and active time range. We 
also treat the given covariance of the background as uncertain and marginalize over it in the analysis. Furthermore, we have incorporated the ability 
to handle much more complex and realistic estimates of the background noise.  Together, these reduce the effects of under-modeling the noise. We 
used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to sample the many possible likely solutions. The spatial-temporal Bayesian analysis is demonstrated
using both simulated and empirical whole-head MEG data.  

KEY WORDS 

MEG, Dipole Source Localization, Bayesian Inference, spatial-temporal Analysis, Inverse Problem. 

INTRODUCTION  

Recently, new probabilistic approaches to MEG/EEG source localization problem based on Bayesian inference have been reported 
[Schmidt,1999][Bertrand,2001]. Unlike other probabilistic approaches, these approaches did not result in a single best solution to the problem. Both 
focused on the analysis of data at a single point in time, and demonstrated the utility of Bayesian inference for including pertinent prior information 
and for yielding robust results in spite of the under-determined inverse problem. Schmidt used an extended region model for neural activity and 
Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJ-MCMC) method while Bertrand used a multi-dipole model and combined RJ-MCMC and parallel 
tampering (PT) MCMC technique. Schmidt and his team extended their work to a spatial-temporal Bayesian inference analysis of the full spatial-
temporal MEG/EEG data set, using their extended region model for neural activity[Schmidt,2001]. To our knowledge, a spatial-temporal dipole 
analysis of Bayesian inference has not been previously reported. Thus, we present a spatial-temporal Bayesian inference analysis using a dipole 
model of neural activity that is relatively faster than using an extended current model.  

METHODS

Bayesian inference is a general procedure for constructing a posterior probability distribution relating quantities of interest to the measurements 
and to the given prior probability distributions for all uncertain parameters. The method is conceptually simple and straightforward to implement for 
even complicated problems. Through Bayes' rule of probability, the spatial-temporal MEG Bayesian formulation for the given the spatial-temporal 
measurement set  is as follows: 
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where B is observed spatial-temporal data. N is an a priori unknown number of dipole sources. X, �, and J are vectors representing dipole locations, 

dipole moment orientations, and dipole current time courses, respectively. St and Et  are vectors representing dipole active starting and ending 
times, respectively. C is the noise covariance matrix. vect(E) denotes a vector stacked all the columns of matrix E. ' and Tr denote transposition and 

trace of matrix, respectively. We chose the prior distributions for X, �, N, St  and Et  as uniform and the prior distributions for J and C were chosen 
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Assuming a L(space) � T(time) dimensional Gaussian noise model of mean zero and noise covariance matrix C, the likelihood  of the observed 

measurements B for given parameters N, J, X, �, St ,and Et  is described below:  
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column vector �j  of J. ��� jttI ES ),( is a diagonal matrix whose elements are 1 or 0. If the index of an element is in an active time range of �-th
dipole, 1 is assigned. Otherwise, 0. Here A is a N by L matrix corresponding to a lead field through the forward model. 
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The next step of Bayesian inference analysis is numerically generating a representative sample of solutions from the posterior distribution by MCMC (Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo). As our MEG dipole localization problem is categorized into a very high dimensional problem,  MCMC is intractable due to the high complexity of 
the posterior distribution and its related slow convergence. To overcome these difficulties, we attempt marginalization of the posterior distribution over current time 
courses J and noise covariance C, which yields 
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Here ),(~ ES ttI  is a diagonal block matrix whose �-th diagonal block is ),( ES
�� ttI . We would like to sample from the above posterior distribution without pre-set 

determination of the number of dipoles. Therefore, we need a transdimensional sampling strategy, i.e., jumps between subspaces of different dimensions. We used the 
Reversible jump MCMC technique which combines classical Metropolis moves with Reversible Jump (RJ) moves [Green,1995]. This allows movement between 
different parameter spaces and satisfies the detailed balance. In our RJ-MCMC procedure, a candidate sample is chosen from two categorized proposal distributions: a 
transdimensional proposal (dipole birth and death moves)  and an update proposal (location, orientation, and active time range update moves). 

RESULTS 

Empirical spatial-temporal MEG data for a 4D 
Neuroimaging Neuromag-122 whole-head gradiometer 
system were collected from right-hand median nerve 
stimulation experiment (38 years-old male). The 52nd 
channel among 122 channels was removed as a bad channel. 
The averaged noise covariance matrix was estimated from 
3668 collected real brain noise sets with a 121 Kronecker 
product pair of a temporal covariance matrix lT  and a 

spatial covariance matrix lS  [Plis, 2004]. The head was modeled by a 
homogeneous sphere. Signal of 35 time samples 11 ms after onset of stimulus  
were analyzed and 500 inferences among 10,000 sampled through MCMC 
were displayed in Figure 1. Three dipoles were clustered in somatosensory 
cortex. 

DISCUSSION 

We have formulated the Bayesian inference posterior distribution function on spatial-
temporal MEG dipole analysis. Marginalization of the posterior distribution over a noise 
covariance matrix and current time courses yields a smoother posterior, which is tractable 
for MCMC technique in terms of computation speed. We tested our Bayesian inference 
dipole analysis on right-hand median nerve stimulus empirical spatial-temporal data. 
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Figure 1 Top: Empirical spatial-temporal 
MEG signal. Middle: Three current dipole 
time courses of 500 inferences. Bottom: 
Distribution of three dipole locations on 500 
inferences. 
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Improved Adaptive Beamformer Method for Multi-Sources with Temporal Correlation 
H. Kuriyama1, D. Hoshino1, K. Shirai1, T. Nakamura1,  H. Kamiyama1, Y. Ono1, A. Ishiyama1, N.Kasai2, and M.Tonoike2

1Department of Electrical Engineering and Bioscience, Waseda Univ., 2National Inst. of AIST, Japan 
ABSTRACT  

In a MEG inverse problem, the adaptive beamformer method has some advantages comparing with other MEG localization methods. However, 
the estimated time-courses of sources by the beamformer method are distorted if some of the sources have temporal correlations. Therefore, we 
propose a new decorrelation method of measurement-covariance matrix for the beamformer method to estimate multi-sources with temporal 
correlations. In this method, signal-subspace eigenvectors of original measurement-covariance matrix is decomposed into lead-field elements of 
individual sources by the dipole fitting method, and a new decorrelated measurement-covariance matrix is reconstructed from the lead-field elements. 
In 2-dimensional simulation study, we supposed 3 sources model with temporal correlations each other. The locations of all the sources and these 
time-courses were sufficiently estimated by the proposed beamformer method, while locations of sources and these time-courses by the conventional 
beamformer method were not proper. The results show this proposed method is expected as a more practical technique for multi-sources. 

KEY WORDS: magnetoencephalogram (MEG), multi-sources inverse problem, adaptive beamformer method, temporal correlations of sources 

INTRODUCTION  

Recently many improved MEG localization methods have been developed to solve multi-source MEG, such as the simultaneous auditory and 
visual stimuli. Among the locarization methods, the adaptive beamformer method has some advantages to obtain stable sources through their time-
courses. It neither requires prior knowledge of the number of sources, nor depends on the structure of a brain mesh. However, the estimated time-
courses of sources by the beamformer method are distorted if some of the sources have temporal correlations [Sekihara, 2002]. At the worst case that 
some sources completely correlated, it cannot localize any source. In this paper, we propose a new decorrelation method of measurement-covariance 
matrix for the beamformer method to estimate multi-sources with temporal correlations. 

METHOD
(1) Measurement-Covariance Matrix and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Let us define the magnetic field measured by M detector coils at time t as M dimensional vector b(t). Magnitude of a current source and the lead-field 
elements at location ri are denoted as scalar variable si(t) [=s(ri,t)] and M dimensional vector li [=l(rI)] respectively, where i is from 1 to Q. If various 
noises are taken no account, the relationship between b(t) and si(t) is expressed as equation (1). 

QQ tstst llb )()()( 11 ��� �

The measurement-covariance matrix Rb is calucurated from the time average of b(t) and expressed as equation (2). 
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In equation (2), the middle matrix of the rightmost term is equal to a source-activity covariance matrix Rs. The diagonal elements of this matrix 
express variances of each source magnitude and non-diagonal elements express temporal correlations to other sources.  
      Generally lead-field vectors are not orthogonal each other (li

Tlj�0), and sources have temporal correlations (<sisj>�0). Therefore, by using 
principal component analysis (PCA), Rb is decomposed into Q’ eigenvalues and eigenvectors as equation (3), where eigenvectors are linear 
combinations of individual lead-field vectors. Then rank of signal-subspace Q’ is possibly less than number of dipoles Q because of these fully 
correlations.
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(2) Decorrelation of Temporally Correlated Sources 
      When we solve inverse problems of MEG, the Rb, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are available by calculation from the measured magnetic field  
b(t). However components of signal subspace eigenvectors aij, lj are directly unknown, and it is impossible to decorrelate sources correlations from 
the Rb. We decompose signal-subspace eigenvectors ei into estimated lead-field elements of individual sources )]~([~

ijij rll �  by the dipole fitting 

method, and this estimation express as equation (4). 
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Actually measured MEG data have various noises, therefore rank of signal-subspace Q’ is decided by cumulative contribution ratio of eigenvalues, 
and the simulated annealing (SA) is used for the dipole fitting method of eigenvectors to avoid local minimum solutions. Then estimated 
measurement-covariance matrix bR~  that is removed temporal correlations between sources is calculated by using estimated ija~ , ijl

~  as equation (5). 
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It shows that sources correlations are eliminated because non-diagonal elements of  middle matrices aijaij’ (which are correlation factors) are zero in 
steps to pile fragments of a measurement-covariance matrix in equation (3). 

RESULTS 

We applied the proposed method to a simulation of 2 dimensional model. There 3 sources which have temporal correlations each other were 
supposed in each right and left auditory area and in a visual area. The alignment view of this model is shown in Fig.1 and time-courses of sources and 
calculated MEG with 10% noise are shown in Fig.2. The correlation coefficient between auditory sources (Dipole1-Dipole2) is set to 1.0 (completely 
correlated), and that between auditory and visual sources (Dipole1-Dipole3, Dipole2-Dipole3) is set to 0.25. 

We calculated the Rb by the conventional method at the first step. The result is shown in Fig.3(b). It is noticeable that this matrix contains 
correlation elements. At the next step, we decorrelated the Rb into the bR~  by means of our decorrelation method. The result is shown in Fig.3(c). It is 
obvious that the decorrelated matrix is similar to strictly non-correlated matrix shown in Fig.3(a). After the decorrelation steps, we estimated 
solutions of the current sources by using decorrelated matrix bR~ . The result is shown in Fig.4(b). At time1, 2 maxima of about 10 nAm are estimated 
in each auditory area. At time2, 3 maxima of about 5 nAm are apeared in each auditory areas and a visual area.  At time3, 1 maximum of about 10 
nAm is estimated in a visual area. Therefore the estimated solution properly traces the simulated sources. 

DISCUSSION 

We estimated solutions of the current sources by the conventional beamformer method to assess the proposed beamformer method. The result is 
shown in Fig.4(a). The conventional method obviously failed to estimate the correlated sources. (auditory areas: not found, visual area: distorted). It 
suggests the superiority of the proposed method over the conventional method in the estimation for correlated sources. The beamformer method has 
some advantages comparing with other MEG localization methods. The beamformer method should become more practical method by overcoming 
weakness for temporally correlated sources by using our decorrelation method. 

In summary, we showed the decorrelation method of measurement-covariance matrix for the beamformer method. This method is actualized by 
decomposing signal-subspace eigenvectors into plural components of individual sources. The simulation of 3 correlated sources confirms that the 
proposed decorrelation method enable the conventional beamformer method to reconstruct MEG sources with temporal correlations. 

REFERENCES 
Sekihara K, Nagarajan SS, Poeppel D, Marantz A. Performance of an MEG Adaptive-Beamformer Technique in the Presence of Correlated Neural 
Activities. , IEEE Transaction on Biomedical Engineering Vol.49, No.12; 2002 p1534-1546 
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(b) proposed beamformer 
Fig.4 Estimated sources outputs in 2-dimensional  simulation. (a) estimated 
magnitudes by the conventional beamformer. (b) estimated magnitudes by the 
improved beamformer with the proposed decorrelation method. 
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(b) MEG data   
Fig.2 Time courses of each source (a) and 
calculated MEG (b), where noise level is 10 
% to max value of signals. Dipole 1 and 2 
reach peak magnitudes at 20 ms, dipole 3 
reach at 40ms. 
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(a) Non-correlated matrix    (b) Measured matrix         (c) Decorrelated matrix 
Fig.3 Images of covariance matrices Rb and bR~ . (a) Calculated values with no 
correlation. (b) Measurement values calculated with b(t) in Fig.2. (c) Decorrelated 
values calculated by equation (5) with SA.

Fig.1 The alignment of 24 coils (planer 
gradiometers) and 3 dipole sources in 2-
dimensional model where all of z coordinates 
is equal to 1.0 cm. 
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The impact of regularization on MEG minimum-norm estimates 
Fa-Hsuan Lin, Thomas Witzel, Seppo P. Ahlfors, Steven M. Stufflebeam, John W. Belliveau, Matti S. Hämäläinen 

MGH-MIT-HMS Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital, Charlestown, MA USA  

ABSTRACT 

The minimum-norm estimate (MNE) and noise-normalized MNE provide analytic solutions to map MEG scalp recordings into currents on the 
cortical surface. In the implementation of MNE, regularization is employed to stabilize the solution. The regularization parameter characterizes the 
relative weights of data and current prior error terms in the cost function to be minimized. One choice of regularization parameter is the inverse of the 
SNR in the data. We have studied the point-spread function (PSF) of the MNE linear inverse operators as a function of the regularization parameter 
with different cortical orientation constraints with SNR varying between 0.1 and 100.0. The PSFs with different orientation constraints have a similar 
spatial distributions. MNE inverse operators have large PSFs (>20 mm) near insula. For noise-normalized MNE the PSF is smaller than that of MNE 
at insula but a larger on lateral aspects of temporal lobes. The PSFs do not change significantly if SNR >1. Both MNE and noise-normalized MNE 
have wide PSFs around thalamus and medial aspect of temporal lobe (>20 mm). We also tested dynamic estimation of the regularization parameter 
using L-curve, Generalized Cross-Validation, and by employing whitened measurements in the evoked somatosensory data. All three automatic 
regularization methods indicated SNRs above 1.0 during the the somatosensory response. This indicates the linear time-invariant MNE inverse seems 
to be adequate to provide stable PSF and localization accuracy in the experiment with dynamic SNR variation.  

KEY WORDS 

Inverse, MEG, point spread, SNR, regularization, Tikhonov, minimum-norm. 

INTRODUCTION  

Distributed source modeling is used widely to estimate the spatial distribution of neuronal activities based on the extracranially recorded MEG 
data. Among the available approaches the minimum-norm estimate (MNE) (Hamalainen and Ilmoniemi 1984), which assumes the minimum L-2 
norm dipole current power across the whole brain, has been adopted most widely. Noise-normalized MNE (Dale, Liu et al. 2000) was proposed to 
dynamically estimate the statistical significance of neuronal activities relative to the baseline. The derivation of MNE and noise-normalized MNE 
inverse is formulated within the Tikhonov regularization framework (Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977), which uses regularization to balance data errors 
and model errors (Liu, Dale et al. 2002). It has been suggested that the inverse of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be used as the regularization 
parameter (Dale and Sereno 1993). Since the SNR in MEG experiments varies dynamically, and both MNE and noise-normalized MNE are linear 
time-invariant regularized operators, assessment of the regularization parameter’s impact on the PSF is desirable to understand the consequences of 
time-dependent regularization. 

METHODS

Assuming that the genesis of extracranial neuromagnetic 
fields and electric potentials due to postsynaptic currents is an 
instantaneous process of linear transformation, we can relate  
the recorded MEG/EEG signal and neuronal activities using 
integral equations as y(t) = Ax(t) + n(t). The elements of y(t)
are the  MEG/EEG measurements from p channels at time t.
x(t) contains the amplitudes of the neuronal currents, and A is 
the forward solution matrix mapping the intracranial neuronal 
currents to extracranial MEG/EEG signals. n is the the 
contaminating noise. To resolve the ambiguity of the inverse 
problem, the minimum-norm estimate (MNE) selects the 
current distribution with the minmum power. Consequently 
we obtain that the MNE is the solution of the minimization 
problem: x(t) = argmin{||y(t)-Ax(t)||2+�||x(t)||2}, where ||.||2

represents the L-2 norm and � is the regularization parameter. 
The solution is x(t)=Wy(t). In case of MNE linear inverse 
operator Wmne=RAT(ARAT+�C)-1, where R is the source 
covariance matrix and C is the noise covariance matrix. For 
noise-normalized MNE we have Wspm = Wmne/sqrt(diag((C
Wmne CT)),  which produces a statistical parametric map of 
the neuronal activity compared to baseline. We can also 
modify A and R in order to use either free source orientations 
(FO), strict cortical orientation constraint (SOC), and loose 
cortical orientation constraint (LOC). SOC requires the 
estimated dipoles to be perpendicular to the cortical surface 
while LOC allows for limited variation of the current orientation from the local cortical normal direction. The regularization parameter was proposed 
to be the inverse of the SNR of the data as ��Tr(C)/Tr(ARAT)/SNR. To estimate the regularization parameter, we compared three automatic 
regularization techniques, the L-curve (Hansen 1998), the Generalized Cross-Validateion (GCV) (Golub, Heath et al. 1979), and SNR estimation 
from the whitened data. In the latter method, we employ the whitened data yw(t) = C-1/2y(t) to estimate the SNR(t) = (yw(t)T yw(t))/p. We used the 
point spread function (PSF) to assess the regularization parameter’s impact on the MNE. At each source location r, the resolution matrix S(r) =W(r)A
and  a distance vector from all source locations in the brain relative to r  were calculated. The aPSF is then calculated by the center of mass of 

Figure 1. aPSF Distributions of MNE and noise-normalized MNE using 
free orientation at SNR between 0.1 and 100. Light gray indicates gyri and 
dark gray indicates sulci.
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Figure 2. aPSF of MNE and noise-normalized MNE using free orientation (FO), loose 
cortical orientation constraint (LOC) and strict cortical orientation constraint (SOC).

Figure 3. Dynamic estimation of SNR using 
whitened MEG measurements, L-curve and GCV on 
median nerve stimulation experiment. The high 
values around t = 0 are caused by a stimulus artifact. 

distance vector using S(r) as weightings. We varied the SNR from 0.1 to 100 parametrically and we also used evoked somatosensory data to evaluate 
dynamic range of SNR in actual measurements. An MEG experiment with the right median nerve stimulation was conducted with 0.5-ms constant 
current pulses and with amplitude clearly above the motor threshold. A 306-channel MEG system (Elekta Neuromag Oy) was used to record the 
neuromagnetic responses. The inter-stimulus-interval between current pulse was 4 seconds. The measurement bandwidth was 0.03 to 250 Hz and the 
data were digitized at 1004 Hz and 100 responses 
were averaged.RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the PSF using free orientation 
in both MNE and noise-normalized MNE at 
lateral and medial view of the inflated cortex. 
Note that MNE  has a stable aPSF distribution 
when the SNR is greater than 1. Largest PSFs 
were found around the insula. In the medial 
aspect, the PSF around cingulate cortex, 
thalamus and hippocampus is higher than 20 mm 
for all SNR values. For noise-normalized MNE, we found that the spatial distribution of aPSFs is more even than for MNE. Like for MNE, noise-
normalized MNE showed a stable PSF 
distribution when the SNR exceeded 1. The 
larger PSF values for noise-normalized MNE 
appear at the temporal pole and medial temporal 
gyrus in the lateral aspect of the cortex. In the medial aspect, noise-normalized MNE 
showed high (> 20 mm) PSF values around the paraorbital cortex, thalamus and 
hippocampus. Both MNE and noise-normalized MNE showed an asymptotic decrease of 
PSF as the SNR increases. Figure 2 shows the aPSF of both the MNE and noise-normalized 
MNE across the whole cortex using FO, SOC and LOC as alternatives for dipole orientation 
constraints. In the MNE, FO has larger aPSF values then LOC or SOC at all SNR values. 
This differences decrease to smaller than 3 mm when the SNR exceeds 1. The aPSF is 
approximately 20 mm at SNR=1 and 16 mm at SNR=100. When the SNR is greater than 1, 
then there is no significant difference in the aPSF values for FO, LOC and SOC. For noise-
normalized MNE,  the FO case has larger aPSF values than the LOC and SOC. The aPSF is 
approxmatley 23 mm at SNR=1 and 17 mm at SNR =100. Comparing MNE and noise-
normalized MNE, the aPSF is smaller in MNE than in noise-normalized MNE at all SNR 
values. Figure 3 shows the dynamic estimation of the SNR using whitened measurements. 
All three methods also dectected prominent somatosensory responses at the first 250 ms 
after the stimulation. Note  that the estimated SNR changed dynamically. But all methods 
reported SNR values exceeding 1. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we used PSF to quantify the pointspread function of linear inverse 
operators depending on the regularization parameter. We compared the results between 
MNE and noise-normalized MNE. Ideally the PSF should be small for high localization accuracy. Several strategies have been proposed to optimize 
the PSF, and optimal combination of MEG and fMRI was studied based on aPSF analysis (Liu, Belliveau et al. 1998). Here we showed that the 
distribution of PSF varied with different regularization parameters and SNRs. The distributions of PSF values are different in MNE and noise-
normalized MNE, and they vary with different orientation constraints. Nevertheless, the asymptotic aPSF values indicate the validity of using static 
regularization parameter in the experiments with time-varying SNR when the SNR exceeds 1. Finally, we validated the estimated SNR based on 
whitened measurements by L-curve and GCV in somatosensory evoked field MEG experiment to show that the SNR remains larger than 1 during the 
first 250 ms after median nerve stimulation. This concludes that a static regularization parameter can be applied to both MNE and noise-normalized 
MNE when the SNR exceeds 1 for stable localization performance. 
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Iterative estimation of in vivo tissue conductivity distribution by using extended Kalman filter 
U�ur Baysal*, Jens Haueisen**, Gökhan Sengul* 
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The bioelectromagnetic inverse problem is non-linear and highly ill-conditioned. Inaccurate conductivity assumptions and geometry modelling errors 
yield inaccurate source localization results [1-2]. Kalman filtering is a general frame, which has been used in different control and estimation 
problems [3-4]. Due to its iterative approach, the algorithm is very efficient in solving non-linear systems, as well. Previously, Kalman filtering has 
been utilized in two dimensional electrical impedance tomography [5]. It is shown that, the iterative solution decreases the estimation error and 
approaches to true solution for known simulation phantoms [5]. The disadvantage of the method is, it is rather time consuming compared to other 
single-pass estimators. In this study, the Kalman filter algorithm is tested by using EEG/MEG measurements from normal human subjects 
participating in SEF/SEP experiments and compared to other methods. This work has been supported by Turkish Scientific and Technical Research 
Council, Brain Research Association BAD-2003 Glaxo/Smith-Kline Project Support Award.  
[1] Haueisen J, Ramon C, Eiselt M, Nowak H, Brauer H 1997 Influence of Tissue Resistivities on Neuromagnetic Fields and Potentials studied with a 
Finite Element Model of the Head. IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering 44 727 – 735. [2] Haueisen J, Böttner A, Nowak H, Brauer H, 
Weiller C 1999 The influence of conductivity changes in boundary element compartments on the forward and inverse problem in 
electroencephalography and magnetoencephalography Biomedizinische Technik 44 150-7. [3] Brown RG and Hwang PYC “Introduction to Random 
Signals and applied Kalman filtering” John Wiley 1992. [4] Sorenson HW “Kalman filtering and applications” IEEE Press 1985. [5] Ozkazanc Y and 
Baysal U “Extended Kalman filtering and electrical impedance tomography” National Signal Processing Conference, Antalya 2000. 

Simultaneous analysis of MEG data sets in multiple conditions 
Fetsje Bijma†, Jan C. de Munck†, Arye Nehorai‡, Hilde M. Huizenga*, Rob M. Heethaar†

† MEG Center, VU University Medical Center, De Boelelaan 1118, 1081 HZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
‡ ECE Department, University of Illinois at Chicago, United States 

* Dep. of Developmental Psychology, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Decomposing measured MEG data as a linear combination of basic components has been formulated in many ways. The Coupled Dipole Model
(CDM) [1] is a trilinear component model that was designed to stabilize the Inverse Problem (IP) in MEG by analyzing multiple data sets 
simultaneously and assuming certain sources and source time functions are fixed (or proportional) over data sets. The CDM uses a set of common 
sources (generating matrix A) and a set of common source time functions (generating B). The data matrix of the qth data set, Rq, is modeled as a 
linear combination of these basic components: Rq = A Cq B.
The linear combination is specified by the coupling matrix Cq, containing predefined zeroes while the remaining entries are estimated from the data. 
The CDM was shown to stabilize and solve the IP in situations where separate analyses of the data sets are problematic. The design of the coupling 
matrix for each data set, however, is subject to the user’s knowledge and assumptions.  
The application of the Generalized Multivariate ANalysis Of VAriance (GMANOVA) model resolves this subjectivity. Using GMANOVA the entire 
coupling matrix Cq for each data set is estimated. Results of the GMANOVA application show a similar improvement of the stability of the IP. 
Moreover, the statistical properties of the GMANOVA model are precisely defined, so that the significance of the estimated activity (p-value) and the 
(1-�)-confidence regions around the estimated source time functions can be computed.  
[1] Bijma, F. et al. 2004. The Coupled Dipole Model: an integrated model for multiple MEG/EEG data sets. NeuroImage, accepted.
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Effects of Correlated Brain Activity on Performance of Minimum-Variance Beamformer and Equivalent 
Current Dipole Localization Methods 

D. Cheyne, L. Bakhtazad, W. Gaetz 
Neuromagnetic Imaging Lab, Hospital for Sick Children Research Institute, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Source reconstruction methods in MEG that rely on forward modeling of equivalent current dipole (ECD) sources have been limited in the ability to 
separate multiple sources. New methods based on minimum-variance beamforming (MVB) can overcome this limitation by taking into account 
spatial correlations in the data. However, spatial and temporal correlations between sources can pose problems for both methods. We used 
simulations to study the effects of both random and correlated (brain) noise on localization accuracy for MVB (synthetic aperture magnetometry) and 
ECD methods using a simulated dipole source in SI (10 nA-m, 50 ms cosine-shaped pulse) by adding either random Gaussian noise, or measured 
background brain activity taken from resting data in 2 subjects (eyes open, BW=1-50 Hz) to the forward solution to generate single trial data sets 
(n=150). Background brain activity resulted in greater localization error (> 1 cm) than random noise for ECDs fitted to the peak of source activity in 
the averaged data, with consistent overestimation of source depth. The MVB filter applied to the same data (using single trial data to generate the 
beamformer weights) showed lower error due to brain noise and negligible error for random noise. MVB performance can also be affected by strong 
temporal correlation of the target source with another distant source. However, the MVB was able to resolve simulated bilateral sources in auditory 
cortex with only small phase offset or jitter, even with high temporal correlations (r = 0.9). These results indicate that the MVB method can be used 
to model temporally correlated sources with good immunity to the effects of background brain activity on localization accuracy.
Supported by grants from Canadian Institutes of Health Research and NSERC of Canada. 

Modified Beamformers for Coherent Source Region Suppression 
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Many tomographic source localization algorithms used in biomagnetic imaging assume, explicitly or sometimes implicitly, that the source activity at 
different brain locations are either independent or that the correlation structure between sources are known. Among these algorithms are adaptive 
spatial filters, also known as beamformers, that have superior spatiotemporal resolution abilities. The performance of beamformers are robust to 
weakly coherent sources [1]. However, these algorithms are extremely sensitive to the presence of strongly coherent sources. A common mode of 
failure in beamformers occurs with reconstruction of auditory evoked fields (AEF), in which bilateral auditory cortices are highly coherent in their 
activation. Here, we present a novel beamformer that suppresses activation from regions with interfering coherent sources. First, a volume containing 
the interfering sources is defined. The lead field matrix for this volume is computed and reduced into a few significant columns using singular value 
decomposition (SVD). A vector beamformer is then constructed by rejecting the contribution of sources in the suppression region while allowing for 
source reconstruction at other specified regions. Performance of this algorithm was first validated with simulated data. Subsequent tests of this 
modified beamfomer were performed on bilateral auditory evoked field (AEF) data. An unmodified vector beamformer using whole head coverage 
mislocalizes the source to be medial. After defining a suppression region containing the right temporal cortex, the described method consistently 
results in clear focal activations at expected regions of the left superior temporal plane. 
[1] Sekihara, K., Nagarajan, S.S., Poeppel, D., Marantz, A. 2002. Performance of an MEG adaptive-beamformer technique in the presence of 
correlated neural activties. IEEE Trans Biomed Eng 12, 1534-46. 
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 Quantification of MEG’s source reconstruction accuracy of deep and shallow sources using dense and 
sparse grid calculations 

J. Dammers1, T. Fieseler1, V. Hadamschek1, P.A. Tass1,2

1Institute of Medicine, Research Center Jülich, Jülich, Germany 
2Department of Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery, University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany 

The accuracy of neuromagnetic source reconstruction is strongly influenced by the source-to-detector distance, its orientation and the signal to noise 
ratio. Among the vast amount of publications contradictory results have been reported about the capability and accuracy in localizing neuromagnetic 
sources in deeper brain structures. In this study we will quantify the source reconstruction accuracy obtained by Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) 
[1]. Within 1200 simulations the location of a single dipolar source was uniformly distributed within the brain. Using a head-sensor arrangement 
from a real experiment, we will present results of the reconstruction accuracy in terms of source location, orientation and the spreading of the 
reconstructed focal sources. Sparse (103) and dense (203) source space integration grids have been used up to a number (483) where the localization 
accuracy did not improve further. The source orientation has also been varied to account for x-, y- and z-orientated neuromagnetic sources. Different 
signal to noise ratios (SNR) (from 10:1 down to 1:1) have then been applied to all superficial and deep sources. 
Our findings show that the accuracy of both source location and orientation can be improved when dense source space integration grids are used, 
even in the presence of noise. The most prominent improvements in terms of accuracy have been achieved in reconstructing the source orientation 
from deep sources. In addition, the reconstructed focal sources were less distributed in areas with poor sensitivity when dense source space 
integration grids are used. 
[1] Ioannides, A.A., Bolton, J.P.R., et al 1990. Continuous probabilistic solutions to the biomagnetic inverse problem. Inverse Problems 6, 523-542. 

Application of bootstrap methods to assess statistical significance of dipole reconstructions from MEG 
data

F. Darvas and R. M. Leahy 
Signal & Image Processing Institute, University of Southern California, USA 

We describe the use of the nonparametric bootstrap to investigate the accuracy of current dipole localization from magneto encephalography (MEG) 
studies of event related neural activity. The bootstrap is well suited to analysis of event-related MEG data since the experiments are repeated 10's or 
even 100's of times and averaged to achieve acceptable SNRs. The set of repetitions or epochs can be viewed as a set of independent realizations of 
the brain's response to the experiment. Bootstrap resamples can be generated by sampling with replacement from these epochs and averaging. We 
used RAP-MUSIC to perform source analysis on the resampled averages of experimental MEG data and the resulting dipoles were clustered in space, 
using a Gaussian mixture model algorithm. With this large number of dipole samples in the same subject, statistical properties of the sources, like 
spatial standard error or a standard error for the time series can be defined. A Hotelling T2 statistic on the dipole locations can be used to compute 
significance levels for different clusters of sources, allowing for discrimination between experimental conditions. 
Acknowledgement: this work supported by NIBIB, Grant No: R01EB002010 
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Studying effective connectivity with a neural mass model of MEG/EEG evoked responses 
O. David, L. Harrison, J. Kilner, W. Penny, K.J. Friston 

Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, United Kingdom  

The aim of this work was to study large-scale cortical networks involved in the generation of event-related fields (ERF) and potentials (ERP), with a 
particular focus on the modulation of long-range connectivity. ERF/ERPs reflect phenomena that depend on multiple factors, which are often difficult 
to disentangle. Therefore, explicit, neuronally plausible, generative or forward models are essential for a mechanistic understanding. In the present 
study, we modelled ERF/ERPs using a hierarchical neural mass model that embodied bottom-up, top-down and lateral connections between remote 
areas [1]. 
The comparison of measured ERF/ERPs with model predictions should help characterise the relevant biophysical mechanisms that generate their 
waveforms. We focused on experimental manipulation of long-range connectivity using an auditory oddball paradigm. We recorded evoked responses 
that exhibited a strong modulation of the P300 component, on comparing responses to frequent and rare stimuli. Parameters of simulated cortical 
networks were identified [2] that formally reproduce the event-related waveforms observed. Our work shows that the modulation of connectivity 
between distant cortical regions can be tested explicitly with this modelling framework. It should therefore be possible, in the near future, to test 
hypotheses about the top-down and bottom-up effects that mediate ERF/ERP components, or more generally, address hypotheses framed in terms of 
functional integration among multiple regions.  
[1] David, O., Harrison, L., Friston, K.J. In preparation. Modelling event-related activity in cortical hierarchies. 
[2] Friston, K.J., Harrison, L., Penny, W. 2003. Dynamic causal modelling. Neuroimage 16, 465-483. 

This paper is presented also in Workshop W13, for full paper see page ??? 

Dipole Localization Stability for Model Selection 
M. Fuchs, M. Wagner, J. Kastner 

Compumedics / Neuroscan, Hamburg, Germany  

Equivalent current dipole models are widely used in Magneto-Encephalo-Graphic (MEG) and Electro-Encephalo-Graphic (EEG) source 
reconstruction. The best-fit solutions have a certain probability volume depending on the source model, dipole positions and orientations, the actually 
used sensor set-up, and the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR). By slightly modifying the best-fit positions and relating the field/potential differences to the 
noise of the measured data, confidence ellipsoids can be computed for each dipole independently. We evaluated the method with several simulated 
and measured data-sets and compared the results to deviation scans which represent the real multi-dimensional error-hypersurface.
Over-parameterized source models, which show a better goodness of fit than more adequate models with less dipoles, can easily be identified, since 
superfluous dipoles that improve the solution only marginally, exhibit rather large confidence volumes (the dipole can be everywhere within the 
ellipsoid due to the limited SNR), in contrast to really needed source positions that are able to substantially explain the measured data. The 
confidence ellipsoids cannot show up underdetermined source models resulting in stable solutions, in this case the residual field/potential deviation 
should be compared to the SNR in order to see if the model is able to explain the measured data. If this is not the case, dipoles should be added to the 
source model until the first unstable source with a large ellipsoid appears. 

Fuchs, M., Wagner, M., Kastner, J. 2004. Clinical Neurophysiology, in press. 

This poster will be also presented in Workshop 13. For the full paper, see Page 135.
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Reconstruction of current source distributions in the human brain: a comparative study of inverse 
algorithms with regard to MEG data 

V. Hadamschek1,2, J. Dammers2, T. Fieseler2, K. Dolan2, P.A. Tass2,3

1Central Institute for Electronics, Research Center Jülich, Germany 
2Institute of Medicine, Research Center Jülich, Germany 

3Department of Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery, University of Cologne, Germany 

Currently numerous methods are available for handling the MEG inverse problem, i.e. reconstructing the underlying current source distribution in the 
human brain from the measured magnetic fields. Although addressing the same issue, the various algorithms differ in important aspects depending on 
the specific application they have been designed for. We have been studying three competitive methods: Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT [1]), 
Spatially Optimal Fast Initial Analysis (SOFIA [2]), and Spatial Filter Imaging (SFI [3]) with respect to their localization accuracy, computational 
costs, and preservation of nonlinear structure in the underlying current distribution. In each simulation a single dipole source, whose location was 
chosen from a uniform distribution, has been placed in the brain using a head-sensor configuration taken from real experiments. We performed a 
benchmark of the three methods with quantified measures, proving e.g. that SFI is significantly less computational demanding than the other two 
methods whereas MFT has been unbeaten concerning the localization of the single dipole sources. This should help users in choosing an appropriate 
algorithm for their specific application. 
[1] Ioannides, A., Bolton, J., Clarke, C. 1990. Continuous probabilistic solutions to the biomagnetic inverse problem. Inverse Problems 6, 523-542. 
[2] Bolton, J., Gross, J., Liu, L., Ioannides, A. 1999. SOFIA: spatially optimal fast initial analysis of biomagnetic signals. Phys. Med. Biol. 44, 87-
103.
[3] Robinson, S., Rose, D. 1992. Current source image estimation by spatially filtered MEG. Biomagnetism: Clinical aspects (eds. Hoke, M. et al.), 
761-765, Elsevier. 

Commonalities and Differences among Vectorized Beamformers 
M.X. Huang1,2, J.J. Shih2, R.R. Lee1,2, D.L. Harrington1,2, R.J. Thoma1,2, M.P. Weisend1,2, F. Hanlon1,2, K.M. Paulson1, T. Li1, K. 

Martin1, G.A. Miller3, and J.M. Canive1,2

1Center for Functional Brain Imaging, New Mexico VA Health Care System, Albuquerque, NM, USA 
2University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center, Albuquerque, NM, USA 

3Departments of Psychology and Psychiatry, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA 

A number of beamformers have been introduced to localize neuronal activity using magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography 
(EEG). However, currently available information about the major aspects of existing beamformers is incomplete. In the present study, detailed 
analyses are performed to study the commonalities and differences among vectorized versions of existing beamformers in both theory and practice. In 
addition, a novel beamformer based on higher-order covariance analysis is introduced. Theoretical formulas are provided on all major aspects of each 
beamformer; to examine their performance, computer simulations with different levels of correlation and signal-to-noise ratio are studied. Then, an 
empirical data set of human MEG median-nerve responses with a large number of neuronal generators is analyzed using the different beamformers. 
The results show substantial differences among existing MEG/EEG beamformers in their ways of describing the spatial map of neuronal activity. 
Differences in performance are observed among existing beamformers in terms of their spatial resolution, false-positive background activity, and 
robustness to highly correlated signals. Superior performance is obtained using our novel beamformer with higher-order covariance analysis in 
simulated data. Excellent agreement is also found between the results of our beamformer and the known neurophysiology of the median-nerve MEG 
response.
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Localization of Independent Components in MEG Data 
K. E. Hild II, M. Sahani, H. Attias, S. S. Nagarajan 

Biomedical Imaging Laboratory, Dept. of Radiology, UC San Francisco, USA  

Several Independent Components Analysis (ICA) methods have recently been applied to MEG data for artifact rejection and to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio in the sensor data [1, 2]. ICA is an unsupervised technique that attempts to extract statistically independent sources from the sensor data by 
estimating the mixing and ‘un-mixing’ matrices. Once the independent sources have been identified, they are projected back to the sensor array using 
the estimated mixing matrix and then are subjected to source localization analysis, typically done using non-linear Equivalent Current Dipole (ECD) 
fitting procedures. This approach of using ICA as a pre-processing step in the localization of MEG data makes the strong assumption that the 
estimated sources arise from spatially distinct and typically single ECDs. Here, a novel implementation of such a procedure is proposed that embeds 
the ICA analysis of evoked magnetic field data within a tomographic imaging framework. The initial ICA pre-processing involves the estimation of 
the mixing matrix. A normalized inner product of the mixing matrix and the composite lead-field matrix is then calculated. Source locations can be 
inferred from the peaks of this inner product and the corresponding columns of the lead-field matrix. This procedure can also be extended to allow for 
pair-wise dependencies between estimated sources, i.e., statistically independent sources that arise from pairs of dipoles, using a greedy procedure to 
alleviate problems of combinatorial explosion. Performance of a variety of ICA algorithms using this procedure on simulated and real MEG data will 
be presented. 
[1] A. Tang, N. Malaszenko, D. Phung, and B. Reeb, “Independent Components of Magnetoencephalography: Localization,” Neural Computation, 
Vol. 14, pp. 1827-1858, 2002. 
[2] R. Vigario, J. Sarela, V. Jousmaki, M. Hamalainen, E. Oja, “Independent component approach to the analysis of EEG and MEG recordings,” 
IEEE Trans Biomed. Eng. Vol. 47, No. 5, pp. 589-93, 2000. 

Model of extended curved current source 
V. Jazbinsek, Z. Trontelj 

Institute of Mathematics, Physics, and Mechanics, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 

In studying the relation between the electric and the magnetic field produced by the current sources of different forms there is a challenging question: 
Which are possible current distributions in the brain and/or the heart that require either magnetic or electric measurements to obtain the relevant 
information? A feasible example of a current source, which can be detected only by the magnetic measurements, is a vortical or curved current 
distribution.  
Here we approximated an extended curved current source with a model assuming a shape of a circular arc and a constant current along the arc. Nine 
parameters, six for the origin, the radius, the length and the starting angle of the arc, two for the orientation of the arc plane and one for the current 
amplitude determine the model. The current is approximated by uniformly distributed current dipoles positioned tangentially along the arc. With this 
model we simulated various magnetic isofield maps and electric isopotential maps in different volume conductor models (sphere and realistic torso). 
We applied Levenberg-Marquardt least square procedure to find parameters of the arc source. The influence of measurement noise on the stability of 
the inverse problem solution was studied. For comparison, we have also included in the inverse procedure three other simple models (current dipole, 
magnetic dipole and extended linear source).  
Our study shows that the proposed model of a curved current source can be successfully applied in the localization procedure particularly in cases 
where the magnetic isofield map indicates the presence of possible vortex currents. On the other hand, the curved current source cannot be identified 
by the electric measurements since the electric field generated by the curved current source is equivalent to the field of the straight linear source 
connecting the starting and the ending point of the source. 
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Objective Evaluation of Inverse Methods in MEG  
E. Kucukaltun-Yildirim, D. Pantazis, R.M. Leahy 

Signal & Image Processing, University of Southern California, USA  

Users of MEG are faced with a vast array of inverse methods that can be used to process their data, yet there are few guidelines available to decide 
which might be appropriate for a given problem. Here we attempt to address this question using the ROC (receiver operating characteristic). 
Although originally developed to quantify detection performance in radar applications, ROC analysis has been most widely used for assessing system 
performance for lesion detection in x-ray and nuclear medicine imaging. The ROC curve is a plot of the trade-off between the probability of true and 
false positive detection as a function of a single system or operator parameter. This concept can be applied to MEG inverse solutions by computing 
the ROC curve for detection of known cortical activation. In this case the operator parameter is a threshold applied either directly to the image or to 
some statistic computed point-wise on the image. The traditional ROC curve is limited to detection of a single source, which is either present or 
absent, without associating any location with the source. However, a number of modifications of this framework, including location-response ROC 
(LROC), which considers spatial information for the binary-decision case, and free-response ROC (FROC) and alternative FROC (AFROC) 
methods, which allow identification of multiple true and false positives in each image, have been investigated in the context of lesion detection [1]. 
Here we apply these objective evaluation criteria to simulated activity at random locations on the cerebral cortex. FROC methods are used to 
compare the performances of regularized minimum norm imaging, matched filters, linearly constrained minimum variance beamformers, and the 
MUSIC source localization algorithm. We compare performances as a function of the size of the activated regions, the number of activated regions, 
and the degree of correlation between different sources.  
Acknowledgement: this work supported by NIBIB, Grant No: R01EB002010 
[1] Swensson, R.G. 1996. Unified measurement of observer performance in detecting and localizing target objects on images. Med. Physics. 
23(10)1709-1725

 Source Space Reduction for MEG Source Imaging Using Cortical Surface Inflation 
Chany Lee1, Chang-Hwan Im1, Hyun-Kyo Jung1, Yong-Ho Lee2, Shinya Kuriki3

1School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea 
2Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science, Korea 

3Research Institute for Electronic Science, Hokkaido University, Japan 

Recently, among many techniques for magnetoencephalography (MEG) source reconstruction, cortical source imaging has been widely studied [1]. 
The method uses cortical surface meshes and assumes that a lot of dipole sources are located perpendicularly to them. However, the approach 
requires extensively large number of variables to be reconstructed and the highly underdetermined condition usually yields spurious or phantom 
sources. To reduce the number of variables, we localized source space using spherical mapping. The cortical surface was inflated to be a sphere, and 
current distribution was evaluated using 2-D Fourier series expansion with respect to two angular components of spherical coordinate, colatitude and 
longitude. The Fourier coefficients could be determined using some iterative algorithms such as downhill simplex search. After the function was 
confirmed, rough locations of the brain sources could be estimated. Then, the source space can be reduced by selecting more probable regions. The 
proposed method was applied to an auditory evoked field (AEF) measurement and several forward data sets. From the results, we could validate that 
the method can reduce source space in a very effective and robust manner. 
*This work was supported in part by the NRL Project of the Ministry of Science and Technology, Korea. 
[1] A.K. Liu, et al, 1999, Monte Carlo Simulation Studies of EEG and MEG Localization Accuracy, Hum. Brain Mapp., vol. 16, pp. 47-62
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